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THE MAINE STATE PRESS·
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.50 a
year: if paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted m the "Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $ .00 per square for first insertion
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inser-

Cure Your Corns
BY CSIKG

tion.

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

SCHLOTTERBECK'S

Com, Wart & Bunion Solvent.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
SWA CURE IS QUARANTEED.JS&
Price VÎ5 cent».
For «ale by nil Dreggixtn.
Try it and yon will be convinced like thousands
who have used it and now testify to its value.
Ask for Nehlotterbeck'n Corn and Wart
Solvent and in lie no other.
nov23
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BELÛING BROS. & GO.
Manufacturers.

DRESS SILKS
a

»»perior grnde, excellent in quality
and llnisli.

Serge-i and Satin Liuings for Gentlemen's Clothing.
HOSSEltV,

Sewing Silk,
MACHINE TWIST,
Embroidery

AUGUSTA.
ou the Maine
Central Railroad
the Kennebec, ill Augusta, have
been completed.
The bridge Uas been greatly

The repairs

bridge

Jack McCue's shanty in Augusta caught fire
The firemen found Jack within
in a drunken condition, dragged him out and
extinguished the flames after the building had
been badly damaged.
Warren Priest of Thomaston was arraigned
before United States. Commissioner Choate,
Wednesday, for selling liquor without a
United States licousi·. District Attorney L.unt
appeared for the government, and Baker,
Baker & Cornish for Priest. After the evidence for the government was all in, the prisoner waived farther examination aad was ordered to recognize in the sum of S300 for his
appearance at the United States District Court
at Portland.
The prisoner was in the custody
of United States Marshal Marble.

Wednesday.

BELFAST.

A young man named Whitcomb, who was
supposed to have been killed during the war,
returned home to Belfast last week.
He is a
sailor in the United 8tates navy.
BANGOR

Diphtheria

viraient

and

"Superior"
Pure Thread Knitting
Silk.
MIi-LS. Kockville, Conn., Northampton, Mass.,

Montreal, Canada.
OFFICES. New York, Philadelphia, Chicago,
Cincinnati, St. Louis, San Francisco.
CURTIS, Agents., 105 Summer St., Boston.
octl8
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UiiitliiiK Silk,

It is the
Silk in the market,
snlm

Warranted made from pure thread silk.

Visit to Portland !
Surgeons of the International Throat and
Lung institute of England, United States and
Canada are at the United States Hotel, Portland,
and will renain till the 30lli of November. These
gentlemen make a specialty of the treatment of Catarrh, Catarrhal Deafness, Asthma, Brouchitis and
Consumption, using iu their treatment the ·*8ρΐΓοηιe.er," the wonderful invention of Dr. il. Souvielle,

Ί1ΗΕ

Surgeon

of the French army,

an

instrument

which conveys medicinal properties directly to the
seat of the disease. They invite all who are suifer-

ine from any of the above diseases to call and consult them and have a trial of their instruments free
of charge. Head offices for New England ^tates,
295 COLUMBUS AVENUE, BOSTON, MASS.
oc31
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Reed's Sectional
Any

Covering,

Fireprnof, flight and
put it on.
Cheap. Call and see Samples at

one can

*71
0Ctl5

this city.

Several

Jones,
Falls,

Union
Street.
JARVIS ENUIiNEKRIXG CO.
dtf

Did You Ever

the

on

of
departure
H.
Κβν.
Episcopal minister, from Grand

the
citizens
assembled
in
the
Hammond Hall and presented Mr. Jones with
an address expressive of
their appreciation of
Viîo IoKako

iïnom

4-Kaî-

«·

bis departure.
Accompanying the address
was a purse of @30.
Rev. Mr. Joues leaves his
work iu Aroostook aDd intends going South
for the winter on account of his wifô's health.
ELLSWORTH.

Fifteen cartridges of red-rock were simulta·'
necusly exploded by accident at Ellsworth
recently, on the line of the railroad. No damage was done, with the exception that the
glass was broken from the windows of the
nearest house.
PHILLIPS.

Judge

Dauforth

Tuesday opened

on

Washington, Oct. 31—In the Ccurt of Commisssoners of Alabama Claims today, the following cases were argued atul submitted: No.
117, Koland L. Taylor; No. 117, Daniel McCarthy; No. 173, Samuel Brown; No. 439,
Wendell H. Cobb, administrator; No. 1,406,
Lucy C. Ellis, administratrix; No. 1,480, Daniel Nickerson ; No. 3,285, Jerusba Case, ad-

ministratrix; No. S3,286, Charles E. Bearce;
No. 3,288, Emmanuel Jewell; No.3,292, Sitaler Itοίβ; No. 3,291, Henry Jackson.
Charles
O. Olsen, of Boeton, Mass., was designated by
the court, under order of March 7, 1883, to
make up schedules from the book?, records and
data of insurance companies in
Gloucester,
Newburyport and Salem, Mass., and Arthur
H. Clark, of 109 French

Eng was in like manner designated to make
up schedules from the books, records and data
of Insurance companies in England. The following judgments are announced:
No. 1,695, Pliilip Fitzpatrlck,* administrator of
the estate ot

George Thomas Boss, deceased, $90.
No. 4,619, John S. Watson, administrator of the
estate of Thomas John Watson, $150, with interest
from July 28,1861.
Ns. 928, Baruabus Henry Bartol,
$372, with interest from Nov. 3,1801.
No. 4,517, James S. Hewitt. $1,207, with interest from Aug. 81,1863.
No. 4,515, Joseph Hand, 8342, with interest
from Aug. 21, 1863.
No. 4518, Martha T. Stetson, executrix of David
S. Stetson, deceased, surviving and liquidating partner of David S.
Stetson, and William Flushing, deceased, lately trading as D. S. Stetson & Co., $1198
with interest from June 14, ltf 63.
No. 4507. Jairus Baker, $521, with Interest from
Feb. 4, 1S63.
No. 4508, Sydney Baker, $375, with interest
from Nov. 13,186!).
Ko. 1700, John C. Fliield, $85,with interest frt»m

June 27, 1868.
No. 1B94, Thomas Wensmore. executor, estate of
John K.
deceased, 8551, with interest
fiom May 16, 1864.
No. 845, Mason Hume. $455, with interest from

Watson,

April 18,1864.
No. 808, Thomas Spencer Holman,
$780, with interest from June 16, 1804.
No. 1154, Otho H. Williams, trading as William
Howell & Son, $691, with interest from Nov. 17,
1861.
No. 1163, Louis Mulier and John G. Grave, exec·
utors of He-man H. Grave, partner of the firm or
William
A«on
Ρ-

the

a

referee's court at Phillips. The first casa tried
was
Charles O. Dill et al., plaintiffs, who
claim a lieu on ceitaiu logs attached in a boom
in Mooselucmegautic Lake, vs. Jas. Wood,
agent of the Lewiston Steam Mill Co., defendants.
P. A. Sawyer, Esq., appeared for plaintiffs, and Mr. Savagé of Lewiston for defendants.
Another case, Noble vs. Bachelder,
action to
recover
on
will
be
account,
tried.
The referee's decision will be announced at the March term of court.

COVER YOUR STEAM PIPES
—

reported.

GRAND FALLS.

C03UKESS STREET,
offers a complete line of
fielding Bros. Jk Co. Superior

ex-aide

cases are

Tuesday evening, Oct. 23d,

On

465

Knitting

spreading in

The mjstery surrounding the recent finding
of a man's hand and arm at North Castine remains unsolved.
Probably it was dragged
from the shore by a dog or some wild animal,
and was a part of the remains of some person
drowued in the river or bay.
A large dog, belonging to Wm. Hooper of
Castine, recently had its jaw and a leg broken
in a fight with some animal iu the woods at
North Castine. Conjectures are numerous as
to the kind of animal ii could have been
to,eo roughly handle a powerful dog.

^Rs7i>RVI>EXr

only pure thread
oct 19

is

CASTINK.

FLOSSES.

WO.

across

strengthened.

Silk

Ijiet of Cases Submitted anil JadgnicnU
Anuouuced by the Court.

PORTER.

The brick house in the Northern part of
Porter, owned and occupied by John Simpson,
was burned
to the ground about 1 o'clock
Tuesday morning, the 23d Inst. The fire was
first discovered in the barn, bat it is not known
how it originated. This was the only brick
house in town, and was built by the late Major
David Colcord. At hia death his youngest
son, Jesse Colcord, came into possession of it,
and at his decease it was sold out oi the fain-ily
gQP^""'PWn "auU
well insured, and now only the blackened
wal.s remain to mark the former home of the
noted Major Colcord.

products as siiown by
Pacific
Missouri
Railway
the
front Arkansas mid Texas at the
Bosion.
American Exposition,
d&wtnov22
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WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Washington, Nov. 2.
Indications lor Middle Atlantic States,
slightly colder and fair weather, and fresh
northwest (o southwest winds and higher
barometer.
The indications for Now England to-day are
slightly colder and generally fair weather,
west to northwest winds and higher barometer.
Fair weather
The special bulletin says:
prevailed except in Lake region and nothern
Middle
and
New
States,
of
England
portions
where occasional light rains and suow are reported, with partly cloudy weather. Temperature has fallen ten degrees in Southern and
Middle States, and risen about ten in Northwinds
shifting to southerly.
west, where
J3T18K
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the Atlantic Coast and in the Lake region.
Frosts were reported this morning in the
northern portions of the Gulf and Soath Atlantic States and Tennessee and Oh'o valley.
The following special temperatures were reported at 3 p. m. yesterday: Washington, 49;
Norfolk, 55; Savauab, 64; Atlanta, 53; Jacksonville, 68; Pensacola, 65; New Orleans, 66;
Galvesiou, 69; Los Augelos, 80; Smtiago, T5.
Cold and fair weather indicated for Middle
and South Atlantic States ou Friday and SatThe
urday, with frosts on Friday night.
the
in
rise
will
slowly
temnerature
Lake region, Tennessee and Ohio valley and
from
fair
weather
with
Southwest on Saturday,
the Southern portions of the Lake region to
the Gulf coast. tVarrner, fair weather is indicated for Missouri and Iowa on Friday and
Saturday; for Colorado, slightly warmer, f.iir
weather.

The Sanford N6ws has been sold to Mr.
Fuilougof North Berwiok, proprit tor of the

Negutaquet Journal.

SKOWHEQAK.

or

magazine.
SALEM.

Daniel Sageley raised seventy bushels of nice
wheat (threshers' measure) on two and onehalf acres of land.
SULLIVAN.
lue oeauuiui

point

Bristol, who will command hf-r.
Rough Pneengc of α Kungfor Kchoouer.
New York, Nov. 1.—Th9 bark Charlotte A.
Littlefield, Bangor for Talcahuana, reports
having experienced a very stormy passage.
On Aug. lsf, in a terrific gale from the WNW,
she was boarded by five heavy seas, staving in
the forward house, gutting the galley and
washing everything movable off the deck, also

staving

iu the rails and hatch bouses.

The

vessel was badly strained, causing a leak.mak'
ing about four inches an hour, which gradually increased to eight or ten inches.
In lat. 36.58 N, long. 24.10 W, passed a
email

vessel

bottom

up, and

piinted

on

TEMPLE,

Mr. and Mrs. Joel Chandler celebrated the
golden anuiversary of their marriage Saturday.
WINTHEOP.

Monday Geo. Pike of East Winthrop was
found iu the stall of a colt, insensible and badly mangled by the horse's feet. Wednesday
the physician concluded that he stould survive
bis injuries, which alt first were thought to be
fatal. How he came to be injured in
situation does not appear at present.

Gov. Robie is confined to his house by a
cold contracted at the Readfield fair.
The aggregate of the corn packing business
in Maine the past year is estimated at ten million cans.
severe

FIRES.
at Havunnah, (Sa.—
People Homeless.
Savannah, Ga., Nov. 1.—A fire broke out
iu Garnet, Stubbs & Co.'s warehouse at noon
yesterday. Iu the building were 3000 bales of
cotton, all of which was destroyed. The fire
spread to buildings on Joachin, Farm, Mill,

Indian and River streets, and was checked
when it reached West Broad street and Indian
street. The electric light works and Tynan's
iron foundry are among the principal places
burned. The rico mill, stores and other property on the south side of River street were
Most of the houses destroyed were
saved
wooden structures, and were occupied by poor
people. The losses are put at about $1,000,000.
Fully 1500 people, mostly colored, are rendered homeless.
They spent the night Bleeping around fires built on the ground. The
remains of three persons have been found in
the runs. It is probable seven or eight others
perished. Daring the fire a cordon of 1000
military was formed aronnd the buildinge.
Τ ;ns»»l.v linn

nr.fl.n.;Tn^

tkn
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the United States barracks to temporarily
shelter the homeless peeple.
The territory devastated by yesterday's fiie
Fifteen hundred people
is half a mile wide.
are being fed by charity and 325 housed were
one
burned.
large warehouse, one
Only
foundry and a few of the better class of
Loss over 8500,000.
dwellings were burned.
It is reported the remains of nine bodies have
been found in the ruins.
The charred remains of five bodies in addition to the three recovered last night were
removed from the debris of the burned warehouse. They were found lying together under
the wall.
The body of a colored woman was
also found among the ruins. Seven of the
bodies recovered were negroes and their bodies
were burned almost
beyond recognition. It
was principally by articles found on them that
there were identified. It is believed other
bodies are still buried under the fallen walls
and firemen are searching for them. Sufferers
made homeless and destitute by the fire are
being cared for by the city. A relief fund
amounting to {54,000 has already been raised
and the Secretary of War has thrown open the
Onited States bariacks for their use.
Dunine»» Portion of a Colorado Toivu

St. John, Ν. B., Nov. 1.—The schooner
John Tyler went ashore on the bank of Apple
Cieek, Albert county, during the gale Tuesday, and as the tide fell ehe was launched in
the creek, where she now lies full of water.
The schooner was owned by the Red Beach
Plaster Company of Calais.
Heavy Gale on Lake Erie.
Cleveland, O., Nov. 1.—A terrible gale occurred on Lake Erie last night. Reports of
The
great damage to shipping are arriving.
schooner Sophia Murcb, laden with iron ore,
saved.
stranded near this port. The crew were
I.ake Mtenmer Burned.
Port Dalhousib, Ont., Nov. 1.—Tiio steamer City of Toronto toas burned here |this morning. Lobs $30,000.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Destroyed.
Garfield, Col., Nov. 1.—A fire here yesterday destroyed the business patt of the place.
An explosion of giant powder in one of the
burning buildings, injured many persons, one
fatally. Many people are entirely destitute.

Post olHce Robbed.

Haverhill, Nov. 1.—The postoffice here
was entered by professional thieves last night,
the safe blown ooen and $500 in. money and
about 87000 in stamps stolen. Admittance was
gained through a rear window. The building

Loss on property §50,000.

of Cotton Damaged.
New Yoke, Nov. 1.—Five hundred bales of
in
cotton
transit from Savannah to Boston
while boing transferrad bv lighter in the harbor to-day were damaged $20,000 by fire.

is located on the river side of Merimac street.
The burglars probably crossed the Merrimac to
Bradford where they stole a horse and wagon
from Frank Peabody's barn.

Five Hundred Bales

(Sparks.
Newmarket, Ν. H., Nov. 1.—The papei
mill of T. H.Wiewell & Co., Packard Falls waf
totally consumed by fire to-day. Five women
narrowly escaped being burned to death. Loss
estimated at $35,000; insured $1400. The mill

NEW YORK.
of

ing the present membership 151.

of $1,000,000
1500

brown.

^leehnuienl Eugiurcr»,
New York, Nov. 1.—The American Society
Mechanical Engineers today elected ihe following officers: President, E. S. Leavitt, Cambridgeport, Mass.; Six Vice Presidents and
nine Managers; Secretary, J. R. Hutter, New
York; Treasurer, C. W. Copeland, New York.
Thirty-seven new members were elected mak-

that

IN GENERAL.

She had not been in that condition long. The
wreckage around her was mostly corkwood.

Soficly

οι îauu suuaieu lu oaui*

the extremity of Waukeak Point, has
been recently purchased by Messrs. Richardson, Hill & Co., of Boston, Mason & Reynolds,
Jacob Stern, and J. R. Mason of Bangor foi
the purpose of a summer resort.
Tan

Λ Loss

Launches.
DamabiscotTa, Nov. 1—Launched by Thoe.
E. Gay, the centre-board Echooner "Thomas C.
Kennedy," of 321 tons, owned by the builder
and local capitalists and Capt. J. D. Sproul of

con-

The Somerset Reporter offers S30 in prizes
for Christmas stories by amateurs. The only
conditions are that the writers shall be a resident of Somerset county and shall not be the
author of any story puhlished in a newspaper

on

LATEST MARINE NEWS.

The papers will be

solidated, and hereafter be known as the
North Berwick Journal, so we are informed.
This change will in no wise affect the job
printing business carried on by Mr. W. A.
Allen, as he was not connected with the News
directly or indirectly.

was

usod

for the manufacture of wall

and

wrapning paper.
Cleveland, Nov. 1.—The Cliff House sis

[

miles from this
Loss $50,000.

city

was

burned this

morning

-C

Adjourned.

No. J 250, Charles V. Minot, $643, with interest
from Aug. 13, 1864.
No. 1238. Sarah Sawyer, executrix of estate of
Abel Sawyer, deceased, $196, with interest from
Dec. 16. 1863.

No. 1195, Rufus Cushman, $269, with interest
Sept. 22, 1863.
No, 1194, Gregory Castin, $475, with interest
from April 24, 1863.
No. 1191, Francs A. Waldron and Samuel A.
True, of the firm of Waldron & True, $378, with interest from Oct. 17,1863.
No. 854, Slubal Merryman, $275, with interest
from Dec. 19, 1863.
No. 8o0, Giles Loring, $248, with interest from
Feb. 16, 1865.
No. 849, Richard Shepard, $247, with interest
from Sept. 27,1864.
No. 848, Elijah J. Finkliam, $129, wiih interest
from

-ax—msaEre-3-xfrtexv&axrsvx~

$11,250.
No. 474, class 1, in favor of

James

Littlefleld for

$1,561.52.

SANFORD

see sucli

>.Ί

Merch 13, 1864.
No. 1316, Charles Miln, $1500, with interest
from Aug. 12, 3 864.
No. 383, Francis Joseph Correa $432.
No. 117, Charles A. Hawnum, $1523.
No. 686. Elisha M. Dyer, $1623.
No. 2291, Abbie Jacobs, administratrix of estate
of Thomas Jacobs, deceased, $762.
No. 3167, Joshua Paine, Charles Nickerson and
John Young, executors of estate of Enos Nickerson,
deceased, $292.
No. 11L6, Mary B. Soper, administratrix of estate
of Robert Soper, deceased, $2180.
Robert C. Soper, $873.
David P. Cook, $462, with interest from May 24,
1862.
The court further awards to the owners of the
schooner Mermaid, Francis Joseph Correa, Charles
A. Hawnum, Elisha M. Dyer, Abbie
Jacobs, aiminietratrix of estate of Thomas Jacobs, deceased,
Joshua Paine, Charles Nickerson and John Young,
executors of estate of Enos Nickerson, deceased,
Mary B. Soper, administratrix of estate of Robert
Soper, deceased, Robert C. Soper and David P.Cook,
seven-eighths of the catch or said Mermaid, being
the sum of $2 178, with interest
thereon, at 4 per
cent, per annum, fram the 24th day of
May, 1861,
to the 31st day nf March,
1877, which sum and interest is to be received and distributed
by the said
owners, according to law, among the respective parties entitled thereto, in their due
proportion.
No. 928, William J. Cutler, George Cutler, Edward Waldo Cutiea and Thomas Reed, of the firm
ot Reed, Cutler & Co., $1509, with interest from
Sept. 23, 1863.
No. 1213, George A. Archer, executor of
George
B. Archer, deceased, and Henry K. Ball,
surviving
and liquidating paitners of Archer &
Bull,
$13,761
with interest from July 3,1863.
No. 454, Joseph Edward Manning, $1925, with
interest from Nov. 1,1863.
No, 637, Joseph D. Robinson, $152, with interest from August 21. 1863.
No. 718, Edwin' Bowker,. Charles Torrey and
Franklin Torrey, of the firm of Bowker, Torrey &
Co., $2667, with intereet from March 15, 1863.

WASHINGTON.
Pension Attorneys.
Washington, Nov. 1.—The Secretary of the
Interior has modified the order by which pension attorneys are suspended during the investigation of charges preferred against them, and
they will be permitted to practise before the
bureau until their cases are disposed of.

Qeneral Sherman on the Indian Question.
The annual report of General Sherman says:
I am convinced, after having sôen many of
the most celebrated military schools of the
world, that ours are tbe best. I now regard
the Indians as substantially eliminated from
the problem of the army. There may be spasmodic and temporary alarms, but such Indian
wars as have hitherto disturbed the
public
army has been a large factor in producing this
result, but it is not the only one.
Immigration and occupation by industrious farmers
and miners of lands vacated by the aborigines
have been largely instrumental to that end,
but the railroad has been a greater cause.
On
the eve of withdrawing from active participation in public affairs, I beg to emphasize much
which I have spoken and written heretofore.
The recent completion of the last of four great
transcontinental lines of railway has settled
forever the Indian question, the army question and many others which have hitherto
troubled the country.
Mheridnn Takes Comiuand of the Army.
The formal transfer of the command of the
army to General Sheridan took place at noon
to-day. General Sheridan spent the forenoon
in making himself acquainted with the business of this office. Shortly before twelve the
two highest officers of the army called on the
Secretary of War. General Sherman to take
his official leave and General Sheridan to report for duty.
The transfer was accomplished quietly and
without any ceremonies whatever, beyond the
issue cf a general order notifying tbe army of
the change of commander.
Gen. Sheridan has issued a general order, relinquishing the command of the "division of
the Missouri.
Gen. Schofield has also issued
an order succeeding Gen. Sheridan.
Shortly after the transfer Generals Sherman
and Sheridan held an
informal reception
which was largely attended by officers of the
army on duty in Washington and Baltimore.
They all took official leave of Gen. Sherman
and were presented to Gen. Sheridan. There
was
no speech making.
Subsequently Gen.
Sherman and Gen. Sheridan accompanied by
the Secretary of War made a call upon the
President.
The Five Per Cent. Case»·
Arguments were begun in the Supreme Court
today in what are known as "Five Per Cent.
Cases." These are petitions for writs of mandamus to compel the commissioner of the
general land office to furnish the statements of
accourt between tbe United Stales and States
of Iowa and Illinois respectively, for the purpose of ascertaining what sums are due those
States under the five per cent, clauses of the
acts admitting said States to the Union and
ULuer auis
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petitioners that ou lands which have been purchased with military warrante, the 5 per cent,
which the United States agreed to pay them
on sale· of public land within their limits, has
been pereietently and wrongfully withheld and
that they are legally entitled to have a statement of their account with the United States
The princiin that their claims may be paid.
ple involved in this litigation affects the proceeds of more than 63,000,000 acres of public
land in 19 States.
Reduction of the Publie Debt.
The debt statement issued to-day shows a reduction of the public debt during October, of
Cash in the treasury, S3G4,$10,304.798.83.
347,501.93.

miHcellaueoUH.
The members of the Garlington court of inquiry ordered Wednesday, are Brig. Gen, Benêt, chief of the ordnance bureau; Gen. Ayros,
colonel of the second artillery; and Coi. Poe,
of the engineers, lately a member of Gen.
Sherman's staff. Major Henry Goodfellow, of
Gen. Pope's staff, is to be judge advocate.

RAILWAY MATTERS.
A Railroad Fight in Dakota.
Fakgo, Nov. 1.—Much excitement exists at
Wabpeton over the refusal of the Manitoba
liailroad to deliver forty-seven cars of freight
to the Fargo and Southwestern Railroad. The
freight was material for construction of the
Fargo and Southwestern road and the cause of
the dispute is supposed to be nothing but the
opposition of the Manitoba company to the
The Fargo and Soutnwentern, yesnew road.
terday, procured an injunction prohibiting the
St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba road from
entering ppon or interfering in any way with
the road bed or right of way at Wahpeton.

LABOR AGITATIONS.
Weavers Quit Work.
New Bedford, Mass., Nov. 1.—The weaveri
in the Acushnet mill about 225 in numbei
left their work this forenoon owing to dissatisfaction in regard to wages.

Fight counterleiters were arrested
in Indiana.

yesterdaj

Report of tho Creditors' Meeting
m Boston Yesterday.
The Fil m's Estimate of Asset
from File lo
Refuse
of

au

Two

Reduced

Million*—Creditor·

Offer of Seulement

ou a

Bnsi«

.13 1-3 Per C'eut.

Boston, Nov. 1.—Au adjourned meeting ol
the creditors of F. Shaw & Bros, was held at
2 o'clock this afternoon at the Shoe and Leather Exchange. Immediately after the meeting
was called to order, Georgo F. Morse, Esq.. on
behalf of the firm, submitted the following
statement:
MR. MOBSE'g STATEMENT.
Gentlemen: We understand that tho purpose
of adjournment for two weeks from last meeting was to civo each of you an opportunity to
examine the committee's report and decide for
yourselves what you think yon ehould receive
upon your claims as a fair dividend, based upon the market value of the property; and also
to give us an opportunity to examine the report, and present to you our ideas of tho v#lue
of the estate, and, if wo found it feasible, to
make you an offer of settlement.
In giving our views we shall present to you
a great many facts and
arguments which will
go to diminish very seriously the estimate put
Not
upon the property by your committee.
that we wish in any sense to unduly cry down
values; but thesa^unfortunaie facts actually
exist, and you should knrw them. In presenting facts we shall endeavor to be truthful, and
we believe our arguments are sound— at least
they are the result of our own cori/ietione, and
we must act upon them though you may not
Some criticism of a public
agree with us.
character has been directed against us because
we did not aid
the committee, and lest we
should be further blamed—as we justly should
be, if it were trne—for sitting back, and letting the committee grope in the dark, and
then coming in with our criticisms of its work,
we desire to state that we have always been
redely to aid the committee, and have so informed the members of it; and Mr. Fayette
Shaw proffered his services in its aid. The
only questions asked of us were as to the value
of property where no property existed. Indeed we regret that the committee did not see
fit to compare views with us before making its
report, as we feel sure it would have resulted
in a large reduction in our estimates.
The committee, as it says in its report, did
its work largely independent of us and our
books.
We have endeavored to examine with
care the report submitted by the committee,
and to view it in the light of our knowledge of
the business and assets of the firm, and to
make such criticisms and suggestions as will
brine the full attention of creditors toDoint*
important for them to consider in deciding
what course they will tike in the settlement
with the firm, or in otherwise marshaling the
assets.
Although we fully appreciate tho vatt
amount of work which yeur committee gave to
its duties, and though we recognize the ability
which it has bestowed upon its report, we
think it will bo recognized by that class of our
creditors who are skilled in tho vaines of this
kind of property, that some classes of tbe
property have been highly overestimated; and
in some cases, indeed, property has been styled
an
asset which can only be recognized as a

liability.
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value to the ostite, we understand that
Mr. Wyman decided to wait until it should be
ascertained whether the estate should no back
to the debtors by settlement or be marshaled
by him under the assignment, in which latter
event lie would
pay the liens only on the
valuable bark.
There were many of these
liens which he would not pay in any event,
ss the hark was
absolutely without value to
the estât·
fio far as these lieus have been
paid by Mr. Wyman it, of course, depleted the
assets by so much. The value of the estate is
e-'iimiitml by the committee as of July 28th. If
we mistake nor, the committer seems not to
have considered the amount of these bark-lien
men's claims; or it lias assumed them to he
paid bv Mr. Wyman out of the assets since
July 28th, and no account is made of such
diminution of the assets. If it is claimed that,
when paid, it will enhance the value of tho
estate by so much, we
respectfully differ with
them as to much of the bark.
We cannot
estimate the exact amount of such liens and
labor
claims.
privileged
They will amount to
not less than §75,000.
The committee, in estimating the value of
the several extract works and the bark lands
and bark connected therewith, have assumed
that the works were of value to be continued
in operation as such in connection with the
tanneries. Now that enterprise was an experiment.
It was attempted to enable us to run
our large tanneries t7 full
That excapacity.
periment has proved a failure, and it is that
failure—with other things which are given in
the committee's report, and fully commented
upon by its spokesman, Mr. Brooks, and well
known to the public—that brought about oar
disaster.
The extract works, as sucb, are absolutely valueless; and if we resume business
we shall abandon them as extract works. One
or two of them are of some value to be converted into tanneries.
The remainder are
valueless except for old iron and juukjand
consequently the bark at these works is without value, both in the woods and ou the
spot,
-.he same being too remote for profitable use at
the tanneries; and the bark-leasos connected
therewith are a liability, and the lands connected are generally of little value.
We have
not placed α large estimate upon the value of
these works, as will be seeu by our schedules.
We have made large reductions in the estimated value of tanneries; and besides the reasons therefor, which are apparent to every
man in the trade, we have to say that the tanneries are very large ones, and the bark resources are insufficient to run them to their
full capacity; hence they are no more valuable
than much smaller tanneries would be in the
same locality. It was to supply this lack and
atone for the large size of the tanneries that
we established these extract works,
which
have proved such u disastrous failure.
We
consider it very doubtful, and indeed improbthat
able,
purchasers could readily be found to
buy these tanneries, or any considerable number of them, even at the much reduced estimates which we have placed upon them.
In the committee's report there appear items
of cash on hand and iu bank, and interest on
out
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about 810,000.
We believe that in most of
these cases the parties claim to have an offset,
aud we are advised that mutual account? may
be setoff against each other in such cas6s.
Doubtful accounts mentioned, estimated at
some $1(5,000 in value, are absolutely valueless so far as we know, and the accounts reckoned as good should be reduced to S 100,000, as
wo kuow of there being some offsets
and some
failures have taken place.
In estimating the value of the raw hides at
the several tanneries, the committee have
estimated the value at the cost when purchased
by us, the market value now being about ten
per cent, lower than at that time; a deduction
of nearly $100,000 must be made in that item
alone.
In regard to the item store merchandise,
$38,543.28, reckoned at seventy per oent. of
the cost, tbe merchandise is mostly of a character peculiar to country stores, and much of
it is eld stock.
If these
stores
are
given up, and
the business discontinued, we should
expect the property would realize a very much
smaller sum.
In regard to the lands mentioned, the committee have scheduled them as they appear
upon our books, as originally purchased, and
predicated their value to α considerable extent
upon the original costs, no considerable deduction in most cases be ng made. Tbe fact that
much of this laud has boen stripped of its timber and its bark, aud large tracts have been
burned over.
Valuable house and town lots
havebeen sold; and in one case, at least, one
of the farms mentioned therein, and estimated
by tbe committee at $3000 value, was sold
some ten years ago, and has not been possessed
by the firm since.
We are advised that there are now pending
by and against our firm, and by and against
the assignee, about two hundred suits; and
while, of course, wo must assume, in making
an offer to our
creditors, that these suits will
end in the general settlement, the expenses
cannot help being large; and if we aie required

We are frank to say, on the other hand, that,
in many cases, the estimates are correct, in a
few cases low; and we have no criticism to
make upon their intended fairness.
It will be
no reproach to its members if we say that it
may possibly have been wiser had there been
more npon that committee who W6re skilled in
the tinning of sole leather and in the values of
that class of property, and especially of the
values of t inneries, extract works and their appurtenances, and bark, bark-lands and barkleaues, when put into the market for a Bale.
Wo shall submit herewith an inventory of this
property, with our own estimate of vaiue; and
while we may err in some items, in the aggregate we believe that we have appraised it for
more than it will bring in the open market,and
that it will require careful fostering to make it
realize the net amount herein set forth.
With regard to the Newtonville property of
F. Shaw, alluded to in your report, Mr. Fayette Shaw bought the Newtonville property
eighteen years ago, and paid for it himself. It
does not appear upon the books at all.
Tbe
account which the Committee alludes to upon
the books iucludes some expenses incurred in
ana abont the premises within the past
few
years, and also includes the house built some
three years ago, and given by Mr. Shaw to his
daughter, Mrs. KiuiLaH as a wedding present;
and also the i:ou. e recently built for another
daughter, Mfs. Curtis; but than» ye^e both
This sccount also contains
tecu years ago.
a vote recently
many other items, sunh as taxes, repairs and
passed by them, we (>e îiardly expect it to be
extra expenses of living, above what were unether than a serious item.
dergone by the other partners in tho firm; and ,/* VBin wmmtoiHUve said that the assignee,
although the partners have not finally account- in his successful efforts thus far to sustain the
ed for 27 years, it was kept in this way for purjr" assignment and defeat the attachments, has
poses of future accounting, ausi' "w»8 -etoittly^a
incurred great expenses; and iu that tbe comprivate account of F abatte Stiaw; and no mem- mittee refers inaioly, we assume, to the litimoment ever assumed
ber of the firm fur
gation which has taken place in New York.
otherwise, or that it'was a firm investment.
Ot course, we have at preseut no means of
ascertaining with any degree ot certaiuty,
Mills, aud notee given him previous to the as- what the entire expense has been to this date,
signment, it was thought better that his ac- or what it will be hereafter.
count should be liquidated, thau that it should
The creditors must further remember that, if
be left unliquidated, to become a matter of
we resume this business, we resume it in a dissubsequent litigation. It had been an account organized condition, the skilled labor being
As Mr. Mills immeof some years standing.
largely scattered, and reorganization must be
diately made an assignment of his property for made. It needs only to be mentioned to perthe benefit of his creditors, no hardship could
sons skilled in this business that an interim
result, as we understand that the assignee of like that in this case is fraught with much loss
Mr. Mills has inihis possession, as such assignxuu vaiue 01 mis
auu ueLerioration iu values.
ee, "all the notes above set forth, to be disclass of property la at present involved in
tributed in pursuance of the terms of the asand
is
attended
with
risk.
Hides and
doubt,
signment.
bark have decreased tea per cent, daring the
The committee, in its comments upon the
past ten mouth?, and the future does not look
Vanceboro' firm, concludes that firm Is solvent, at all flattering; and the same depreciation of
and that the creditors of that firm must be
the assets during the next twelve months will
paid in full, and that the claim of $867,433 absorb any possible margin that may now apwhich the Vanceboro' firm owes the Boston
pear to exist above the offer which we are to
tfrm will not be entitled to its dividend with
make yon.
the other creditors of the Vanceboro firm. We
We are désirions of offering our creditors the
think it is quite possible that this view of the
largest sum which we can safely assume to
and
that
the
of
is
debt
committee
erruomous,
pay, and feel that the business will be resumed
the Vanceboro' firm to the firm proper stands
We can
upon u reasonably solid foundation.
as all the other
debts of the Vanceboro' firm.
ootain little or no help from Canada, and must
We are advised, at least, that this is an open
rely upon the assets and our own skill in adquestion; and we consider it an important one ministering them, and upon such help as we
in any settlement which may be made, and
can get from oar friends in the States.
We
important to the creditors of the firm proper in have reasonable assurance that we can obt'aiu
any event.
such help; and we now offer to our creditors in
The committee, in its tables of assets and
full settlement of their claims against us, peoliabilities, puts in many bark-leases as an asset vided the same is accepted by them within 60
of the firm—mainly thoFe on the St. Croix aud
days from this date, the sum of thirty-three
Machias waters. We have no doubt, taking
and one.third per cent, upon their respective
all our contracts for bark-leases, they will conclaims, the same to be paid in cash or its eqivstitute a liability of about $100,000, instead of
alent within thirty days of acceptance by the
an asset of
$75,000, as estimated by the com- creditors.
in
mittee.
The committee,
its report, says
As we have included the Vanceboro property
that only such damages can be claimed against
in this valuation, the offer is to cover both
the estate, under these bark-leases, as have alThis increases the
classes of indebtedness.
ready accrued, and that all damages for future liabilities (besides the amounts heretofore set
breaches would remain as a claim merely
forth) by the amount of the indebtedness of the
against an insolvent concern—that is, against
Vanceboro firm, viz., $135,313.52 above what
us individually.
We are advised that if we
the latter firm owes the other firm, as estihave finally broken our contracts with these
With all deference
mated by the committee.
lessors, and if we have determined to continue to the estimates of your committee, wo must
to operate no longer under them—as will be
say plainly that we do not believe yoa can
the inevitable result if we go out of business—
realize so much out of the property in any
it is a fair question whether these lessors are
form you may administer it, and your last divto
have
all
their
not entitled
damages for idends under any assignee will naturally be
breach of the contract assessed in a gross sum,
slow oues, measured by the market valuee of
to prove against the estate, and that this
this kind of property.
would be the rule under the insolvent law of
Mchednle of Assets.
a
Massachusetts, by recent provision.
The insolvency laws of Massachusetts might
Assets of F. Shaw & Bros., July 28,1883, includbe invoked at the instance of such creditors,
ing aseets of the Vanceboro ttrin:
for that reason if for no other, if the parties
Cash on hand and in Wynian's handd..$ 5,000 00
or
find no remedy at common law,
by other Leather on hand hi store
217,000 00
if
a
such
100,000 00
liability hangs Open accounts receivable
statutes; and, indeed,
Open accounts, equity, receivable in
over us, it may force
us to get a discharge
store
30,000 00
therefrom. We made these contracts from
KINGMAN.
our experience acquired on the
Penobscot and
Kennebec waters, that one thousand feet of
Hides dry and in vats. Deduct 10 per
cent
scaled hemlock is a guaranty for one cord of
188,100 00
33,ϋυ0 00
Tanning on above stock
hemlock bark.
Our experience on the St.
on hand
Leather
40,000 00
HIp»w»ou iiunV)
GRAND LAKE STREAM.
though a thousand feet of scaled lumber on
218 530 00
the Peuobscot and Kennebec waters gives one
Leather and tanning
10 per cent.
deduct
cord of hemlock bark, the customs ou the St.
132,329 00
Hides,
Croix and Machias waters require twice that
JACKSON "brook.
amount of lumber to give a cord of bark; and
54,000 00
Hides, deduct 10 per.cent
we have found that we were deceived as to the
115,000 00
Tanning on above stock
Leather on hand
value of these leases. That is to say, we pay
39,000 00
fifty cents per cord for the bark from each one
thousand feet of scaled hemlock. Ou the KenHides and leather, deduct 10 per cent. 14,400 00
nebec and Penobscot, this gives, by the cusTaunlug on abo ν e
4,000 00
Leather and hides
tom, a cord of bark, which costs us fifty cents;
6,600 00
while on the St. Oroix and Machias, where
LINCOLN.
these loases which the committee considers of
10
In vats, deduct
23,400 00
per cent.
great value, mainly are, the custom requires Tanning on above
6,000 00
two thousand feet of scaled lumber to a cord of
Leather on hand
15,000 00
bark; and hence the bark on the trees costs us
VAXCEB0B0.
one dollar per cord—which, in those localities,
In vats, deduct 10 per cent
20,700 00
it is at least its full value, and doublo what
on above
5,000 00
Tanning
we expected we were to
the
conwhen
pay
40,000 00
Tanning on Moore's stock
tracts were made.
It will be seen, that under
5*6.00000
Hides $29,000,10 percent
other leasee, which the committee acknowlLeather
20,000 00
FOREST CITY.
edge as a liability, the basis is by the cord.
A large quantity of the lands in Maine and
In vats, deduct 10 per cent
26,370 00
New Brunswick, and some in New York and
10,000 00
Tanning on above
Massachusetts, stands in tho names of the Hides on hand, deduct 10 per cent— 61,300 00
Leather
4b,000 00
members of the firm individually. One of the
ST. BEOIS.
partners being dead, we are advised that it is
an open que t:on whether his widow has not a
In vats, deduct 10 per cent
47,700 00
of
his
0
dower
in
3
the lands standing in
right
per cent
9,000 00
Hides, deduct
11,000 00
Tanning on above
name, eo far as lands are not merely wild
5,500 00
lands, and whitber the lives of the living part- Leather
ST. LAWBENCK.
ners have not a cobtiugeut right of dower. Also
Urn
fir
land
In vats, deduct 10 per cent
though by
largest tracts of
46,440 00
standing are m t of a dowable character, viz: Tanning on above
11,000 00
are wild lauds, the tnott valuable are not wild
Hides, deduct 10 per cent
12,600 00
on
Leather
band
10,400 00
lands, ami are in their nature dowable.
The committee seems to have lost sight ol
WELLS.
the fact that there is a large class of indebtIn vats, deduct 10 per cent
63,000 00
ednesj which mutt probably he paid in full.
Tanning ou above
17,000 00
Leather on hand
That is, costs, fees, claims of laborers, and
28,000 00
hark-lien men, and, as the con mittee assumes,
AB1ETTA.
the damages arising out of breach of bark conIn vats, deduct 10 por cent
41,400 00
tracts if we go on in the business. By the pro10,000 00
Tanniug on above
H des, $9100, deduct 10 per cent
visions of tbe insolvent lawn, both of Maine
8,190 00
Leather on hand
and Massachusetts, the laborers and lien-men
2,100 00
Bark
at
Kingman, advanced $5,000.... 32,000 00
would be entitled to be so paid if that law were
00
Bark
at Grand Lake stream
60,000
invoked, which very likely it would be for that
Bark at Jackson brook
20.000 00
reasou, if for no other, if payment is refused.
0 00
Princeton
5,0»
The lien-men ara entitled to be paid in full in
Shermau works
9,000 00
Texas
any event. So far as we have ascertained from
9,000 00
Houlton
the
the report
25,000 00
committee have assumed thai
Woodstock
12,000 00
the bark liens have been paid.
We under8,000 00
St.Kegis
stand that they have not been paid, except to a
St. Lawrence
15,000 Oq
limited extent, as it was found that th«y wert
Weils
12,500 00
very much larger in number than supposed
Arietta
16,000 00
when Mr. Wyman undertook to pay them; and
Vanceboro (Vanceboro firm).
17,000 00
as a great deal ol this wai bark absolutely with
Forest City (Vanceboro lirm)
82,000 00
..
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CLAIMS.

urch.street, London,

MAINE.

Entirely harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunione and Callous
without leaving a blemish.

Of
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Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of "Amusements" and "Auction
Sales," $2.00 per square per week; three insertions

SESSION of the Executive Council will be
lield at the Council Chamber, iu Augusta, on
MONI'AY the 12tli day of November next, at 4
o'clock p. m. By the Governor.
JOSEPH O. SMITH,
Secretary of State.
Augusta, Oct. 30, 1883.
cct31dll)tsn

Silk
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Published every day (Sundays excepted) bvthe
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
At 97 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
Teems: Eight Dollars a Year. To mail subscribers, Soven Dollars a Year, if paid in advance.
Kates of Advertising: One inoh of space, the
length of column, constitutes a "square."
$1.50 per square, daily first week: 75 cents per
week after; three insertions or leas, $1.00, continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents; one
week, §1.00; $50 cents per week after.
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uho

....

SSMttffflHBI

Milleville

..

Pcquiock

Tanneries
Jackson-brook Tannery
Canada

Kingman

Houlton
Texas
Shtrman
Lincoln
Princeton

..

20,000

00

5,000
10,000

00
00

..

5,< >00
2,000

00
00

Arietta.
Pisico

City (Vanceboro tirm)

5,000 00
25,000 00
25,000 00
5,000 00

Milleviile and

..

Poquiock

(including Vanceboro firm's
lands), $800,000, 60 cts., §400,000.. 400,000 00

Lands cost

§2,604,359

DEDUCT.
Claims to be paid in full as estimated—
Laborers and lien men, say
§75,000
Indebtedness of Vanceboro tirm. if to
be paid in full
135,315
Costs of litigation in 200
suits, with attorney's
fees on both sides and
Estimates
expenses of investigation
for these four
services
and
£
items
Assignee's
300,000
commissions
| §300,000
on
real
estate
I
Mortgage
to be deducted
Estimate value of dower-

00

00
00

....

00

...

J

rights

$510.31 S 00
The liabilities will bo increased by
the bark lease contracts and otherwise, as set forth in report.
Total assets
§2,004.350 00
Deduct liabiliiies
610,315 00

Available assets

These'figures

§2,154,044

00

were

vote:

not advise the creditors to take less than fifty per
cent of their respective claims and all expenses
with the right to claim the fnll amonnt of
their Dotes against indorse» and ol ether parties liable on the paper.
And we immediately sent a copy of it to
Messrs. F. Shaw & Bros., through the hands
of their attorney, Geo. W. Moïse. Soon afterward, Mr, Morse, on behalf of F. Shaw &
Bros., applied to yoar committee for a hearing
by as, with a view to persuade us to reduce
the amount fixed upon lu our vote. Tbe request was granted, and on Oct. 30th Mr. Morse
appeared and read to us a statement and argument in behalf of tbe firm, and gave notice
that he should present the same to you to-day.
We have carefully examined Mr. Morse's
statement and argument, and have decided
not to change our vote, and in view of all the
facts and of all the difficulties and complications of tbe case, we recommend to you to accept any offer oi the payment of 50 per cent of
your respective claims against the Boston firm
of F. Shaw & Bros., reserving the right to
prove your claims for the full amount of your
notes against the iudorsers and other persons
liable ou tbe same, and we do not advise you
to take less.
In regard to the appointment of Mr. Forgau
as co-trustee of the Boston firm, the committee
says that the consent of 361 creditors, representing claims aggregating over $4,000,000,
was obtained, and Mr. Forgan was duly ap-

LATER.

This evening, while a procession escorting
the Lord Mayor to his hotel was passing City
Hal), the Orangemen congregated there fired
upou it and threw slate from the windows
and roof of the building
The man previously
reported wounded is dying. The Nationalise
after
the
Lord Mayor enprocession dispersed
tered Koddey's Hotel, but au angry crowd
afterwards congregated around City Hall,
which tbey stoned, breaking tho windows.
The police then charged upon the mob and
cieareu lue streets.
χ ne military were caneu
out to assist in restoring order.
Bodies of
Laucers are parading the main streets. Intense anxiety prevails throughout the city.
8 p. m.—The Orangemen have vacated City
Hall and withdrawn from its vicinity. The
Mayor has issued a proclamation, appealing to
the people to refrain from violence and retaliation.
11 p. m.—The city has resumed its normal
quietude. The Lord Mayor of Dublin delivered α lecture this evening at the National
Institute. The man and boy wounded this
afternoon are in a precarious condition. Oue
Orangemen lias been arrested, charged with
ehooting them.
Twelve llumlred Rebels Killed ία Two
Battle»».
Alexandria, Nov. 1.—The Egyptian government has received advices from Duem
stating that 1,200 rebels havo been killed at
Allotto and Melbie, some distance from El
Obeid, during an engagement with the force
uudtr Hicks Pasha.
El Mehdl, the false
prophet, stood under fire daring the engage-

pointed.

very large majority in value of the
creditors of the Vaoceboro firm have signed
the requests, but we have not yet been able to
ascertain whether the requisite number have
A

signed.

At the conclusion of the reading a creditor
asked what tbe firm's interest was in the
Montreal firm of Shaw Brothers & Cassila.
Mr. Morse replied that they owned the tanneries only, and that the capital was supplied
by Mr. Cassils.
In answer to a question, the committee replied that no response had yet been made to
the papers served on the firm in regard to tbe
appointment of Mr. Forgan as co-trustee.
Chairman Duun said further that the committee had done nothing to antagonize the Shawe.
In a statement made by tbe Sbaws in January
last, among tbe assets were "quick assets in the
Canadian house, $864,000." This in answer to
the Shaws' statement that our only inquiry was
in regard to property where none existed. We
sent tw< men to Montreal to inquire about thi"
Canada item, and they returned as wise as
You have before you four reports
they went.
of condition of Shaw & Bros —one made in
January showing surplus of $5,664,000; another iu July showing assets of §5,620,000; another by your committee showing assets of
about $4,000,000; and now one from the Sbaws
assets

ojLeftli $2,000,000.
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Vrauce nud

enabled to state that the view of the Chinese

embassy is that Wednesday the vote in the
French Chamber expressing confidence in the
ministry is the first step towards war, and if
M. Ferry asks for a grant of money to despatch
reinforcements to Tonqain, China will enter

Touquiu forthwith.
Marseilles, Nov.

1.—Great activity prethe arssnals at Toalon, and French
transports have been ordered put in readiness
for use
In case of war with China, the 15th army
corps will probably be selected for service.
London, Nov. 1.—The Standard's correspondent at Paris says: M. Challemel Licour
resigns because he has publicly intimated the
belief that Eugland has been urging China to
resist Frauce. M. Paulbert will taKe the ministry of instruction in place of M. Ferry.
vails in

The Allan* Lme

estimates with the

QENERAL NEWS.

ud-

Mary Welch and a grandchild were suBocated Wednesday night during a fire in their
house in Cincinnati, O.
The Pennsylvania Railroad Company has
about completed a tease of coal mines to a syndicate headed by W. L. Scott of the Erie rail-

road. The company will realize about oue dollar per tou on all coal mined. This year the
output will reach S3,000,0(X).
Richmond county's bi-ceutennial celebration
at staples, t>tateu launa, yesterday, attracted
largo numbers of people. A procession including military, firemen, Grand Army posts and
many delegations from New Jersey moved at
noon.
The United States vessel Vandalia saluted the procession. The display of banting
throughout the island was extensive. The
celebration concluded with addresses by Wm.
Erastus Brooks, Perry Belmont, George W.
Curtis and others.
Dr. I. T. Talbot,.a prominent Boston physician, a few days since, was prostrated by an
attack of blood poisoning, the result of a
scratch received while performing a surgical
operation. Grave fears were entertained for
many bourse, but Wednesday evening he was
considered to have passed the critical point.
It will be some days before he will be fully
recovered.
General Manager Haupt of the Northern
Pacific Railroad has resigned his position.
Correspondence between him and Vice President Oakes bas been made public showing that
Haupt considered himself hampered by the
restriction imposed by the directors to snch an
extend he cound not properly manage the
road. His resignation has been accepted.
The National Wom«u's Christian Temperance Union, in session at Detroit, Mich., yesterday voted to set apart the second Tuesday in
January as a day of special prayer in chuifches
for their work,
A one story building on First avenue, New
York city, which wa3 being torn down yesterday, fell with a crash, burying a number of
Three were killed.
children in the ruius.
Comptroller Mahoney of Buffalo, New York
a
who is
candidate for re-election on the Democratic ticket, suddenly became insane two days
ago and talked wildly of a defalcation in hie
office. He was removed from office and bis
statements discredited. A despatch yesterday
said it now seems certain that Comptroller
Sheehau, Mahoney's predecessor, was short
$5000 and Mahoney concealed the fact hoping
that it would be mad» good.

Why Ihc ''Royal" h the Real.
The improved method by which it bas been
made possible to prodace pure cream of tartar,
has had au important bearing upon the man-

iter

ufacture of

the process
it has been
remove
all imnuritiee.
more particularly the tartrate of
lime, which
remaiued to such au ex eut as to great!; impair the quality of the cream of tartar, aod to

I

unanimously rejected.

interfere

By

employed,

strength
baking powders

seriously with the

wbolesomeness of the

aud
into

which it entered.
In the new process, which is owned by the
Royal Baking Powder Company of New York
and exclusively employed in its extensive tar-

any money in making additions or reon buiidiuge unless absolutely necessary,
and that he wind up the tanneries and extract
works, and dispose of the barks and land, and
also take steps to be put in possession of the
property in Canada and Newtonville.
Mr. Brooks stated that the attachments on
the real estate in the latter plaice were ufech
more than the property was worth.
N. W. Bice of Boston was appointed in place
of Mr. Forgau on the committee.
Adjourned for two weiks.

pend
pairs

works, the imported crude grape acid ia so
treated as to remove all vestige of tartrate of
lime or other impurities, giving a product before unknown—a chemically pure cream of
tar

tartar.

By the employment of these superior facilities, the Royal Baking Powder Company has
made the Royal Baking Powder, as the chemists all certify, of the highest possible degree
of strength, "absolutely pure" and wholesome,

FEMALE FIEND.
Hnndxome Brunette Coolly .Tinnier»
partner—The ;Quriiere«K in Custody.

and with au always uuifjrm leavening powerIt is for these reasons that the "Royal" never
fails to produce bread, biscuit, cakes, etc., that
and wholesome;
are light, sweet, digestible,
the eating cf which is never followed by indi-

Her

Wichita, Kan., Nov. 1.—Nellie Bailey,
charged with the murder of Clement Bcthonly
on the 7th ult., was held today to appear be-

or any of
those physical discomforts
atteudant upon the partaking of improperly
prepared food. Iu rendering possible the pro.
duction of a baking powder possessed of these

gestion,

fore the United States Circuit Court at Wichita. The prisoner, who is 21 years old, is a
handsome brunette, well educated and had
moved in the best society of New York city
and New Jersey. She met Bothenly, a rich
Englishman and merchant of the British association, at St. Louis and arranged with him to
Before
go to l'ezas and start a sheep ranche.
tliey started she got a deed for his lands in
Kansas valued at 520,000 and while passing
through Indian Territory en route to Texas
she shot Bothenly through the head. She then
took possession of his trunk containing diamonds and jewelry worth $7000, together with
his outfit consisting of sheep and stock worth
5X0,000. Shu buried the body at Skeleton
ltauch and started south but was arrested
about nine miles from where the murder was
committed.
Senator Sherman's Cane.
San Francisco, Nov. 1.—Miss Aggie Hill,
claiming to be Mrs. Sharon, has brought suit
in the Superior Court «gainst Senator Sharon
for divorce, division of community property
and alimony. Her claims are based on wilful
desertion and repeated acts of adultery. She
says that under their joint management as
worth 81,man and wife the Senator is now

baking power.

heretofore generally
found imDossible to

It was voted that the advisory committee be
retained, and that they endeavor to form a
syndicate to take charge of and develop the
It was also
assets, and report In two weeks.

800,000.

Libel Muit.

ov-

The com-

was what was wanted
and not the debtors' estimates. We believe we
have given you approximately the market
value oi the assets. The only item which it is
charged is misstated, a farm valued at $3000,
was taken from the firm's January statement,
but uovr they say it was sold years ago. The
only thing the committee didn't succeed in
getting was the value of Shaw's interest in the
Montreal firm of Sh ;w Bros. & Cassils. We
reduced the firm's August valuation by 81,270,009, and they now reduce our valuation
about 82,000,000 more.
The committee has
taken into consideration all ^the diffieultiesand complications involved in tdvising the ac-.
cep.ance not less than 50 per cent. We reckon
ed all the fees, all the plunder, all the waste
that
in
the
can
probably be reached
course of Battlement. The damage bj misare
chievous creditors, who
preseeking
cedence is large, but we have included it all in
A great many have assured us
our estimate.
that they would withdraw their suits if a settlement was made at or about 50 cents on the
dollar. In recommending the acceptance of
50 per cent, we have reduced the schedule
which we presented to you two weeks ago by
$1,183,000, and we still say there will be a liberal margin after the payment of 50 per cent.
There have been various persons all along who
have offered to form a combination to take the
property and pay tbe creditors a per cent, bat
no concerted action
has
yet been taken.'
If the Shaws will not offer 50 per cent, we cau
from
other
an
offer
persons. If no such
accept
proposition is accepted the property will remain with the trustees. The creditors would
have to wait, but thjy would have the benefit
of
the surplus which would doubtless remain. The application for the appoiumeut of
Mr. Forgan as co-trustee does not in any way
reflect upon Mr. Wyman or his administration.
Mr. Sherman said such affairs were not new
to him,but in all his experience he never heard
such a report or proposition as this one presented by the Shaws at this meeting. He
thought it showed good judgment on the part
of the Shaw's counsel to say that the report
was furnished by the Shaws instead of by him
He considered it the most astonish(Morse).
Six
ing instrument be had ever heard read.
months ago the Shaws said they bad a million
dollars above their liabilities, and that.the
creditors could not afford to compromise with
commercial rascality. If tho statement was an
honest one, and the) had actually lost 550,000,000, and honorably offered 33 per cent., he
should say take it. Said be: "I don't think
the creditors can, and I don't tbiuk you will,
I am willing to accept 50
accept 33J per cent.
cent., because the committee lecommended
t.'' Turning to the assignee he said, "I want
you to recollect that while you are trustees of
the firm you are also trustees for the creditors."
Mr. Forgan resigned, as a member of the
committee, and his appointment as co-trueite
with Wyman was left in abeyance, it being
claimed
b,v Wyman that every creditor,
including the laborers in the tanneries, were
entitled to vote on the question.
The offer of 33 per cent, made by the Shaws

Λ

η

Montreal, Nov. 1.—A libel suit of the Al-

derstanding that that

was

Touquiu.

London, Nov. 1.— The Daily Tolegrnph is

take

« — —— —

planation of tbe work of that body.
mittee τη ad β their

ment.

Gentlemen,
you can

7ôûr"cTîôice.

Fashion Notes-

the improved method of refinof tartar becomes at once a matter of
material importance to the culinary world.

qualifications,
ing

cream

Who Was Responsible?

I

[Boston Transcript.]

I In·

franchise.
Upon the arrival of the Lord Mayor of Dublin he was driven througti the city. The procession tscorting him carried green banners
and hauus played Irish national airs. The
Lord Mayor arrived at bis hotel safely. During
Iho pasBage of the procession α man was shoe
in the face and a boy received a bullet in the
eye. Serious rioting is expected. Orangemen
have planted the union-jack on the roof of
the City Hall.

Resolved, That the committee will

showing

FecHug

in

Aggressive Oruugemen.
Londonderry, Nov. 1.—A large number of
Orangemen took possession of Londonderry
City Hall to-day, in order to prevent the Lord
Mayor of Dublin, for whom the hall had been
engaged, from delivering a lecture upon the

received with great astonishment, because the firm's estimate of their
assets at the lime of failare, made at the first
meeting of creditor?, showed a total of $5,262,197, and the sworn statement of the firm, made
Jan. 5, and on which is based the warrant
now pending for Mr. Shaw's arrest, showed a
surplus of $5,362,256.
committee's reply.
Your committee passed on Oct. 22, the fol-

lowing

PRICE THREE CENTS.

Liverpool Cotton
market.
Liverpool, Nov. 1.—Ttiere was an easier
feeling iu the cotton market this afternoon,
audit is the general opinion that the crisis is
passed. It is hoped that the firms that have
been considered financially shaky will be able
to meet demands that may become due. There
is a better tone in the market. Morrii Ranger
has filed a petition for liquidation by arrangement with hie creditors.
Morris Itanger, in his petition lor liquidation, states that his liabilities ara £1,080,000,
and his assets £350,000.
Suppression of Cubau Slavery.
Madrid, Nov. 1.—Sonor Pasada Herrera.
the Spauish prime minister, in reply to an
add ess from a deputation of an anti-slavery
snciet.v, said the government had decided to
abolish punishment by the nse of stocks and
fetters on slaves in Cuba, and would do all
that was possible in regard to tho suppression
of the patronage exercised by slaveholders.
Irish PnpcrM on the Loudon Eiplosion.
Dublin, Nov. 1.—The Doited Ireland, the
National
League organ, pronounces the
authors of the explosions in London to be
idiots.
The Dublin Freeman's Journal protests
against being too hasty to accuse Irishmen of
being the authors of theso outrage?.
The Irish Times asks why the English government dots not vigorously remonstrate with
President Aitlinr against the dynamite con
spiracy of which New York is the source.
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A Boston Heralo Washington despatch says
it is stated that frieuds of the late Lieutenant
Spalding aud Lieutenant toCommander Edes
bring suits for
of tiie navy are preparing
against the government.
heavy damages
Spaliling aud Edes were killed by an explosion
at Newport iu 1881 while engaged iu torpedo
experiments. There was au investigation of
the affair. The board rnadd λ report exonerating everybody connected with the experiments. The report was reviewed by Admiral
Porter, but for some reason, it is asserted, no report of that review has been made.
The friends of the officers whose lives were
lost, have, it is said, by some means arrived at
the conclusion that his report will show that
the officers who were in charge of the tomedo
experiments were responsible for the fatal result. Heucs their proposed suits.

Cherry red and ochre yellow are the lead·
ni colors la millinery just now.
Ball or hoop earrings, set with gems of various kinds, are very fashionable.
Ιί'Ίι3 and chatelain bags, made of finely
embweed leather of entirely new designs,
are again in high vogue.
Lon? pelisses made of finely checked
t weeds or cheviots, and trimmed with fiveIncb bands of
fur, will be much worn upon

the promenade this winter.
Scarfs, panels, eifher plain or kilted, sashes, waistccats and Watteau tunics, made of
Roman striped or plaided mervilleux, are
again worn as accessories to dresses of a
dark monochrome.
Silver clover leaves coverèd with tiny diamond chipplngs, made to resemble drops of
dew are among the new designs in fanry
jewelry, the set consisting of lace-pio, earrings, hair ornament, slide, and bangle
bracelets.
Lillian Russell poke bonnets are quite the
rage. Thc»e have wide, protruding brims
and little or no trimming at the back, but a
vast quantity of soft, wavy feather tips falling over the edge of the brims.
The ends
of these feathers are held by long, slender
buckles studded with glittering stones This
stylish head covering is adopted by those who
wear the hair arranged a la Langtry.
Ladies' cloth of'darkest cardinal, made
with ttie sktris lata tu wtile paueU wltû Kills
intersecting, the panels covered with Russian embroidery in colors of cardinal, green
and gold, compose one of the most stylish
aud elegant of walking costumes of the season.
The long apron oversklrt Is caught up
with colored silk

cords,

velvet shoulder-cape is
ouinu

iu

WIVIO

ÎUAICUIU^

aDd

the

cardinal

lined with plaided
MIU

OUAUCS

UI

Lilt)

embroidery.
Mauy plush capes are worn Just now, and
with a good deal of wadding they are nearly
as wai'tn as far.
The collars are high, and

the ba!f sleeves set in in the fashionable
way. In color they are expected to match
the costume worn with them, or otherwise,
to correspond to that of the dresa trimmings. A now shade of plush, very thick
and heavy, exactly matching the color of
natural beaver, is much used for pelerines
and shoulder capes. These come with jockey caps and muffs to match.

Small fruits, including rosy apples, pears,
apricots, plums, grapes and peaches of natu
ral size, are seen upon the newly-arrived
brocaded velvets and satins from Lyons.
A deep orange-colored satin shot with silver
is now exhibited by a Broadway firm. This
odd gronndwork is brocaded with large
crimson
velvet
egg-plums in clusters.
Another pattern has a ground of silver-colored Ottoman silk of unusually heavy cord,
brocaded with deep red cockscomb flowers
of natural size; and a heavy white Ottoman
si<k

white thistle blooms, the
made by full tufts of

is covered

feathery portion being
raised chenille.

The new "Spanish mantle," which is to
take the place of the hackneyed fur-lined
circular with those who seek for novelty in
attire, is very becoming to tall, slender ladies. The wrap is uncommonly elegant
and graceful, and is made of black brocade·
relvet, and trimmed around the entire garment with black Russia® fox.
Around the
neck' is a very deep collar of the same fur,
which covers the shoulders like a cape.
The wrap is lined with dark red plash, and
is much too heavy for street wear, being designed especially for carriage use, and as a
garment to be thrown aside in a heated
room.
Models much in the sauie style, for

promenade wear, are made of brocad'ed satin or velvet, lined with quitted satin, and
trimmed with chenille fringes, fur, orziblinette.

Furs are always the handsomest of winter
trimmings, and the fortunate possessor of
good furs need not follow the prevailing
craze

Its wear, like that oi
satisfactory, and

for marabout.

zibliuette,Jis by

no means

wuiupaiauvcij

lUVA^AUSlVUi

LUU

Ut-

cessity of frequent
ereasos the original

renewal materially lncost of the mantle or
dress of wliich marabout is the adjunct.
Nevertheless,""·motives /A economy do not
"» »^"···"'·····
ιίΊ
light and ileec> -rooking auJ 5WlJ§ UBIiUliug, and is very pretty for trimming house
dresses. Marabout is dyed most of the new
delicate tints, as well as in the deep artistic
shades of green, olive, brown, ruby and blue,
Two very elegant dresses just completed
by an up-town modisto are fit for a queen.
One is of lustrous milk-white sat'.o, brocaded with silver thistles surrounded by fine
arabesques in pearls and crystals. The bodice is of plain white Lyons satin, opening
over a Louis XIY. waistcoat of the brocade.
This toilet is said to be a perfect copy of a
dress made in Paris for Comtesse Kesseler.
The second dress is of azure blue satin
brocaded with full-blown golden roses and
pale green foliage. The petticoat is of olive
green velvet embroidered all over in boquets
of fine flowers, showing forget-me-nots,
scarlet star blossoms, and pale gold buds inThe
termingled in an exquisite manner.
train is cut in princess style, and the lyreshaped opening in the neck and the edges of
the half-long sleeves and finished with ruffles

of Renaissance

Very

■

lac^

handsome costumes for visiting or
wear are made >itiiikirts of plain
Ottoman, elaborately trimmed with bands
of appliqué in silk cord and chenille work.
The jersel bodice is of velvet—a deeper
shade than that of the silk composing the
skirt. This bodice is also elaborately trimmed with applique bauds, and the joining of
skirt and bodice is hidden by the draping of
a full apron overskirt made very bouffant In

evening

the back.

For full-dress wear was lately
for a debutante modelled
on this
style. The fibric was a pa'e
blue satin-grounded Watteau brocade, figured with blush roses, combined with pale
a toilet
same

imported

blue velvet. The velvet skirt was pleated in
wide kilts from waist to hem.
The apron
overekirt was of the brocade, and the cor-

sage consisted of a Louis XIV. basque,
opening wide over a full-kilted blouse waistcoat of the velvet.
Roman and Egyptian sandals are very
much in favor just now for dressy house
wear.
The Egyptian style has the diminutive toe covered with an embroidery in various colored beads ; some designs showing
tiny palms in brilliant hues. The Roman

sandal is strapped over the high instep,
these three straps being fastened by silver
buckles, with Roman medallions in the cenA new
tre of each, made of real silver,
sandal called the "Fedora" is made of fine
black undressed kid, the toes being covered
!n.

,1

u„~.1

tl«««

i:_n.i

with dark-red satin and fastened over the
inetep witli cut jet buckles. The Dieppe
slipper of black satiu is cat very low indeed,
and is exclusively designed for the foil display of costly embroidery and lace-finished
hose. Dark-red slippers, made of alligator
skin, to be worn with black silk hose, and
designed for boudoir wear, as the also new
half-shoes made of doe-solored undressed
kid, to be foru with pale-blue or mauve
stockings. The Richelieu shoe, with brown
cloth tops and bronze taxings, is very fashionable worn with brown-colored costumes,
and for general wear are shown a number of
handsome models made severally in shapes
as Louis XIV., Moliere,
Queen
Anue, Spanish arch, Chinese aud "common

known

sense." Cloth matched to the costume is
much liked for the tops of walking shoes,
the foxinps being of kid, either black or
bronze. These are made with rounded toes
and a modified French heel.
Gray, there is no doubt, will continue to
be the fashionable color this winter.
Qray
—tender, melancholy, severe, Quaker, silver,
nun's
with
its
(
dove,
creamy sheen) ; gay in
all tones and shades, from the somewhat

dingy tint, very appropriately called "London smoke," to the pretty bluish gray christened by the French people
pschutt."
Every day seems to add another tint and
another name to the list of grays. "Crepuscule" is said to be the last shade, though,
no doubt, while this fact is being chronicled,
some enterprising cheuiist or manufacturer
is mixing a little more "smoke" color and a
little less blue in his dye, and is looking
through his French dictionary to find another name to call it by.
Everybody just now,
that the skies are sullen and sad, and the
weather chilly, is wearing a gray walking
garb of some sort, thus adding to the neutrality of things in general, instead of mitigating tbe prevailing darkness peculiar to
the late autumn season by donning the
brightest of colors. This fashionable fancy
is, however, quite as inexplicable as was
that of wearing crushed strawberry and
scarlet last summer, when the thermomc ter
stood at «5° in the shade.
Among other
gray tiuts is a very ugly one about the color
of zinc. This most unbecoming, most "trying" of shades, is, for some reason past finding out, the one chosen by brides in general
Nofor either wedding or travelling dress.
body short of a Venus can put on a zinclook
in
it.
to
pretty
colored dress aod expect
Womsn with rich brown hair and a clear
milk-and-rose complexion pass muster in it,
but nine out of ten looks as if in the last
stages of malaria or jaundice.
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Butler's Attack on the Union Mutual.
Governor Butler iu a spe« ch at Wakefield,
Mass., on Wedneedav evening, read a paper
which he said was the same presented to the
Governor'» Council containing his reasons
for requiring the resignation of Insurance
Commissioner Clarke. These reasons as
given were that he had specially commended
companies which did not deserve commendation and methods of insurance which in
his judgment were unwise and unsafe.
Among the companies commended by Mr.
Clarke was the Union Mutual Life Insurance Company of this State, concerning
which Governor Butler makes some statements which cumin#; from anybody else,
would demand serious attention. But bis
statements made to further a political aim
were long since discovered to be utterly untrustworthy. He seems to have a constitutional inability to tell either the exact truth
or the whole truth when lie has a political
motive to do otherwise. He woWd pervert
the facts concerning any Insurance Company with reckless disregard of justice or
lights if It suited his purpose, and we have 110

question that he has done
One of the

reasons we

so

in this instance.

have

for

thinking

is that about the time this paper is said
to have been submitted to the Council he
so

made

communication to the Legislature
saying that in his own knowledge some
Massachusetts companies were in an unsafe
condition and ought not to be allowed to
•ontinu* business. He made this statement
In connection with a request to the L°gislature to authorize him to appoint additional
officers in the Iosnrance Department.
He
wanted places for some political friends.
The request was not granted.
It is known
that the companies supposed to have been
a

Atticueu to

amined

by

uy

uim nave ueen

uiuruugujy

his Dew Commissioner

with

tri-

the

found to be in excellent condition, and the Governor's "own
knowledge" was mistaken and imaginary.
President DeWitt of the Union Mutual
Company is now out of the city. A reporter of the Fkkss called upon Hon. J.
H.
Drummond, one of the Directors, yesterday
afternoon. He declined to say anything for
publication at this time, in reply to allegaresult that

tions

they

were

mad·

public
speech, saying that it

in

political stump
would be time enough
a

to take notice of

Governor Butler's state-,
raents after the Massachusetts election. The
report of a conversation with him in the
Advertiser of last evening he said was "not
quite ccrrect" although its errors were of
course unintentional.
He declined to make
any corrections of that interview which
he said
was
not intended
for publication.
While
the
will
company
take
its
time
own
for
replying,
and the public must wait on its pleasure in
this regard, it is well to remember that
nothing is safe or sacred from the selfish
malevolence of Governor Butler, and he
makes no scruple of slandering any person
or institution
in the
accomplishment of his political aims. Nothing is
so honorable that he will not defame it,
nothing so pure that he will not traduce it,
nothing so just that he will not betray it, if
thereby he can secure votes and power. He
is such a character that his statements on
all subjects may safely be disbelieved until
they are confirmed by better authority.
Without either honor or shame he deserves
neither confidence nor respect.

atten-

tion of Congress this winter. It is clear that
the Edmunds act, even if it successfully
runs the gauntlet of the
Supreme court,
will not of itself, prove sufficient to overthrow the Mormon church.
While it has
disfranchised the polygamists, it has not
thorn them of their political power, inasmuch a* there are enongh monogamous
Mormons, who, though the; do not practice
polygamy, as fully believe in it as those who
do, to eontrol the elections to the Territorial
legislature. The two measures proposed b;
the commission are both good ones, and
there is no question but Congress has the
The great
power to enact them into laws.
ebstacle to a successful prosecution of the
Utah polygamists has been the difficulty of
obtaining legal evidence of the first marriage. Marriages among the Morm one have
been conducted in secret, and*the common
law has prevented JJ»* Sfst or lawful wife
An intestifying -«gainst her husband.
dictment for bigamy therefore could no I be
kpstained because no evidence of marriage
could be obtained. The commission proposes
to remedy this by providing that all marriages in the Territory shall be made matters of public record, and that a wife shall
be a competent witness against her husband.
At a recent political meeting at Lawrence
ex-Collector Beard asserted that during Collector Slmmons's administration of the Boston enstom house gross frauds were committed, and Insinuated that Collector Simmons was In some measure
responsible for
them. Mr. Simmons replied substantially to
the effect that if Mr. Beard would make
definite charges he would promptly meet
them. In a speech Wednesday night Mr.
Beard used this language :
"I did net begin the Investigation or obtain the
flrei clew that led to the investigation of the charges
I made at Lawrence. I co-operated with the treasury to reach the prosecution of the parties implicated. I have the official reports from the department,
Showing all the facts I have stated, and more (oo.
If Mr. Simmons requests it I will famish the press
with these reports for publication. And in conclusion on this subject, I say in plain, clear, emphatic
language, that it will appear from these official reporta that the collector was either culpably négligeât or grossly Inefficient, or in complicity with a
conspiracy. If this conclusion is not warranted by
Ike reports then he will not be harmed by their pub
llcatloa, or by what has been said, but if the reports
warrant my statement, then he must of necessity
disprove them or take his choice as to which horn of
the dilemma he will take—groes neglect and inoflelency, or complicated with crime.

This seems specific enough
reply from Mr. Simmons.

to call for a

The whiskey men are endeavoring, it is
said, to induce Secretary Folger to favor
some measure for their relief in his annual
report. Their scheme to escape taxation by
exDortln? their bonded whiekev tn liprmnrla

and

re-importing it failed. They now
propose to ask
Congress for some
relief, and they would like to have
the Secretary of the Treasury help them.
The argument put forth is that seventy
millions of spirits must come out of bond in
the next two years, and sixty-three milliens of dollars in taxes be paid on this
This burden, they say, is so
quantity.
freat that It will ruin the owners and their
fall will draw down the banks and capitalists who have loaned money on this great
etoek of spirits. There is no prospect whatever that they will get any assistance from
the Secretary.
With Congress they may
have better luck, though in view of the
nearness of the Presidential election the
Democrats aiflf likely to be pretty cautious
how they act.

Considering the rather indifferent success
of the French campaign in Tonquin and the
discreditable revelations in the Yellow Book
in regard to the negotiations with China,
the majority which the ministry secured in
the Deputies is surprisingly large. It would

be safe to assume, however, that this
vote correctly reflects the feeling of the
country relative to the Tonquin affair. The
existence of many factions in the Deputies
seeking different ends makes the business
•f log rolling easy and effective. It is not
at all Improbable that the friends of- the
Bot

many voles

them, that I oonfess I feel gratified by a dedication,
over-flattering >8 I may deem it. which may serve
as an outward sign that vi e are cordially linked together in sympathies and friendship." In return
Mr. Mitchell in his preface of 18133 pays a touching
tribute to the memory of Mr. Irving, and gives an
interesting sketch of him, with many pleasant reminiscences of days spent in his society.

by promising

in return for them support to the schemes
of one or aiore of these factions. Indeed it
has been lumorcd all through the debate
that the ministry had made some kind of a
trade with the Monarchists.
The fact that. O1 Donovan Rossa professes
to know all about the origin of the recent
oxplosions in England is c m.lusive evidence
He
that ho kuows uothing abjut them
guesses that the Fsni»,us were at the bottom
of them, and he
probably guesses correctly.
He guesses that more explosions of the same
kind will follow, and very likely he guesses
correctly again. But that he Has any actual
knowledge on the subjee; nobody believes.
We wish it were otherwise, for knowledge
might mal^e him amenable to the laws of
the land and shut him up in the peniten-

Among the books of the season comes a new (the
fifth) edition, of Mr. Alger's "The Poetry of the
Orient." Siiteen thousand copies of this were sold
when it first appeared in 1850, and for some years
th· book has been out of print. A fresh demand for
it has induced tin author to enlarge the volume and

present it again to the public, by whom it is sure to
reoeive a cordial welcome. Mr. Alger states in his
preface that the field of Oriental literature, as accessible through English, Latin, German and French
translations, has long been a favorite study with

him,

and ttiat he has been In the habit of versifying
passages which especially impressed him. To this
fact we are indebted for the present valuable work.
He gives particular attention to Hindu, Persian,
Arab, Chinese and Hebrew poetry, and the
volume opens with an historical dissertation, which
presents a brief skctch of the labors of inodorn
scholars toward bringing this unique literature to
the acquaintance of the Occidental world; and gives
an illustrative analysis of its
distinguishing characteristics. Starr King, in a long and flattering notice
of the work on its first appearance, said: "This
volume will richly repay study to all who can find
benefit in change of mental aliment, and who are
willing to be led by a scholarly hand through the
gorgeous and crowded Atliemeum of Eastern Literature."

tiary.
The paper which the Hon. F. M. Fogg is
to become connected with is the Lansing

Sentinel,

Lansing, Michigan. The aim
of the paper under Mr. Fogg's management
will be to ''forward the cause of progress
of

and to secure to

humanity all the rights and
nature has vouchsafed to all man-

privileges

kind." This certainly is a noble aim, and
there are, possibly, men less likely tc attain
it than Mr. Fogg.

One seldom sees a more interesting collection of
Ballads than that in the latest volume of the "Classic Series." Besides the fine old Scotch and English
Ballads, with which we all are—or ought to be—familiar, it includes the most noted ones of our own
and other countries down to th· present day, chronologically arranged. Lockhart, Macaulay, Burns,
Scott and Aytoun, Longfellow, Bryant, Holmes,
and many other poets are represented. The volume
is intended for young and old, and contains the best

The Hot Water Remedy.
The London Lancet contains an exhaustive article on the "Therapeutical drinking
of hot water; its origin and its use." The
article is written by Dr. Ephraim Cutter, an
eminent physician of New York city, and
contains some statements and suggestions
which, to say the least, are certainly worthy
of attention. Dr. Cutter says that the first

stirring ballads of heroism and adventure,
people of all ages are eager to hear. The
compiler truly says, ''Such poetry fills an important place in a true education, by presenting a lofty
ideal, and stimulating the heroic spirit." There is a
fascination about these old ballads. They are to
poetry what melody is to music.

made of hot water as a medicine or
regulator," was made by Dr. James
H. Salisbury of New York, who by a series
of experiments on men and various animals,
"health

1LO

ClUCaCJ.

Books Received.
The

of
the Orient.
By William
Alger. Boston: Roberts Brothers.
Harmon).
Heroic Ballads. (Classic ISeries). Selected by
Poetry

Rounseville

(Loring,

Short &

editor of '.'Quiet Hours." Boston: Roberts
Brothers. (Loring, Short L· Harmon).
Dream Life, and Wet Days at Edgewood.
By Donald G. Mitchell (Ik Marrel). New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons. (Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Indian Idyls. By Edwin Arnold. Boston:
Roberts Brothers. (Loring, Short & tk armon.)
The Philosophical Basis of Theism, «y
Samuel Harris, D. D., LL. D., of Yale College.
CharlesScribner's Sons.
8 vo. pp. 504.
93.60
(Loring Short & Harmon,)
tli·

water
causes vomiting.
For diarhcea the hotter the water the better.
For
it
hemorrhages should be at blood heat. The
of
hot
water drunk varies from
quantity
one-half pint to a pint and one-balf, according to the condition of the patient and the
disease treated. The hot water should be
taken one or two houvs before each meal,
warm

and half

hour before retiring. This give
the water time to operate before food enters
the stomach or sleep comes.
The water
should be sipped slowly, and the swallowing
of half a pint should take half an hour.
It
takes six months to wash out the liver and
intestines thoroughly.
If the hot water
seems "flat,"
flavorings such as lemon, sage
or ginger
be
added.
The effects of
may

BO

noticed in the improved feelings
of the patient. The urine becomes clear as
crystal, and perspiration is free. The digestion improves, thirst disappears, and there
is no longer a craving for
liquor. Taken as
a whole from Dr. Cutter's
estimate, the hot
water treatment is the most complete remediscovered
for
dy yet
all the evils flesh is
heir to.
are

Ody^^of
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POBTLAKD, HE.

4s
4s
4s
6s
-6s
6s

Brunswick, Me.,

Lewiston, Me.,
Portland, Me.,

...

«
Portland Water Co.,
Railroad Equipment Co.,
St. Paul & No. Pacific (guaranteed by So. Pac. Β. B.)
Maine Central Ε. B.

Cleveland, Ohio,
FOR

SALE

&

eodtf

HENRY CLEWS

&CO.,

No. 18 New Street, also 9 Wall Street, Ν. Y.
(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Bankers and Commission Merchants.
Securities and Product»
m

fr,r na«h

nr nn

of

and

Grand

Gent.

op. Bond

Hotel

St.

tty23

eodtf

J. B. Brown & Sons,
BANKERS,
sis

iwiame

Offer for Sole
Central
M'tine Central
Maine

Androscoggin

------

else than

living body—whether

he has in him a
a discussion of modern materialism, and of its assertion
that life is merely a mode of motion.
The discus
sion is carried on with ability and fairness.
There
a

spiritual being.

------

and

Kennebec

β·.
6·*
ββ

Portland and Ogdenebnrg
of Portland
----and other first «class bonds and stocks.

City

Sterling

and Continental
Exchange
bought and sold at most favorable rates.

oct26

conclusion of the whole is the same as that at
which Benjamin Pierce arrives, in his work on "Analytical Mechanics:" namely, that "there is one Qod
and science is the knowledge of himDr. Harris
the

gives in this

volume

evidence,

only of great
power of mind, and of patient thought upon the
fundamental problems ot human being and destiny;
but evldenco, also, of careful snd extensive reading,
not

both among ancient and modern writers. The volume is, as it were, a library of philosophy and theolgy in itself, and the man who reads it patiently, and
and with an unprejudiced mind, cannot but be de-

Ho will have gained, not
lighted
only a clear view of the position of modern christian thought, but of the various forms of philosophy, ancient and modern, which are inconsistent
with the acceptance of christian theology. In other
words, the man who carefully reads this volume will
have attained, in the pleasantest and easiest manner, quite a respectable education in theology and
and instructed.

metaphysics.
Two more volumes have been issued of the new
edition of Donald G. Mitchell's (Ik Marvel) work·;
"Wet Days at Edgewood" and "Dream Life." In
them we find the same charm of style, the fresh and
unhackneyed sentiment, and the bright humor,
which characterizes all that has come from the pen
of this graceful and facile writer, The "Wet Days
at Edgewood" appeared more than a score of yeare
ago in the pages of the Atlantic Monthly, under the
name of "Wet Weather Work."
"Dream Life"
grew out of the "Reveries Of A Bachelor" even as
one bubble piles upon another from the pipe out of
which young breath blows them into bigness. This
book was dedicated to Washington Irving, between
whom and Mr. Mitchell there arose a warm friendship. In reply to Mr. Mitchell's letter requesting
permission to use liis name in connection with liis
book, Mr. Irving cordially says: "Though I have a
great disinclination in general to be the object of
literary oblation and compliments, yet in the present instance I have enjoyed your writings with such
peculiar relish, and have been so drawn toward the
author by the qualities of head and heart evinced in

»

large

Underwear,

RINES

NO. 191 MIDDLE STREET,

octl

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Portland
Portland
Portland Water Co.

1887.
11)07.
1888.
1891.
1900.

6s.

"

6s.

"

Portland & Ogdensburg

6s.

"

6s.

"

Maine Central Consol
Androscoggin & Kennebec

Ps.
6s.
6s.

"

Bath

Municipal

1897.
1912.
1891.
1896.

14

14
Leeds & Farmington
6 shares Canal National Bank stock
"
"
30 "
1st
Lewiston
40 " Shoe and Leather National Bank, Auburn.
Also Safe investments yielding 6 per cent, interest for sale by

H. ML. PA YSOtf &
0031

BANKERS.
33 Exchange Street.

CO.,

RARE OPPORTUNITY
To Engage in a Well-Established Lumber business.
for the

undersigned having
past
the Lumber business
THEcarried
off
on

forty years

on

"Goech's

Wharf,"
desiring

Charles Rifer, Brighton District, and
to retire from active business, offers for
his stock of Lumber, teams and good will of the
trade.
Will sell or lease the wharf on favorable terms.
The wharf is commodious, containing about 160,000
square feet of solid land, and is suDplied with stable,
sheds,
&c., conveniently arranged for business.
There is plenty oi water, a large river frontage, two
piers and dock between, affording a chance 10 discbarge five vessels at a time. Sufficient room for a
coal business, also if desired, and is centrally situated for a large and increasing trade. Railroad facilities good, being near to the Boston & Albanv and
Fiichburg railroad depots. Possession given immeJ. G. GOOCH,
diately. Apply to
oct24eod2w
Brighton District, Boston, Mass.

&

CASCO

STREETS,

Me.

dtf

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Mutual Insurance Co.

Thirty-four Yea*β ©1

Aeaet* Orer Six Million Dollar».
iuconletttable
IYo

MARINE

AGAINST

INSURE

fall and winter
great care
use; clean and free from slate. Our stock comprises all the grades of first-class coal, from the free
burning Franklin to the hardest Big Vein
in all sizes. We have also for open grates, the
English
Cannel. Acadia and Virginia Grate coals,
which burn with a flame and make a cheerful tire.

Lehighe,

RANDALL &

McALLISTER,

76 Commercial Ht. and 7© -Exchange Si.
oc30
Telephone No. 877 A.
d3m

Company will take risks at their office, New
on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
open policies to merchants, making risks binding as
on

Men's Fine Mwear

1882

Premiums
1st

on Policies

not marked off

definite

raZwe(independent entirely of dividend earnings],
or, if insurable, a paid-up policy. These policies
are subject to the Maine Non-forfeiture Law, contain no restrictions upon travel and residence, and,

1,516,844 85
43

ssretis.

daction of the
mni,

THEATRE

Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1882,

Paid in Thirty
After roof.

Flexor ducements

Clandent Scarfs

Scarfs.

ent

offering.

PORTLAND

:

J. W.

9ËXCHANGE
MUNCER,

for

PURSE OF

ATTENTION

backs, every pair

J. IT.

BELTIN G.

octl3

of

—

this

MEN'S FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

We have j cut patented a new article In Rubber
Belting which is sold under the name of

470
ootl3

Market

Congress St.,

oct27 dtd

W altzing:.
I shall open

class for instruction in
rfli MONDAT
EVENING, Oct. 29th.
Terms for six
lessons, Gentlemen $3.00. Ladies $1.50.
Assemblies commence Thursday Even·
M. It. GILBERT.
ing, Not. 1st.
oot23

SINGING SCHOOL,

Y. HIS. C. A. Hall,
Mondays and Thursdays,
COM MEFC1NG

MH. W.

Square.

NEW GOODS.

can

eVUDDS*

Draucli

Farrington

Block·

lrt

StOIT,

tV mono

FORMERLY

Fine

rnnraa

ΤΊΠ-Ύ71
U1 I U

a

nvirmc!

nr A vrrisn

STUBBS

BROS.

at

astonlshinrtv

low

prices

dlw

of the firm of

McMAIN,
Weston,
rF.would
call the attention of buyers and smokers
McMain &

•

the New Cigar which they are introducing to this
aarket. It is a pure cigar, free from flavoring or
absolutely free from poioloring of tbe stock,isand
a tirst-class, clean, and guarIt
on of any kind.
nteed to be of the best Havana. Call for I. N.
Veston's "leader," strictly hand made. Also, in
onnection, a brand called "Cupid" a Five Cent
!igar. Smokers who value their health should try
be "Leader," and note the difference between the
Address
ure and the imitation.
ο

PIANO and ORGAN

Samuel Thurston
8 Free St. Block, PORTLAND.

(No. 3.

WILL TOU CALL·
Winter

Hesorts

MIAIN & WESTON, West field, Mas*.

|

For sale by Geo. C.Frye, Timmons & Hawes, H. P.
Gould, B. W. Jones, Γ. F. Β Percy, Falmouth Hosepl ld3m
al, E. Dana. Jr., and J. B. Totten.

fOR'l'LJSK FILE WORKS.

«HAND EXCURSIONS.

by the Company's

Steamers at the extreme low
price of $5 per day, which includes all privileges
and living on board the whole time, or passengers
desiring to change their route may transfer to any
other passenger steamer of tto' line they may meet
an the voyage.
For passage apply to

PIM, FORWOOD & CO., Agents,
oct5d3m
22, 24 State Street, New York·

HAND-CUT

L.
octU

McSorley's

Inflation

a

Sale of seats commences Friday.
oct31dlw

ttAT.T,

evening in the
Fatherland.
The homes of Kaiser Wilhelm; Oca Fritz;
Biskabck; the footsteps of Freduuckthe Great
Ftn.LT and Beautifully Illustrated.
An

Admission GOc., Reserved Seats 76e.
Tickets at Stockbridg·'!.

Owen, Moore

& Co.

°ct23

(itf

Bnrditt & North,
Nov2

Managers.
dSt

CltyHalir

TUESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER eth.

BROWN LIGHT

AHTILLERf,

PRESENT.

The Eminent Actor

FRANK MAYO

NOT GOING TO MOVE.
MR. FOSS, of the late

Supported by

Hooper, Foss & Co., having purchased the

entire stock of the old firm, will continue to carry on
of general house furnishings, such as

a

Fixtures, Mirrors, Crockery, Glass, Tin,,
Wood and Silver Plated Ware,

In his

F.

FOSS

&

charming

(A Symphony

to the parlor.

SONS.

in

rai

Leave· an«l Mewtea.)

Now in its 11th year of popularity and unprecedented success. Presented here with New and
all carried

by

the

.Manage-

Prices are as follows: Reserved seats 75 and 50c.
Gallery 36c. Seats now on sale at Stockbridge's
Saturday, Nov. 3d.
Bgp^Tlie returns of the election in Massachusetts
will be read from the
stage as fast as received by
direct connection with the Western Union Telegraph Co.
oct31dGt

STOCKBRIDGE COURSE.
Fourth Entertainment at City Hall

Wednesday Evening,

€OR. FEDERAL. AND EXCHANGE STS.

T.

of Mnrdock's
backwoods idyl.

Picturesque Scenery,

Old Post Office, opp. W. L. Wilson & Co.
oe23

of

delightful creation

ment.

Mattresses, Feathers, Pillows
and Bedding of all kinds.
hoasekeepers from the kitchen

Company

r r ~m

Furniture of all kinds, Carpets, Shades and

In (act, every thing to furnish

a

UNUSUAL MERIT.

complete line

Nov. 7th.

Grand Concert by the Imperial

GERMAN BAND

2w

from Dresden, Saxony,
25 Artists in

Silk Seal Plush.

TURNÉÏT

uniform.

Hunt, Soprano,
companist.

Assisted by Miss Etta May
Harvey Murray, Ac-

of Boston.

Hermann Forrester, Director.

Reserved seats 75c and $1.00; admission 50c; now
sale at Stockbridge's.
novld6t

?n

Portland Roller Skating Hi,

BROS.

(Stonr Bros.' Block, Middle Street,)

Open Every Afternoon and Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday Evenings.

have the exclusive sale of this beautiful goods in the best imitation to
the real Fur.
Garments made to order at short
notice by the most
experienced

MUSIC

by CHANDLER.

Sessions: Afternoons from 2 to
4.30o*cloek; Krenngs 7.45 to 10.1G. The Elevator will run from 7.30
ο β.30 eaeh evening.
Hie maBagemtint reserve the
to
refuse
ight
admission and skates to all objeoionable persons.

workmen.

oct25dtf

TURNER BROS.,

«. H. W IIΙΓΛΕΥ, Manager.

GILBERT'S

ASSEMBLIES

Jvery Thursday Evening Commencing

488 & 490 CONGRESS STREET.
oo2S

Nov. 1st.
admitting

att

Tickets
Gentlemen with Lftdle» 60
enta. Former
Lady pupils will be furnished tick·»
t* of admission
upon application*
Class in Waltzing Monday Evenings,

Portland, Me
dim

Boom «f

Monday Evening, Nov. 5tfa,
Berlin and San Souci.

BRODICAN&CO.

99 Fore Stree

Manager.

Λ

THESTflDDAl LECTURES!

FILES AMD HASPS.
We manufacture and carry a large stock of good
and-cut File» and Κα*ρ», and ask consumers to
\Ye also Re-cut Files and
Ivor us with a trial.
manner and as cheap as good work
asps in the best
Orders by mail or otherwise
in be done for.
rompt!y attedded to.

and

presenting Edward Harrigan's immensely
funny play,

ΟΙΤΤΓ

in stock a very choice
assortment of stylish, close fitting, tailor cnt Garments
for Children and
Misses. For small or medium sized
Ladies the larger sizes are a perfect fit,
and please all who see them.
Colored Jerseys for Misses and Children.
now

A Pure Havana Cigar,

at

Proprietor

company of comedians.
All (he original scenic effect*. All the
original songe and niu.ic.
The Charleston Blues.
The Salvation Army.
I Never Drink Behind the Bar.
Silly Boy the Dnde.
Golden Choir.
The Market on Saturday Night.
MoNally's Row of Flats.
The Old Feather Bed.

LEADER"

THE

..

with

T. T. MERRY, STATE AGENT.
eodtf
Jne23

PIANO COVERS,

Curtli

M. W. HAN LEY'S COMPANY

.fa.VI.UH -»-kJ

riie above Endowment Policies
tor sale by

A largc.aiKljlcleiiaiit assortment

—

Laughter.
TWO NIGHTS ONLY
Monday and Tuesday, Nov. 5 Λ β.

Mutual

CO.,

TtMMling,

PORTLAND THEATRE.
Frank

Garments.

We have

j

Results Accomplished.

....

Usual Pri.es.
Nov. 2d.

eodtf

life \mnm company.

muaio

LU LUU lllilLter <»I

I/IUUUICIICJ

whether beginners or otherwise, will be alike benefited by the course of instruction which will commence its sessions at the above time and place. Mr.
F. has made a specialty of the department of Music
Heading for many years and for the last three years
has been employed as instructor of urosie in the
State Normal School at Gorham. This will be one
of the very beet opportunities yet offered the public.
Terms for 20 lessons: Qentlemen $3 00, Ladies
in advance.
Members of the Young Men's
hristian Association half price.
Apply at the

'

me to seek for more room, where
be fonnd the largest assortment east of Boston. All the
New Subjects in Engravings, French Photos, and an
endless variety of Art Novelties, Fine Yases,

octSl

for Me. & Ν. H.

Agencies, Portland.

Lu_FITCII.

explanation and illustration of the
THOROUGH
syntem of musical notation. All who desire

The Oreat New York Succès*.

IN THE

r

dtf

S2.00,

JXCElllIOX

Business.

This Belting is made up with the usual plies of j
Duck and Rubber, and, before putting on the out :
side cover, it is stitched in seams one inch apart |
with cotton cord, which bas a pulling strength of
fifty pounds. It is then stretched in its plastic
state, drawing the plies so close together, that
with the strong cord with which it is stitched material strength is added to the belt, and the stitchcs
are so drawn into the plastic rubber, that they cannot wear off on the outside. The outside cover is
a
then put on seamless, so that it cannot open, as is
the case of Rubber Belting made in the ordinary
Which lit a premium (.aja about 3% per cent. Interest.
way, and the plies being so firmly stitched, as well
as firictioned together, that the belt cannot separate
as many belts made in the old way will, after being
used for a time, especially when run at a great
which gives no insurance, pays about 4 per cent.
speed or in damp places.
Interest, from which you may withdraw your deWe particularly call the attention of all Mill own·
at any time, or neglect to make it. It is easier
posit
Eo make money than to save it.
ers to this Belt as being in the end the cheapest belt
Better than Tontine Policies in
they can buy, while the first cost is only about ten
other Companies.
per cent more than belting made in the ordinary
way. We believe it will wear more than double the
w shown by comparison of results.
length of time. For heavy main belts you will find
it superior to anything made. It is also superior for
Kndless Belts, as we stitch the splice in such a
way that it cannot separate·
FHE NORTHWESTERN
has paid over 93,300
000 matured endowments. Besides giving in
Try Our Giant Belt. We will Warrant :
surance these policies have returned the
premiums with 4 to 68/eper cent, compound interest.
Satisfaction.
CHE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (in
ami
furnished
on
Samples
quotations
application.
|
vested in the most productive and solid securties of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses and taxes, an
average of 4.27 per cent interest.
173 ék 175 Devonshire St., Boston.
ΓΒΕ SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over a 4 per
Ht Rende Ht·, New York.
cent, reserve is $3,022,612,
Factories at Chelsea, Mass.
HNCE1876 THE NORTHWESTERN has done
eod3m
letter by its policy-holders than any company
sep28
in the country. It needs only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their insurance in the Northwestern.

REVERE RUBBER

a

Waltzing and the German

Under the Instruction of

eodtf

NEW STORE.

■

GIANT BELTING,

—

Free.

ALLEN & CO.,

EMOWMENT LMSURASOE

Important to allwtio use Belling.

Nose and

Black Nell,

FERRIS,

Manager

$300,

Watchmaker, Gray

Farington Block,

CORRESPONDENT
niînii en

of the weather, the great Hone Trot
for a

account

Between

advertisement
warranted at $1.25, usual where mention is made of
price $1.50. Genuine Per- the choicest line of goods
rin
Frere's
Undressed ever shown by us.
Our
Gloves, two buttons and stock contains the late novEmbroidered
at
backs,
elties, and we claim to pos$1.25, usual price $2.00.
show a line of goods
A special sale of Ten Doz. itively
Men's Walkilig Gloves, two in style and quality differbuttons and Embroidered ent from that by other
backs at $1.00 a pair.
dealers.

broider d

profitable business.
The Company is ready to negotiate with, and will
make liberal contracts for good territory with
agents who will energetically
Push for

»»

AGAIN POSTPONED

dividual insurer.
Sg|p*In the hands of active, energetic, industrious
agents, it cannot fail to be productive of a large and

ST.

3,

HORSE TROT

Brackets. Wall Pockets, Toilet Cases, Parlor
Easels, all styles and sizes. My specialty is Framing
in all the different styles. Artists' Materials, Pottery and all the
novelties to decorate. Manufactory and headquarters Temple Street,

$4,650.
This plan is fully and and clearly described in the
Company's publications, which will be furnished
upon application to the'iiome office, or any of its
agencies. It will be found, upon examination, that
it possesses especially advantageous features, and
covers all desirable forms of
insurance, being particularly adapted to meet the precise wants of the in-

J. D. JONES, Pre«ident,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vloe President
W. Η. Η. MOORE, 2d Vloe President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Viee Prwident.
J. Η. Chapman, Secretary.

and

commences

at pres-

we are

twenty-five

Table No. 3 gives the results of a payment of
annual premiums of $60 each, at all
At age 20, the results would be a life annui$144, a cash value of $1,992.50, or a paid:up

Days

Saturday, Nov. 2

«

An increase of business has forced

policy

Manager.

and

NIGHTS,

new

insurable,- S paid-up life-policy of $3,280.
On Table No. 2, the premium for same age is
$79.43. Twenty-five premiums cntitio the injured
to a life-annuity of $200, a cash value of $2,771.40
or a paid-up for $6,470.

ages.
ty of

and

Friday

at age

20, the premium is $44.86.
Twecty-flve premiums entitle the insured to a lifeannuity of $1„(K); a cash value of $1,385.70, or, if

Six Per Cent Interest on Ontstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. β, 1883.

Losses

fifth and subsequent annual premi-

""On Table No. 1,

Proprietor

MAGUINNIS,

ILLUSTRATIONS.

$13,17^675.0 2

For BAHAMAS, JAMAICA, ΗΑΎΤΙ, PORTO ΕΓCO, COLOMBIA, ISTHMUS OF PANAMA and
NICARAGUA- Tourists are invited to avail of
thee· trips, which they can make on any route taken

No. 37 Plum Street.

dtf

most

Pûliciee iVoa-forfeitable under

These policies require the payment of twenty-five
annual premiums. At the end of the twenty-fifth
year, the insured is entitled to one of three options,
—an annuity during life, a
and stated cash

$4,412,693 58

January, 1882

Manager

We can at present dis- DAN
magnificent as- play the largest amount of (Sixteen years principal Comedian at the Boston
Theatre,)
sortment, bewildering in Fine English Wool, Plain
in
style, and Fancy Balforiggan, and SUPPORTED Bf Λ STRONG DRAMATIC CO,,
variety, elegant
representing the best Man- high grade American UnUnder the Management of
ufacturer* in New York
GEORGE
shown
in
ever
HACKETT,
derwear,
Philadelphia. one stock in Portland. In the romantic drama in three acte, entitled
City and
Heavy Imported Paris De Gentlemen in search of fine lllll ■ ■
»■■■■
Joinvilles, Extra English Winter
of
Underwear,
WILLIt KtlLLY.
Satin De Joinvilles, Fancy
first class quality,
strictly
Mr. Maguinnls as Willie Reilly.
An should make 110
Italian De Joinvilles.
purchase
Introducing bis Unrivalled Songe.
endless variety of the just- until
first viewing our
F's.
F.
&
C.
celebrated
ly
Seats 73 and Gil cents; Gallery 35 cent». Sale of
stock and learning the! in- Beats
oct2'Jdlw
Wednesday, Oct. 81.
and
a

Residence,

The Union Mutual Non-Forfeiture Investment Plan.

Marine Risks from 1st
to 31st December.

January 1882.

and

MONDAY70CT. 29,

water-borne.

Premiums

Atlas Line of mail Steamers.

STEPHEN BERRY,
Book, Card and Job Printer.

Proprietor

THURSDAY EVENING, NOV. 1st,

THE MAINE NON-FORFEITURE LAW.

York,

soon as

Policies,

Beetricliens Upon Travel.
or Occiipatieu.
All

a

poses,

LYCEUM THEATRE.

C. E. Marwick

Petrel/ Mutual.

i.

Sea te,

U5t

UNTIL!.
prices which defy comSATURDAY
Men's Walking is called to the other
AFTERNOON, Nov, 3, at 2 o'clot
petition.
parts
50
Admlerion
cents.
Carriages and Grand Stand
Gloves two buttons Em-

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

Warerooms ol
&

dtf

XWO

at

HON MUTUAL·

I1M

the

McAllister have
large stock
of the choicest coal mined for domestic purRANDALL
selected with
for

50 cent».
oc29

Greatest Bill of the Season.

Men's Fiue Gloves

sale

COAL·.·

Evening Tieketa 35 cents; with Reserved
Tickets lor «ale at StoekbridKe'?.
6

O-reen.

OPENED

NOW

Better than the Savings Bank,

2
A TRCK assistant to nature in restoring
the system to perfect health, thus enabling
it to resist disease,is Brown's Iron Bitters
Cochban, G a.—Dr. A. J. Lamb says : "1
never met witk a remedy that gave more
satisfaction in cases of debility and pros<
tration than Brown's Iron Bitters."
Owenton, Ky.—Rev. J. W. Waldrop
says: "Brown's Iron Bitters greatly relieved me of general debility and
indigestion."

and.

The price of fonr.e Ticket, for Be«rr«i
Menu (or ihe rriHiihiiui- Two
l.ecture», ■■
η bore, huo been re<l nerd tu
on y 73 real* I*
all pail* of the house.

"

Better than 4 per cent, Government Bond

eodtt

Congress St,

JOHN E. BeWITT, President.

d3m

6s. due
Gs. ·«

The Three· C'ilir·» of Ihe North.

on

BROS.,

ATLANTIC

Broker,

3 Doors West Canal Nat'l Sank·

Nov. 3-ITALt.

pleasure.

"

25
35

-

Portland,

I

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,
Banker and

Oalt

Between

septa 7

In

:

-

eodtf

This, of couree, Involves

is nothing in the volume which can justly be objected to as uncourtçous, or narrow minded. But

sizes
Ladies'Wiiite

7·.
5·.

ous

insufficiency to account for the facts
of human nature.
The second part of the volume deals with the ultimate realities discoverable by
man,—being, and
its modes of existence, tru th, rigfit,
beauty, the good
and the absolute. After this discussion of the
obthe
of
ject»
intellect, the author takes up the sensibilities and the will. The volume increases in interest as we go on.
The next point discussed is the
existence of personal being—whether man is
aught

«

IO PER C KMT.

street,

FRANK GOUDY, 561

shown with

PORTLAND

■

$5,929,538

of

strates their

«

bought and Bold

validity and reality
clearly distinguishes the vari-

kinds and sources of knowledge. In tue
course
this discission Dr. Harris
necessarily examine»,
the various forme cf modern
empiricism and demon-

Weeks, as follows

-

marrtn,

Private wires ) 346 Broadway cor. Leonard St.

«ο

knowledge,

by S

connected,

goods

oct29

4 1-2 cents
S)ark Comforter Prints
Best quality Prints, selected from
"
8 cent stock,
5 1-2
"
8 Rolls Fine 12 cent Batting for 75
Best Quality Oiled Table Cover"
25
ing
Heavy All Wool and very Heavy
"
Cotton and Wool Pant Cloth, 50
"
Children's White Undervests,
18

«eWWSrTr'Muiing ExcHange,
ήπΛ
Board or

HOME INVESTMENTS

mcuiugicai.
uegranmg wjtH a thorough
discussion of tlie psychological foundation «I knowledge, it smccessfully defend· the

for Four

This

middle Sis.

all

Nov. 3—WHITE MOUNTAINS.

FITE
MEW
F4CES.
Thursday, Nov. 1, an entire change of bill.

Saturday Forenoons,

and

RISKS ONLY.

Professor Samuel Harris's portly volumo on "The
of Theism" contains an examination of human nature with reference to the capacity of man to know and serve God. The inquiry
necessitate^, therefore, an examination of the validity of the principles underlying the defence of theism. Dr. Harris has so well-established a
reputation, from his labors at Bowdoin college, and at the
theological schools in Bangor and Ûîew Haven, that
the reader will expect to find this volume full of
value. The expectation will not be
disappointed.
Every ene.of the pages is crowded with thonght,
expressed so clearly that the condensation does not
lead to obscurity. The discussion takes a
wide
range; it is philosophical, aesthetic and ethical, as
υτ«*λ

Friday

BY

Corner Exchange Λ
augl

Ornaments and Buttons.

prices ;

ILLUSTR4TEI) LECTURES

Gimps, Clienele

dtf

Before removal, for years we held special sales Fridays.
At our nev store in Brown Block, corner of Congress and Casco
Streets, we shall hold special sales

OF NEW YORK
Os
7s
7s

and Beaded

Frank Cartli

eodtf

Gardiner, Me.,

!

Satin

Hall.

Harry W. French

Fall Novelties in

FRIDAY SALE.

186 middle Stieet.
ang2

jiae.
Chicago
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
Ν. Y. Branches ) 953 Broadway, cor. 23d St.

Philosophical Basis

FREE.

CONSULTATION

oct27

prepared to exhibit my

Call and examine styles and

where they may he consulted on and after Monday, Oct. 29. Remember, your diseases are instantly located and described without asking a
single question. Their Parlors are at the head of ladies' stairway.

COR. CONGRESS

"The Iliad and
India:ι
"There exist two colossal, two
unparalled epic
poems in the sacred language of
the Malxkbn&rata and the K&inâyana, whichIndia,—
were not known to
Europe, even by name, until Sir William Jones announced their existence; and one of
which, the larsince his time, has been made
public only by
ragments, by mere specimens, bearing to those vast
treasures of banskrit literature such small
proportions as cabinet samples of ore have to the riches
of
a mine.
Yet these most remarkable poems contain
almost all the history of ancient
so far as it
India,
*
*
can be recovered
* and
the antique Hindu
world really stands epitomized iu them."
* * *
*
"They are personified, worshipped aud cited as being something divine.
The present volume contains such translations as
the author has from time to time made out
of the
prodigious epic (the Mahâbh ârata) which is seven
fold greater in bulk than the Iliad and
Odyssey taken
together. He has selected eight separate portions,
—each one of which is a distinct and
perfectly
rounded poem in itself. Some are in blank
verse
and some in rhyme and all are
written in the strong,
clear style that the readers of "The
Light of Asia"
must have learned to like. The
most glowing of
Oriental pictures are painted in
masterly combinations of simple words, for, unlike his
original, the
author is an enemy to
polysyllables, and couches his
high-sounding phrase in short and pithy words. It
is not too much to say of this work that it is
fascinating, and once launched upon it the reader will
only close the book with regret that he has not the
key to unlock the early Indian history and mythology for himself, and that Mr. Arnold has not
given
us more from its inexhaustible
storehouse.

Îer,

Mass.

FALMOUTH HOTEL·

SWAN & BARRETT

compared to those who have mastered "Sanscrit
verse, oittimes as musical and highly wrought as
Homer's own Greek, bearing testimony * * * to
an origin anterior to
writing, anterior to Homer,
perhaps anterior to Moses." But if we are deprived
of the pleasure which Mr. Arnold doubtless
enjoys
in bathing in the
very fountains of human lanwe
can
at
least enjoy the streams that trickle
guage,
down to our own level, and thank the writer for givus
even
a
dilution so agreeable to our literary
ing
tastes and so nourishing to our intellectual
perceptions. To convey some idea of what these Idylls
in
the
brief space of this notice, we cannot do
are,
entitled

Lowell,

At the urgent request of many invalids in Portland and vicinity
these great natural physicians have decided to again visit this city, and
have engaged parlors at the

novl

New Publicationsit la impossible for any one not familiar with the
original to pronounce freely noon a translation. Tn
criticizing an oration or a poem rendered from some
unknown, or ill-known, tongue into English Terse or
prose, we can only judge the noble language or the
skilf al word-painting, the soothing or stirring measure of the translator
himself, and apply them to our
conception of the original production. Those of us
who can read with pleasure the mighty epic of Homer as he wrote it are few
indeed; but numerous

From tlio Middlesex Health Sanltarlnm of

am now

Fringes, Laces,

DBS. DAMON & WESLEY,

.

Portland Water Co., 1st mortgage,
6s
Lewiston
4s
Cincinnati
5s and 7s
St Louis
6s
Maine Central R. R. Cons. Mort.
7s
Northern Pac. R. R. General Mort.
6s
St. Paul & No. Pac. R. R. guaranteed
6s
Car Trust and Equipment Bonds and U. S.
Securities, for sale by

I

Plain

at the hands of

Seeking Health

FINANCIAL··
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drinking

Hundreds

City

FALL OPENING TO DAY.

Wonderful Examinations and More Wonderful Cures.

as

All lllB arilCie i/Γι

Cutter gives
directions for the proper
use
of hot water. In the first p.'ace,
it must
be hot, i. e., cot
less than 110°
nor
more
than 150° Fahrenheit. This
excites proper action of
the digestive
organs. Cold water depresses and luke-

SUCCESS.

SUCCESS.

and most

such

use
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SUCCESS.
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creameries at 28@80c for choice.
22@27c for fair
and good; New York and Vermont dairies 24@28o
Φ !b for
forUfair
and
18@22c
good: Western
dairy at 20@21c and Western ladle packed 16@17c
ψ lb demand steady.
Cheese is firm at 12@18c for choie·, 10@11V3 for
fair and good;
6@9c for common.
k**b have been in demand at 801831c for Eastern,
28@29c for New York and Vermont, 27@28c for
Nova Scotia and Ρ Κ Island and26@27 for western.
Potatoes—Aroostook Kose at 58®55c φ bush,
Eastern Hose at 50@53c, Northern Rose 50c. Eastern Prolifics 50@5 c;market steady.
Beans—Largo hand-picked pea beans are quoted
at 3 05@3 10
bush: choice New York State small
hand-picked do at 3 10@3 15; do Vermont at 3 15
and
choice
screened do at 2 90@3 00: hand@3 20,
picked medium at 3 00 a 3 10, and choice screened
do at 2 80@2 90; common beans at 2 20®2 40;
choice improved yellow-eves at 3 35@3 40 ;ol α-fashioned yellow-eyes at 3 30@3 35, and red kidneys
nominal at 3 25 α3 50.
-Hay—Choice prime hay is quoted at $1β@$17 φ
ton; medium to good at $14@$15; choice Eastern
fine at $13@$14; poor at $l2@$13, with Eastern
swale at $9. Kye straw at $14 «,$15 and oat straw
$9 ψ ton.
Apples—We quote No 1 Baldwins at $3 25@3 50;
No 2 do 2 25; Western $3@3 50 ψ bbl cooking ap«
pies at $2 50@$3 00, and $1 75(g$2 25 ψ bbl.

choice,

FRIDAY MORNINU, NOV. 2.

AGRICULTURAL.
Prepared Milk.
A Boston newspaper man lias interviewed
a retired milk dealer of ibat city, and some
very interesting statements are made by him.
He says that about nine-tenths of all the
milk-sold in Boston is more or less prepared.
He discriminâtes between adulterated and
prepared milk, saying that there is not a
drop of the former sold in the Hub market.
Prepared milk, he affirms, stands the test of
the lactometer and the most skillful tasters.
His explanation of how milk Is prepared is
as follows:
The principal ingredient is water, which,
is pure, is harmless, and only serves to increase the quantity.
Then we put in salt,
which tends to keep it fresh, and burnt suis
which
the
gar,
coloring matter used to
give that rich look to the milk which to the
eyi s of the ignorant, is a sure indication of

The interviewer inquired "What
of water is used?" "That," replied the milkman, "depends upon the class
of trade and the dairy from which he obtains his supply. If a milkman be wise, he
will select a source of supply upon which he
can safely rely, and then he will, if
careful,
test his milk to Bee that the farmer does not
cheat him by preparing it for the first time.
The milk from some cows will stand more
water than that fiom a different breed,
It
depends a good deal, too, upon what the
cattle are fed. Then again, as to the conIf a milkman sells his milk to a
sumers.
poor class of people who cannot afford to
ρ \y a fair price for it, so as to give him a
living margin of profit, of course lie uses
water more liberally than he would if he
dealt with people who were willing to pay,
and did pay.
If a milkman pays four cents
a quart for his
milk, you can readily see
that he cannot sell it to a small'grocer who
retails it himself at five cents a quart.
In
this case he gets his profit from the water
used in preparation. One injtive is not bad
milk, and one in eight is, of course, belter."
What do you mean "by one to five" and
"one to eight?" Said the milkman in reply:
"
'One in live' means one can of water to live
caus of milk, and 'one in eight,' of
course,
one can of water to eight caus of milk.
By
the way, I forgot to tell you that there is another ingredient sometimes used. In a dry
season, when milk is scarce and the prices
high, 1 have known milkmen, in order not
to lose customers by failing to supply them,
use condensed milk with water and the
other ingredients already mentioned.
This
makes a very good drink, and one can of
condensed miik will make a great many
large cans of milk."
cream.

^

month

an»*»

<t.t-

~

—su-

man, was, "Why not sell pure milk to people who are willing to pay for it?" "If the
But there's
people be intelligent, we do.
the rub; people don't like pure milk a* it
comes from the cow.
To most people it is
nauseating. How often have you heard a
city child in the country say, Ί don't want

cow's milk; give me milkman's milk.'
It
may seem strange to you, but it is nevertheless true. I once had a customer who said :
Ί want pure cow's milk, and I will pay
you

,

your price for it.' I said 'ail right,' and I
served him with the pure article, but he
bitterly complained; said he knew milk
when he tasted it; cursed all milkmen as
frauds, and was going to withdraw his custom, when I told him I would try another
farmer. I then gave hira 'one in eight.' and
he was perfectly satisfied. There is another
fallacy. Mothers always demand pure milk
for infants. Now, I venture to assert that
the majority of cow's milK, fresh from the
cow, would not etay upon an infant's stomach. Again, without salt, it is almost impossible to keep milk sweet but a very short
time. It sours soon, and here again the
If you
poor milkman comes in for abuse.
pay 8 or 9 cents a quart for your milk, you
will get a good, nutritious article, but not
pure milk. So what cau you expect, when
you only pay 5 cents a quart?"
This is the revelation of a man whose
boast is "I know what I am talking about."

Wit

Harmless.—Sportsman

(who

reca-

for

the

DEBT

BEARING INTEREST.

Bonds at 5 continued at 3 Va per cent$4,970,500 00
Bonds at 3 per cent
305,529,000 00
Bonds at 4V2 percent
260,000,000 00
Bonds at 4 percent
737,620.700 00

325,850
14,000,000

Refunding certificates
Navy pension fund

$1,312,446,050 00
9,508,156 47

Total principal
Total interest
DEBT

00
00

ON WHICH INTEREST HAS CEASED SINCE MATURITY.

$

Principal
Interest
DEBT

BEARING

$4.348,745
288,857 08

26

NO INTEREST.

Old demand and legal tender
notes

$ 346,739,816
Certificates of deposit
12,620,000
Gold and silver certificates
182.908,081
Fractional currency,15,368.^40 31
Less amount estimated
as lost or destroyed, 8,375,934 00

Principal

Unclaimed Pacific R. R. interest
TOTAL

missed
again) "I say, .Mumbles, the birds seem to be
afraid of me." Keeper—"Well, sir,
they
didn't ought to be, for you never 'urt any on
'em."

00
00
00

6,990,303

31

$549,258,200
4,229

31
96

DEBT.

$1,866,052,995 57
9,801,243 51

Principal

Interest..

Traveler, to enterprising citizen: "You have
put up a iiue building here." "Jus' tol'able."

"I think it first rata.
It's a credit to the
town." "A fini?"
"A credit to the town."
We paid every dol"Not by a blamed sight!
lar in clean cash."

Debt less cash in Treasury, Oct.
VI, 1883
1,521,811,535 98
Decrease of debt the past month
§10,304,798 83
Decrease of dew since June 30,
1883
39,584,470 32
CURRENT

LIABILITIES.

Interest due and

Debt

unpaid
which interest

on

2,698,375 27

$
has

4,348,745

ceased

Interest thereon
Gold and silver certificates
U. S. notes held for redemption
of certificates of deposit
Cash balance available Nov.

280,857

182,908,081

26
08
00

12,620,000 00

SI. 1883

161,483,443 32

Indications of

consumption

allayed by

are

Farmer's clubs are suggested as very good
things for protection against patent gate ana
swindlers. They should be
lightning-rod
about five feet long, and made of stoat hiekory.
The oldest baking powder sold in this city
is the Congress Yeast Powder which was first
Hold more than 35 years ago. It is absolutely
pure.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Daily W6coIc«iiJe Jinrkei.
POBTLAJO), NOV. 1.
The market for Grain is strong and lc higher on
car lots of Corn.
Raisins are firmer and (unchanged
here, while in New York higher rates have been established on some kinds. Sngar is dull at 8%c for
granulated and 8Vic for Extra C. Eggs command
full prices and retail at 34@35c ψ doz.
Portland

Foreign Importe.
ECONOMY,NS Schr Trial—1845 bush potatoes
13 bbls shad to Issac Berry & Bro.

$ 364,347,050 93

AVAILABLE ASSETS.

Cash in the treasury
BONDS

NIES,

364,347,501 93

PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPA
INTEREST PAYABLE IN LAWFUL MONEY.

ISSUED TO THE

Principal outstanding.

64:,623,512
1,292.470
59,222,093

Interest accrued and not yet paid
Interest paid by United States..
Interest repaid by the transportation of mails, &c
By cash payments, 5 per cent, of

earnings

Balance of interest paid
United States
California

17,056,755 75

by the

mining

00
24
46

655,198

87

41,510,138

84

4(ocke.

(By Telegraph.)

San Francisco, Nov. 1.—The following are the
closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:

Alta

1%
3%
4%
13^
\ 2%
3%
5%
3%

Best & Belcher
Eureka
Gould &|JCurry
Hale & Norcrose
Mexican...-

Ophir
Yellow Jacket

Chicago Lire Stock market.
(By Telegraph*)
Chicago. Nov. 1—Hogs—Receipts 25.000 bead;
shipments 4700 head: 10c higher; packing at 4 10
40; packing and shipping 4 oO@5 OU; light 4 35
4 90; skips at 3 00@4 00.
Cattle—Receipts 7,000 head; shipments 3600 hd;
brisk on good; dull on common; exports at 6 25@
7 Osgood to choice shpping at 5 40@6 10.
Sheep—Receipts 2400 head;shipments 2100 head;
steady; inferior to fair 2 00@3 00; good 3 50;choice

§4
«

(By Telegraph.)

York, Nov. 1.—Floor market—Receipts
20,356 bbls ; exports 6596 bbls; still in buyers favor and rather more doing for export,
mainly in city
Vew

mill extra with light home trade demand; sales 21.200 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 (at 2 25@3 25; Superfine
Western and State at'3 00@3 50; cominonj to good
extra Western and State 3 70@4 30; good to choice
do at 4 35@6 75; common to choieel White Wheat
Westej-n extra|atJ6 25@6 75; fancy do 7 10@7 25;
common to good extra Ohio at 3 70@6 50: commo 2
to choice extra St. Louis at 3 70<®6 76: Patent
Minnesota extra good to prime 5 60@6 50: choico
tO double extra* do β Hilùî)7 QQ îyinlnalpg OfiOO bblo
City Mill extra at 5 30@6 40: 800 bbli No 2 at 2 25
@3 25; 1200 bbls Superflno at 3 00®3 50: 700 bbls
low extra at 3 ?0@4 00 4300 bbls Winter Wheat
extra at b 70@8 76; 3,600 bbls Minnesota extra at
3 70®7 00, Southern flou is heavy; common to fair
3 90@5 06; good t > choice at 6 10:36 62% .Wheat

receipts 112,400 bush; exports 69,329 bush; spot
lots about steady and without important change;options opene 1 %@%c lower, afterwards stronger
and advanced %^£lVfc· closing firm at trifle under
best rates; spoculative business fairly active with
moderate export inquiry; sales 7,544,000 bush futures, 193,000 bush on spot ; No 4 Red at 91®92c;
No 3 Red at 1 01@1 02; No 2 at 1 12@1 12% in
elev. 109@110% afloat; No 1 Red State at 117 ;
White do 1 17V2. l*y > firm. Cor·—spot %@%
higher; options opened ys@%c lower, afterwarss
aivanced 8A®1. closing strong with a light exDort
inquiry, speculative business more active; receipts
105.560 bush; exports 39,696 bush; sales 283,200
bush futures, 161,000 on spot; No 3 at 66y2@67c;
No 2 at 66%@67ysc; No 2 White at 57*^c; low
Mixed 66 V2; No 2 for November at 55s/s@56%c.
Oat«
higher and fairly active; receipts 41.400 bush: sales 615,000 bush; futures 98,000 busn
on spot: No 3 at 33%c; White at 37c: No 2 at 34%
@34%c; White at 42c; Mixed Western 32Ve@35c;
White 37@42c: White State 3S>c. Wugai dull: refining 6 11-16@6 13-16; retined easy; C 68/8@6%c;
Ex C at 63/i @7 y8cj Yellow at β@6ΐ£ ; off A at 7ya ;
White do 7%@78/8c: Yellow 6%@6%; standard A
7%@7%c; powdered 8%@8%c; granulated 8% c:
Confectioners A at 8Vsc: cut loaf and crushed 914 c.
Petroleum—united 1 09Vs.
Tallow is weak;
sales 70,000 lbs at 7 l-16@7%c. Pork very dull;
sales 130 bbls mess spot 1160; 125 clearlback at
16 50@16 62y2. Beef is firm.
S.ard 3@5 points
higher and less active, closing firm; refined for continent 7 95, S A 8 4U@8 60. Butter is firm; State
at 18@30o; Western 10@30; Penn. Creamery 29@
30c.
Cheese is barely steady; State at 9@12%c;
Western flat 10@liyaC.
Freights toJLiverpool steady; Wheat stm 5d.
Chicago, Nov. 1.—Flour quiet. Wheat—regular
opened lower but closed at outside; 93c November;

1.
Portland,
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
for
merchandise:
37 cars miscellaneous
connecting
roads, 103 cars mis ellaneous merchandise.

»

Elide» nncl T*IIon-.
The following are Portland quotations on Hides
and Tallow :
Ox and Steer Hid^s over 90 lbs weight.. 7c
ψ lb
lb
Ox and Steer Hides between 80@90 lbs. .6c
Steer Hides under 90 lbs
frVzcty lb
Cow Hides, all weights
4e
lb
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights
10c
CalfSkius
ψ lb
26 to 40c each
Light and Deacon Skins
7 yacp· lb
Rendered Tallow

SV^cf^lb

Or? U001S» Wholesale illerkei.
are wholesale prices of
Woolens and Fancy Good?, corrected daily by Deer
ing, Milliken & Co., 158 Middle street;
The

following quotations

UWBLEACHED COTTONS.

Heavy 86In. 7J @
6*4

Med.

36 in.

Light

36 in. 6Vfr@
40.1n. 7 (fa

Fine

α

'Pine 7-4.... lSVfc&lS
7}fr Fino β-4.
1«£21
8

C
8

1

Fine 9-4
22@27Vfc
10-4.... 35
jS?F0

V§! Fine

Β LE Δ CUED

COTTONS.

Beet 4-4.... 10Vfe® 12^,Fine
Fine
Med.4-4....
Fine
Light 4.4... β (à 7
Fine
Fine

7%IlOV4

I

6-i

...16

7-4

Î8
20

8-4
9-4
10-4

&Ϊ8
@22%
@25

i2Vaô27Mi
...25 @32 Λ

TICKINGS. ETC.
i Drills
8® 9
Beet
14
@i6V2 Corset Joans. .6ya ? SVz
Medium... 10y2 :«J13Ma ! Satteens
%
5(a 5V4
7
@ 9
I Cambrics
Light.
·.. 10%'a,18
Denims,best 13^^16% I Silesias
Ducks
9 ril3y3, Cotton FUnnelf.Brown

Ticking*,

....

"

Fancy 11V4@14

7^14%

,

"
Bleached, 8@ !
83i9jgl0 5l06ifc@Ll<j^i WI2V2

Batting

■ητ—Γτ'SO.

λ

of

stocke

received

are

BOSTON STOCKS.

A.T.&S. F
Boston & Maine.
Flint & Pere Marquette common
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred—
L. K. & Ft Smith
Marquette, Hugh ton & Ont. common
Mexican Central 7e
New York & New Eng
NEW YOIiK 8T0CK8.
Denver & R. G
Missouri Pcf
Omaha common
Wabash preferred
Northern Pacflc prefei led
Northern Pacitic common

82V4
—161
...

277/e
1013/e
25
31

....

58%
,,.

20

247/fc

«

95J4
35^
32 M
£43/i
29Vs

New York Wtock and Money iTIarkef.

(By Telegraph.)

New York, Nov. 1.—Money easy at 2Vfe@3oi
Exchange i
call; prime mercanile paper at 0^7.
dull at 48 Vé for long and 484 for short. Govern
mente lower. State bonds are quiet. Railroad bond
steady.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggreat
ed 2- 8.500 share.·*.
The following are to-day's closing quotations oi
Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s
lOO1^
113ty
do
do
do
41/28, reg
114ty
do
do
do
4x/2S,coup
1218/4
do
do
do
4s, reg
do
do
1218/ί
do
4s, coup....
130
Pacitic 6s, '05
The following are the closing quotations Stoake:
131V!
Chicago*,& Alton·**
145
Chicogo & Alton pref
124^
Burr
&
Chicago.
Quincy
27»/
ErieTr..
Erie pref
71V
129 V
Illinois|Central
Lake Shore
98V
90V
Michigan Central
84
New Jersey Central
»

North western

122 V

Northwestern pref

1403/
115$

New YorkJOentral
Rock Island

120

97
1168/
87^

St. Paul
St. Paul pref
Union Pacitic Stock
Western Union Tel

78*

IfoMton iTIarket.

Boston, *Nov. 1.—The following
quotations ο Butter, Cheese, Eggs, &c:

were

to-day

Butter—We quote Western creameries
tfOc for choice, 22@27o lor fair and good; Northej
at

28

December; 96%@96%ο January;

ry·

Powders
Borax
Brimstone...

....

Turpt'ne,g'l

3@

Cochineal
Copperas...

36

Cream Tartar
Ex. Logwood
Gam Arabic
Aloes cape...

Myrrh
Opium
Shellac.

25@4

25
,S44
@ 9

8

Kerosene
40 Port. Ref.P'tr
171 Water White
601 Devoe Brill't.
25 ! Pratt' Astral.

@12
@ 8 Va

>

20@

16@

13

@14y2
@16

26 @ 28|Ligonia
14
54
601 Silver White Oil
4 25 £4 40|8οβηη
1 26@1 30

.1
2

Iodine.
Ipecac

60®3 75

Oil.

a

38@
φ12(α)

..

Camphor

76@4 00

Oakum

lYs@

jndigo.,

3
3
3

Wil. Pitch..
Boein

Bleaching

35^~
[W&defl
00@1 18 Bank
50@2 65 Shore
vl 25 Porgie

45®

50
43@ 45
45@ 55
58® 69
6 l,u> 62
80
1 45@1 55
90 rai 00
52® 55

_

16i ϋ 20 Linseed
34<
401 Boiled do....
* ;3 35 i^ard
Morphine
75$
Oil bergamot 2 35: }2 50.Castor
Cod liver... .2 50( !4 001 Neatsfoot....
Lemon.... ,2 35 ( :2 50jEia'ne
1 25C 1761
Olive
I'aimx.
2 75( J3 25 IP. Pure Lead, β 25@0 50
P»ppt
( !2 02 ! Pare Gr'd do. 6 25<3W 50
Wintergreen.
Potass
oroI Pure Dry do..
®<> 50
mide
38;@ 401 Am. Zir.e
β 00@7 SO
Chlorate
20(@ 25) Rochelle el. 2 V2 Â
Eodla»
3 60@1751 Eng. Ven. Bed
3® 3%
Quicksilver..
@ 501 Red Lead
7@7ya
1 9i @1 95:
Bice.
Quinine
Rt. Rhubarb.. 7
1 60 Rice,φ lb....
6<i 7 »A
Rt. Snake
25;
il; fiVi
351 Rangoon
161
10<
Nalerntoo.
Saltpetre
15;
261 Saleratus,
Senna
lb
6@ 6V4
ialt
Seed, Canary lb 4Mi@5 1
Cardamons ..2 00@3 OOj Turk's Island.
6% ψ hhd.(bd.)2 00@2 60
Soda, bi-carb.. 3%
I Bonaire
Sal
2%i 3
2,00@2 60
8% 4% I Cadiz. du.pd2 00@ 2 50
Salpkur
2''
b'dl
1
Lead..,
Sugar
75@ 2 00
221 Cadiz,
661 Liverpool.
White Wax... 61
blue...
1
11!
Duty paid 175 @2 00
Vitrol,
1 50@1 75
In bond
Vanilla,
Lai

rt....

ex

....

No. i
No. 3
No. 10
8 oz
10 oz

butter.,
16
box
Iv.ilne sack. 1 25@1 75
I
spicee.
Cassia pure.
18.Φ20
I Cloves
20&22
13
Ginger
Mace...
75@ 90

00igr'n<l

bean....._..10_00@12
Duck

@34

!<§30
6Ê22

§15

ιαΐ β

@20

..

Fieh.
65@75
j Nutmegs
C^d, per qti.,
Pepper .,
18@20
M larch.
L'ge Shore .6 00®5 26
L'ge Bank....4 25it4 751 Laundry
5Va@ 9
3 75a:4 00|
Small
Shot.
Pollock
2 25@4 001 Drop
Haddock... 2 37ffl2 62% |Buck
2 00@2 501
Hake...
Te·».
I Souchong
2
Herring,
001
3
50@4
Shore,
Oolong25
Seal
17@22 do choice. 41
ψ box.
Ho. 1
15®20 Japan
do choice.
•tfaokerel, ^bbi
Tin.
Bay No. 1.17 00@20 00
!
Bay Ko. 2,14 00^15 50 Strait
Shore No. 1.19 00@20 50|Englis
25
14 00@16 50|0har. I. C.. 6
No. 2
iChar. I.X
Large 3
Medium
10 00@11 601 Terne.
4 00@6 00 Coke*......
Small
Clam bait... 5 00@ 6 00 Antimony
Zinc.
<inupowder.
3 5<
Tobacco.
! 4 00
Blasting
Sporting.... 6 2 S 6 601 Best brands. 60
I Medium
Hay
Pres'd'^IHonlO 00 !l3 OOlCommon....
11 Ot il300|Halflb
Loose
®
8 00 .10 OOjNat'l Leaf... 60 ® 70
Straw
...

...

....

$bbl..

..

...

....

Receipts—Flour 25,000 bbls

*

liimv·

wheat 88,000 bush,
rye 14,000bu,

Shipments—Flour 16,000 bbls, wheat 39,000 bu,
cornQ294,00 bush, oate 125.000 bu.i rye 11,000 bu,
barley 43.000 bush.
St. Louis, Nov. 1 .—Flour steady. Wheat higher;
No 2 Red Fall at 1 00%(ffil 01 Và cash: 1 00% for
November; 1 02% ojl 028/s for December; 1 04%
for January; 1 06** « fob: No 3 at 95%@96%ο.
Receipts—Flour 6,000 bbls, whea». 38,000 bush;
corn 25,000 bush, ^ats*16,000 bush,
rye 1000 busb,
barley 47,000 bush.

Shipments—Flour 10,000 bbls, wheat 24,000 bu,
oorn 3,000 bush, oats 2,000 bush, rye 00,000
busb,
barley 2000 buih.
Detroit. Nov. 1.—Wheat dull; No 1 White fall
cash and November at 1 03% ; December at 1 04% ;

No2 Red Winter at 1 04.
Tvuoai/—ηυυοιμι* ώΐ,υυυ uujBmpmenve zo,wu

du.

New Orleans, Nov. 1—Cotton steady; Middling
uplands 10 5-16c.
Mobile, Nov. 1.—Cotton is quiet: Middling up-

lOVec.
Savannah, Nov.

lands

l.—Cotton

firm; Middling up-

Charleston, Nov. l.—Cotton in good demand;
Middling uplands lOyec,
Memphis, Nov. l.—Cotton steady; Middling uplands

10%c.

European Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
Liverpool, Nov. 1—12.30 P. M—Cotton market
steady; uplands at 6d; Orloans OVèd; sales 12,000
biles; peculation and export 1,000 bales.
Portland Wholesale f*rlcee.Current.
Corrected for the Press to November 1,1883.
Bread.
Iron.
Pilot Sup.... 8 00@10 00 Common
2*4 @2 Vi
do sq ψ 100.
@6 00 Refined
12%
4 00@4 50 Norwav
Ship
151/4
Cast Steel... 13
Crackers lb 6o ib
ιβ
100
25,20 30 German Steel 8 6 !10
Shoe Stool..
Candlets.
Mould ψ lb. ...12@12ya Sheet Iron,
25
Common ..5*Α(ί 5%
Sperm
@30
Η. C
7%
Coal.—(Retail.)
Cumberland 6 00@6 50
Hussia.... 14y2
7 00@7 60
Acadia
Galv
9%@10
6 00@0 50
Chestnut
Lead.
7 0O@7 50 Sheet
Franklin
6% (c6 8
6 00@6 50 Pipe
Lehigh
Coffee.
Pig
leather.
Java. $lb.... 20@24
;
Uio
11@14 I New York,
22
Cooperage.
Light
Mid Weight 24
ELhd. Shooks ana Heads
Mol. City.. 2 40@ 2 CO Heavy
25
"·

2y2£
4*4|

3ya(§
7y*(f

7y*Ç

Slaughter...30
Sug. City.. 140@
SugSawedshk 86@ 90 Gd.Dam'g'd22
@25
Pino Sugar
Am. Calf....
90@1 1(
Boxehooke
Lnmber.
50@
521
I South. Pine.30 00@40 01
Sugar Heading.
Spruce 35in
20@ 221 Clear Pine
fine
@ 22, Uppers
$56@6I
Hard Pine.
22 j Select
@
45@5i
Mol. Heading 25@ 27 Fine Common.. ..36@4!
13 60
Hoops, 14ft 25 00@26 00 .Spruce
Short do 8ftl0 00@12 00iHemlock. ..11 (
7ft 8 00@
Clapboards,
Pop'rStavesl2 00@14 00: Spruce, ex.28 (
@12 001 do No. 1.16 (
Spruce r'gh
O. &hd.
I Clear....25 C
2d Clear 20 00
Staves... .20 00&25 00;
Pine
25 00@60 0
Copper
I Shingle6.
Bolts
25@
I Cedar ex.. 4
Y.M. Shead00@ 4 2
3 50@ 3 7
@l6y2i Clear
ing
(a)20 I Cedar No.l 2 50® 3 2
F.M. Bolts...
1 25@1 7
Cop Dot torn s
@30 I Soruce
15*4 f Latus.
Ingot
Cordage·
j Spruoe.... 2 75@3 0 n
I Pine
Aaier'n ^tb.ll
ô
@
U8sia
u
fflaicliei·
11
I
~

..

varoien
r

<

cask.
1 75
501 Coach
Cement
t*raiu.
Mour.
Superfine and
fH.M.Corn, car lots.66
low grades. .3 5Q@4 60 i Mix Corn,car lots @65
X Spring and
Corn, bag lots. ...@70
XX Spring. .6 00@6 00|0ats, car lots
40Ya
Oats, bag lots
Patent Spring
45
"
Wheats
7 50@8 001 Meal
67
Michigan Winj CottonSeed.car lots 28 00
ter straigliteS 25@5 75! CottonSeed,bag lota30 00
Do roller.... 6 25@6 50 SaokedBran car lot,
19 60@20 00
St. Louis Winter straight. 6 00@6 25 ! do bag lots
23 50
Do roller... 6 50@6 751 Mids, car lots.
Winter Wheat
j
$24y2@25Va
6 75@7 25 ! do bag lots
atents
26 50
Produce.
Provision·.
I PorkCranberries, φ bbl—
Maine. ...11 00@12 001 Backs. .16 00@16 50
Clear
15 60a
Cape Cod,12 50^
3 2
Pea Beans
Mess
13 50
3
Mess Beef.. 11 00
Mediums....
1
1

Per

001 Dacia

...

~

was

Qalveston.

SAVANNAH—Cld 31st, sch Belle Brown, Percy,

Humacoa.

CHARLESTON—Cld 30th,sch JP Wyman, Urann,
Boston.
FORTRESS MONROE-Passed out 30th, ship
Columbia, from Baltimore for San Francisco.
BALTIMORE—Ar 30th, schs Flora Ε McDonald,
Warren. Berbtce; Wm Frederick, Ames.Charleston.
Cld 30tli, sch G M Brainard. Metcalf, Boston.
Sid 30th, schs G M Brainard. and H H Barbour.
Ar 31et, sch Nellie Wadsworth, Pimmone, George-

Pail

Creamery

Gilt Edge
Choice
Good
Store

30@31c

8Vs@ 8V4
9@ 9%

8eerf*.
Red Top
3 00@3 25
Timothy...... 1 65@2 00
10
Clover
@12
Raioim.
1 90@2 60
Muscatel
London Lay'r .2 10@2 65

Ver....29à.30c

22@23c
15@16c
12@14c

OnduraVal..lOy2@ll%
Oranges.

Eating t> bbf. .3 50®4 001 Valencia

Evaporated φ lb 18@20 Florida..
Dried Apples.. ..9M»@10 ! Messina
"
Sliced
5 50@6 00
10@10 Μι | Palermo
Leoxoae.
Sugar.
Granulated ty lb
4 50@6 00
8% (Messina
Extra C
4 50@6
SVé Palermo
...

—

Portland

Daily Press Stock JList.

CortJted by Woodbury & Moulton, Investmoct
Bankers, Cor. Middle and Exchange Streets.
Par Value Offered. Ask
Descriptions.
...Til
100
Portland City Bonds, Municipal
105
Portland City Bonds, aid Κ. Κ
100
ôath City Bonds
109
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years
103
Calais City Bonds
Cumberland National Bank.. 40.... 54
100.... 168
Canal National Bank
100....156
First National Bank
100.-..165
Oasco National Bank
Merchant's National Bank... 76... 121
National Traders' Bank
100.... 151
Portland Company
105
Portland Gas Company
50.... 55
Ocean Insurance Company... 100.... 102
1. & K. R. R. Bonds
108
120
Maine Central R. R. Bends 7's
Leeds & Farmington R.R.b'ds 100.. ..110
Portland & Ken. R. R. Bonds,100... Ill
Kumford Falls & Β R. B, Receiver
1st 7e
107
Portland & Ogdensburg R R et, 6s.... 106
104
Portland Water Co., Is
11
2s
107
"
109
3s

lia

estate kj£ MAiutt dujuJb

...

..120
.121
..102
..111

107
..

56

..170

FALL RIVER—Sid
New York.

..112
..113
..110
..108

..106
..109
.111

Crowley, Portland,

FROM

FOB

Quebec
Liverpool—Nov 3
Nov 3
Quebec.... Liverpool.
Oregon
Nov 3
New York..Havana;
Niagara
New York. .Cienfuegos ..Nov 6
Cienfuegoe
City of Alexandria New York.. Vera Cruz ..Nov 8
Polynesian
Liverpool... .Nov 10
Quebec
New York..Havana
Nov 10
Newport
Nov 14
Carascas
New York..Laguayra
Parisian
Quebec
Liverpool —Nov 17
Toronto
Nov 21
Quebec
Liverpool
Peruvian
Quebec
Liverpool... .Nov 24

b:
PORT OF

NEWS.

THURSDAY, Νυν. 1.
Steamer Falmouth, Larcom, Boston for Eastport
and St John, NB.
Barque Nellie Smith, (new) Crow ey, Millbridge,
in tow, to load for Cuba. To Ryan & Kelsey.
Brig Edw Η Williams, Gould, Perth Am boy—coal
Vessel to J S Wimslow & Co.
Sch Emma F Angel, Tripp. Georgetown, DC—coal
to Portland & Cgdensburz RR.
Sch J Nickergon, Tobin, Elizabethport—coal to
Maine Cent RR.
Sch Magnet, Fletcher, New York—coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sch Star, Hodgdon, New York—coal to Randall &
McAllister.
Sch Helen G King, Verrill.New York—coal to Jas

H Baker.
Sch Elizabeth DeHart, Low, New York—coal to
JaeH Baker.
Sch Idaho, French, New York.
Sch Kate Foster, Cole, Hoboken.
Sch Olive Elizabeth, Randall, Boston.
Sch Florida, Torrey, Boston.
Sch Cynosure, Hodgkins, Boston.
Sch Mayflower, Harraden, Boston.
gvu

xj

vj

ivuiku(| xnaaQ, χιυοιυα iUl

HWivjJUIV.

Golden Eagle. Seayey, Portsmouth.
Sch Mary Stow, Bootbby, Kennebunk, to load for
New York.
Soh Clear the Traek, Eaton, Wood Island.
Sch Trial, (Br) Fullmer, Economy, NS—potatoes
to I Berry & Bro.
Sch· Miantonomah, shore trip, with 260 bbla
mackerel; Amy Wixon, do 175 do; David Brown,
do 120 do; H S Rowe, 160 do; Fannie A
Spurling,
do 160 do; Sea Foam, do 300 do; Oasts, do 200 do;
S L Foster, do 100 do; Venilia, do 150 do; I* M
Warren, do 70 do; Ellen W Sawyer, do 50 do; Corporal Trim, do 50 do; athel & Addie, do, 300.
Cleared.
Steamer Cleopatra, Colby, Boston—Η Ρ G Hersey,
Sch Oriental, ;(Br) Melanson, Port
Gilbert, FS—
F Yeaton & Co.
Soh Wave, Hickley, Addison—Ν Blake.
Soh Golden Eagle, Seavey, Addison—Ν Blake.
Seh

FROM OUB CORRESPONDENT.

SACO, Not 1—Ar, sche Addie Sawyer, Cook, froîï
Perth Amboy; Maggie Todd, Stewart, do; Wood
cock, Hammett, Boston.
WISCASSET, Oct 31—Ar, sells Czar, Jones, iron
Portsmouth; Susan Stetson, Frisbee, Boston; Supe
rior, Adams, Portland.
LAUNCHED—At DamariBcolta 1st inst, by Thoe I ;
Gay, a centre echr of 321 tons, named Thomas (
Kennedv. owned by the builder and oshers and to b
commanded by Capt J 1> Sproul of Bristol.
Ship Belle of Bath, 1417 tons, lias been purchase*
Ε Barnes, of New York. Capt William (
Nichols of Searsport is to command her.

by Wm

IFROM MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE·!
Sid fm Cardiff Oct 27, ship Kufus Ε Wood, Swett
San Francisco.
Ar at Melbourne prey to Oct 30, ship Memnon
Sawyer, Chicontimi.

flEDlOBANDA.
Sch Geo W Pierce, from Portland bound east
ashore
went
Wednesday night on Ham island an î
tilled with water. Empty casks were placed unde
was hauled ofl' Thursday by
she
her and
tug C
Warren and towed back here for repairs. The sch
pounded hard all night and her bottom is suppose
to be badly damaged.
Sch Emeline, from Portland for Wiscaesct, wa
in collision with an unknown llabing sobr oil Port :

This Powder never variée. A marvel of
pnriiy
strength and wholeeomeness. More economical than
tee ordinary kiniis, and cannot be sold in
competi-

Ot

·οΚη, ÏTO, OTct,

*oba

Kollio

Portland; Ο Hanrnhan, Campbell,
bruck, Black, Machias.

Ote»r, Ooulo,
Rockland; Saar-

MPOl&KI*.
Sept —, lat 19 03 N, Ion 20 W, ship Occidental^
Dunphy, from Liverpool for San Francisco.

Co.,

mchfa

Herbert Cs.

Briggi,

o*

—

—

American & Foreign Pmeais,

No. 93

Exchange St, Portland,

Se.

Sgg^All business relating to Patents promptly and
jul2dtf
faithfully executed.

AUSTIN & liYLOR,
Painters,
STREET.

NO. 11 1ΈΕΚ

PORTLAND, ME.
J. NAYLOR.
C. 8. AUSTIN.
Churches, Halls and Private Dwellings Decorated
in a tiret-class manner, ami at short notice. Repairmy30eodtf
ing old frescoing a specialty.

WM.

IfiURROWKS,

BUILDER,

Has removed to the corner of Preble and Kennebec street, directly opposite the Portland and Koch
au4dtf
ester Depot.

I C .SAÏÏYEB, M. I).
256 Rrackett

St.,

^

MAINE.

PORTLAND

d3m*

octl7

Ζ. K, HARMON.

Pension

Attorney.

CENTENNIAL BLOCK,

Portland, lTIe
d&wtf43

93 (Exchange Sf.
oct20

Blessed Benefactors.
a board of eminent physicians and chemannounced the discovery that by combining
the most
some well-known valuable remedies,
wonderful medicine was produced, which would
diseases
that
cure such a wide range of
most all
other remedies could be dispensed with, many were
of
aotual
its merits by
trial has
skeptical; but proof
dispelled all doubt, and 10 day the discoveries ot
are
that great-medicine, Hop Bitters,
honored and
blessed by all as benefactor?. These Bitters are
compounded from Hops, Bucliu, Malt, Mandrake
and Dandelion and other oldest, best, and most valuable medicines in the world and contain all the
best and most curative properties of all other medicines, being the greatest Blood Purifier, Kidney
and Liver Regulator, and Life and Health Restoring Agent on earth. No disease or ill health can

When

ists

possibly long exist
varied and perfect
a

noj &1,0

where these Bitters
are

their

uon luo aiiu

are

used,

«ι^υι

tu

buo

ojjou

muu

in-

To all whose employments cause irregularity
of the bowels or urinary organs, or who require an
Appetizer, Tonic and mild Stimulant, these Bitters
are invaluable, being highly curative, tonic and
stimulating, without intoxicating.
No matter what your feelings or symptoms are,
what the disease or ailment is, use Hop Bitters.
Don't wait until you are sick, but if you only feel
bad or miserable, use the Bitters at once. It may
save your life.
Hundreds have been saved by sc
doing. K?"will be paid for a case they
will not cure or help.
Do not suffer yourself or let your friends suffer,
but use and urge them to use Hop Bitters.
Remember, Hop Bitters is the purest and best
medicine ever made; the "Invalid's Friend and
Hope." No person or family should be without

firm.

them.
"I wa* troubled for many years with serious Kidney and 14ver Complaint·, Gravel, etc.; my blood
became tliiu; 1 was (lull and inactive; could hardlj
crawl about, and was an old worn out man all over,
and could ge nothing to help me, until I got Hoj
Bitters, and now 1 am a boy again. My blood ii
pure, kidneys are all right, and I am as active as 8
man of 30, although I am 72.—Fatiœk.
"For ten years my wife was confiued to lier bee
with such a complication of ailments that 110 doctoi
could tell what was the matter or cure her, and 1
used up a small fortune in humbug stuff. Sia
months ago I saw a U. S. flag witb Hop Bitters 01
it, and I thought I would be a fool once more, and 1
tried it, hut my folly proved to be wisdom, and tw<
bottles cured her, she is now as well and strong ai
any man's wife, and it cost me only two dollars.
H. W
Detroit, Mieh.
no2
MWF&w4w44

UADnFLOOKINQ,
11
I9
Ο

MU

PI I on I

m

m

W&

&c., of all thicknesses,
width·» and qualities.

111-James & Abbot,

If I III §■
[ I I 11 L

58 Kilby St.,
boston.

or

steam-

BOUND BROOK ROUTE

At

'à

a.

Dally (Night Pullman)

νζΒ·

Ί.ΟΟ.

&N»LA2VDA(4£!VV¥,

NJiW

«Il

Washington Street, Boston.

J. E. WOOTTEN,
C.G. HANCOCK,
Gen. Manager.
Gen. Pass. & Tick. Agt.
H. P. BALDWIN. Gen. Eastern Pass. Agt.

Portland and Joreester Line.
PORTS,AM» Λ- ROCHESTER It. 1Î

Arrangement of Trains.
On and

altei IMwnsIar, Jnuc IS,

£W???S£lSil ISSJI, Passenger

Trains will loare
*t 7.30 a. n».,
»it<!
p. m,, arriving at Worcester
ut 2.15 ρ, m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning Is»,υ
υο:Βϋ iiepuii, Worcester, at o.uu a. m. ana LI.ΙΟ κ,
m., arriving Ht Portland at 1.25 p. m. and 5.40 p.

^^SSPtrtlaad

Boston, arriving

IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLO WATER.

m.

SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction·
*To family, rich or poor should he without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEWARE of imitations
«veil designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
always bears the above symbol, and name of

UUaieg, Ajet Jane.. Vltchbarg,
Saahaa, i.ewe 11, Windham, and Bpat 7.SO n. m. and 1.05 p. ω.
Fer Ittnnchcutcr, C.ncoril and points North κ|
1.05 p. m.
Por Bocheater, Sprlutiraîe, Alfred, Wanerbaro and βηεο River.7.30 a. m., t.ilZ
ta., and (mixed) at «..'JO p. ci. Ketnrr.lr «
aye Koohwrter at (mixed) «.45 a. m., 11.15
a.m., and 8.85 p.m.; axrlrlng at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 5.40 p. m.
Star «Jorhans. ëaccarappe. Cumberland
Weatbroek and Woodford'·.
mills,
aty.SO a. El..
1.05, «.'JO and (mixedl
Per

ping

S.

JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.

8.45

8bia.
a. m.

Close connections made at Weatbraob Junction with through trains of Me. Central R. K., and
at GrandTrnnk
Transfer, Portland, with throngh
trains of Grand Trunk R. R.
Throngh tickets to all points Soath and West, at
Depot offices and at Hollfns A Adams' No. 32 Exchange Street.
• Does not
stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS, Snpt.
ju«J

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.
CHANGE

0*F

TIME.

On and after MONDAY,OCT. 15th, 1883,
Traîne will run ns follow» :
DEPARTURES:
For Auburn and Lewiatoo, 7.20 a. m., 1.15
and 5.15 p. m.
For Gorham, 7.40 a. m., 4.00 and 5.15 p. m.
For Gorham* IVIoratrcal, Quebec and Chicago, 1.30 p. m.

OF

AMES,

ARRIVALS

MAINE

TO THE PUBLIC,

treal.

furnace I beg to direct your
attention to tlie Kohlor Hot Air Furnace.
Its superiority ove" all others I will demonstrate if you
will call at m y store. The following well known
persons ha^ e the Kohler :
a new

W.T. Sargent,
J. F. Sherry
xj.

J.

J. F. Clark
Q. K. Gerrish
Samuel Itolfe,
Wrn. G. Hart,
Sidney Thaxter

—

Joseph Russell,
Libby,
Alfred Stapies,
H P. S Gould,

Charles Goodridge,.
C. H. Gilbert,
Y. E. Gilbert,
J. B. Vance,.
W. G. Spring,

74-

TICKETS SOLD

ztrflne Street.
150 Park Street.
14 Mellon Street.
212 Ktate Street.
08 State Street.
256 State Street.
74 Deering Street.
31 High Street.
64 Clark Street.
175 Neal Street.
387 Congress
Mills Co.) 117 Franklin St.
400 Danforth Street.
357 Spring Street.

Canada,

octl5tf

Southern and.Western points.
6.00 p. m. (Express), for Boston and principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 9.30 p. m.,
connecting with Kail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p. m. Express for Boston and
principal Way Stations, arriving at Boston 5.30
p. m., connecting with Fall River Line for New
York.

7.30,

9.00 a. in., and arrive in Portland at 11.65
a. m. and 1.00 p. m.
At 12.30 p. m. and arrive
m Portland 6.00 p. m
At 7.0υ ρ
r»
»ail
and arrive in Portland at 11.00 p.m.

Λ.

Ι» at. Ç» (U1

λ

Every Wednesday and Sat*
■rday,

Trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m., and Portland 2.00 a. m.
Through Ticket* to ail Pointa Month and
Went.
Oct. 14, 1883
PAYSON TUCK EK,
D. W. SANBOKN,
General Manager.
Master of Trans.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
ο ctl3dtf
Gen'l Pass'r Agent

From PHILADELPHIA

Portland & Ogdeflsbarg B. R.
ONLY LINE 1HRÔUGH THE NOTCH.

mission.

Every Tuesday and Friday.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 8
From Pine Street Wharf
at 10 a. m.
I nsurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the Went
the Fenn. Β. K.. and
South Dy connecting line*, forwarded free of comjrt

p. in.

Philadelphia,

by

i*ama«e Te· Dollar·.

I

*t. John and Halifax. Also oonnect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Kooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston

Train» leave Portland

after

ALL desiring to

follows:

a»

ifo.lon.

points

on

,,α.

Southeastern Kailroad and branches.

Traîne arrive m Portland :
10.45 a.m.—from Bartlett and local stations.
10 00 p. m.—Express from Montreal, Burlington,

Ogdensburg

nd for friends in the Old Coun-

iler 12 hair fare.
low ratée.
jan 24dtf

change at

&c.

J. HA !THLTON, §operint«adeut.
CHAW. II. FOIE, «. T. A.
oct2
dtf

5-

Sterling

and Scandinavian exJ. L. FARMER, Agent,
22 Exchange St.

ϊίίΤΕΕΝΑΤβΟϊίΑΙ STEAMSHIP ΙΌ.
Eufitport,

Calais, me.. Jit.
Halifax, N. S., Ac.

Me.,

J oil il,

SFBIMU

)
AKRAN GEMENT.

WINTER

S

..

l>n ,a,mA

derry and Belfast for (21.00; Dublin, (22.00; London, lirietol, Cardit! and Galway, $24.00; Hamburg, Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Bo
tertfam, Part*, Bremen and liar ;ngen, 127.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, (,'hristii leand, Bergen
Trondhjem, Ooteborg, M all no, $28 X); children on

J.OU p.tu. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.

ARRANGEMENTS.

THREE

TAKES EFFECT
wtMM.

October 1st. 1888.

TRIPs"PER

WEEK.

UN AN» 1VTBC MONQ D.VV, MAV 14th Virai»
en
at
thia I.in* will

.U,lkK
*--ι3*ί13κβ8ί

Connects with Portland & Ogdensburg Κ. β. at Bridgton Junction.

tcarr Rallrvad Wharf,
foot of State atreet, every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at 6 p. m., for
Eastport and St.
with connection! for Calais, Bobblnstcn, Si.
Only first-class 2-feot sruage Railroad in John,
Andrews, Pembroke. Honlton, Woodstoek, Uranf
the World.
Menan, Campobelle, Oigby, Annapolis, Yarmouth
Stage connection at Bridgton /or North Bridgton. Windsor, Halifax, Moneton Noweastle, Amherst
Harrison and Waterford.
Pieton, Shediac, Bathnrst, Dalhenaie, Char
lotte town, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and othtl
Wffl. F. PESKY,
Vresident.
stations on the New Brnnswick and Canada, InterJ. A. BENNETT,
iieu. Pom. Agi.
eolonlal, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Consties, Ball Roads, and Stage Bontés,
TRAINS FROM BRIDGTON.
Freight received np to 4 p. m. and any if·
A. M.
P. M.
formation regarding the same may be had at ths
7.45
2.55
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
Bridgton—Leave
7.52
3.02
For Circulars, with Excursion Bootes, Ticket!
Sandy Creek,
t8.07
lngsll's Road,
t3.1T. State Rooms and farther information apply a
East Denmark (Perley's Mills,)
t3.23
t8.18
Company's Office, *0 Exchange E>t.
—
t8.17
t3.27
T. C. HE. 8F.Y President and Manager'
Sebago (Witham's,)
ma*!-'
18.45
t3.55
Rankin's,
dtf
8.50
4.00
Bridgton Junction—Arrive
Portland—Arrive
10.45
10 00
TRAINS FOR BRIDGTON.
Portland—Leave
Bridgton Junction—Leave

8.25
110.17
tl0.41
tl0.47
flO.53
11,08

Sebago (Witham's.)
East Denmark (Perley's Mills,)
Ingall'sRoad,
Sandy Creek,
Bridgton—Arrive
tFIag Stations.

Mill Bangor, It Desert

3.00
4.46

10.00

Rankin's

And Sachlaft Steamboat Company.

t4.52
t5.16
t5.22

FALL ARRANGEMENT

f5.28

Commencing Oct. 2d.

5.43
11.15
5.50
oct2dtf

SUNDAY TRAINS
JLastern

o'clock

Kailroaw.

J.OO a. m. and 3 OO p. m., arriving
Bouton G.:iO a. in. and 5.30 p. m.

ai

or on

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND,
Capt. Wm. E. Dennison.will learo
Railroad Wharf, Portland, every
TUESDAY Evening, at 11.15
arrival of Steamboat Express Trains

from Boston, for Rockland, Castine, Deer
Isle,
Sedgwick, (Stage from Sedvwfek to Blue Hill on arrival of Steamer), South West and Bar Harbors,
Milbridge. Will leave same wharf every FRIDAY
Evening lor Machiasport via all landings.

Connect at ROCKLAND with Steamer for BLUE
HILL. SURREY and ELLSWORTH.
At BAB
HARBOR with steamer for GOULDSBORO*. LAMOINE, HANCOCK, SULLIVAN and ELLS-

LEAVE
PillLTI.AXll i«» ΒΟΟΦΟΚ

WORTH

non),

+T-W,

in

The 2.00 a. m. train haa Special Portland and
Boston Sleeping Car which is ready for occupancy
and early
In Portland Station Saturday at 9.00 p. m, Berths
I
$1.50

7.00 p. in., arriving Portland ll.OO

°®

lanf,

PORTLAND FOR BOSTON
m.

wlapSS1'·
*Ulauui

PortlSaa

at

mor^^
Itoeton fori*0®ton.

Rr^Snectwi^

Bang„r ωι1

Uv£^X*J^«^

I sa%.'f^s^aasaa.i
oct2dt/

d2m

oct20

and

WOLFE'S

Portland for Dexter*
iinngor
and
Vanceboro, 81 John, Halifax
the Province*, St·Andrews, St. Stephen.
County, and all
Fredericton, Aroostook
stations on B. & Piscataquis R. R., 1.25
1.30
$11.15
in.;
m.,
p.
m.,
p.
p.
1.2o
and
Belfast
for
Skowhegan
m.:
1.30
îll.15
m.,
p.
in.,
p.
p.
1.25
p. mM 1.30
IVaterville, 7.00 a. m.
p. ru. 11.15 p.m and on Saturdays at 5.15 p. m.
1
ar
d
iner an d Β r η η β
A u g us ta, 11 a llo wel ,C!
wick
7.C0 a. m., 1.30
p. m.,
5.15,
$11.15 p. m.; Bath 7.00 a. m. 1.30 p. m„ 6.16
p. m. and on Saturdays only at 11.15 p. τα,
Rockland, and Knox & Lincoln R. R.,
7.00 a.m., 1.30 p. m. Anbmn and Lewiaa. m. 1.25 p. m., 5,05 p. m. Lewton· 8.15
iHtou via Brunswick 7.00 a.m., $11.16 p.m.
Lea?e

'i

monmouth.
Wintbrop,
Fariuiugton,
Oakland and North Anson, 1.25 p.m. Far
mington, via Brunswick, 7.00 a. m.
$The 11.15 p. m. train is the night express witl
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter oi
beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND AND BOSTON
Btalifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.15 p. m.; St. John
8.30 a. m., 9.00 p.m.; Iloulton. 9.30 a.m.
8.30 p. in.; St· Stephen. 10.15 a. m.
9.30 p. m.; Vanceboro, 1.35 a. m. 1.30
p. m,; Buckeoort, 5.40 a. m. 1.30 p· ro.
Bangor, 7.15 a. in., 7.45 p. m.; Oexter, 7.0C
a.mt5.10p. m. Bella*·, ft.30 a. m., 3.05 p.m.
Skowhegan. 8.20 a. m. 3.15 p. m.; Water
ville, 9.15 a. m. 1.55 ard 10.00 p.m.; and or
Mondays at 5.15 a. m. Augu<*tn. 6.00 a
m. 10.00 a.
10.55 p. ro.
m., 2.45, and
Oardiner· 6.17 a. m., 10.18 &. m„ 3.07
and 11,14 p. m.; Bath, (3.55 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.:
4.00 p. m., and Saturdays only at 11.55 p. m,
BruuMwick, 7.25 and 11.30 a. m.. 4,3C
p. m. 12.35 a. m.,(night.) Rockland.8.16 a.m.

From

the Will of
MOORS HANCOCK, late of Otisfield,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and ba
taken upon bimself that trust by giving bonds a
the law directs. All persons having demands uçο
the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibi
the same; and all persons indebted to said estât
are called upon to mane payment to
GEORGE L. HANCOCK, Executor.
oct2Gdlaw3wF*
Otisfield, Oct. 19th, 1883.

1.15 ρ m. licwiston, 7.20 a.m. 11.10 a.m.,
4.15p. m. 13.20 pin.; Phillip»·, 6.65 a. m.
Farmington, 8.20 a.m.; Wiuthrop, 10.18a.
m. being due In Portland
as follows:Tbe morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.35 a. m,
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m. The day traius fronc
Bangor, and all intermediate stations and con

276 Middle St.· open from >'ov. 5th t \
Nov. 26th.
ang28
"

neoting roads at 12.40 and 12.45 p. m. Thl
afternoon trains from Waterville, Augusta, Bath
Th<
Rockland and Lewiston at 6.40 p.m.
Night Pullman Express train at 1.6('a. m.
Limited Ticket*· first and second class f oi
John and Halifax on ■ ale at reduced

ratm,

PAYSON TUCKER, Gen'l Manager.
F. Ε. BOOTHBY, Gen'l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
octl2dtf
Portland, Oot. 12,1883

Steamers J

SCHNAPPS.

FARE SI.OO.

As α general beverage and necessary

The elogant new nteamer TREMONT and farorlte
FOREST CITY will alternately leave
FRAUKUN WHAKK,!Portland, at 7 o'clock p. m.
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, at B o'eloek p. m.
(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night'» rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
steamer

corrective of water rendered impure by

vegetable decoinsosition
as

or

qther causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the

iromatic Schnapps is

superior

other alcohollR preparation.
saltr of

over

sectiou of

at

to every
A

night.

ry-TioketM and Staterooms lor sale at D. B.

IfOUNQ'S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New ork,

public

country of Cdolpho Wolfe-s

llu

PACIFIC MAIL S. 8. W.

its unsolicited endorsement by

TO

the mcdieal faculty and a sale uneqnaie-

by any other alcoholic distillation have

Iiiaidi, New

Saadwicb

ZeaUail

·«»

Australia.

Fcr sale by all Druggist
I

and Grocers.

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN, CHINA,

insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for it.

via the various

Bail and Soond Lines for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J. H. I'OVIiE, Jr., General Agcm.

30 years duration in every

our

Schnapps,

Steamers eail from Now York for Aspinwall on
the let, 101b, and 20tli of each month,
ρH9!*cngers and freight for all the above named

carrying

porta.

lipid foil's M Co..
18 BEAVER

STREET,

NEW YORK.

dly

Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamer? sail from San Francisco regularly lot
Japan, Chirm s.sd Sandwich Island*, hew Zealand
ami Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and farthe
information, apply to or address the Qeneral Kas
tern Agents,
€. L. ΒΛΚΤΙ.ΕΤΤ & C O.,
llSStale Hircei, Cor. Broad Ni., BmIo·
or to W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
febSdtf
31 Exchange St., Portlaud.

Harpswell Steamboat Co.

IMPORTED

tire

ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

run

as follows

BOSTON

Sdiiedam Aromatic

MONDAY, Oct.

IStli, I'assenger Trains will

Cement Drain Pipe Works.
sale, one of the best paying business in tli 3
city, and is now doing a good business, bat-is
factory reasons giving for selling out. Call on J. 1
SMITH, corner of Cumberland and Preble street!
uovldtf
Portland, Me.

I.oux Wharf,

try will save money by buying their prepaid
steerage tickets at the General Ocean Steamship
Office, No. 22 Exchange Street, (don't mistake, hr
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at pre
sent reduced rates by theCunard and other fast fir»,
class mail steamers coming direct across tbe
ocean,
on the warm Goli Stream route, thus
avoiding all
dangers from ice and icebergs. 1 can sell prepaid

Johnsbory,

of

On and

;

»«

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.

N.iS A. M.—For Fabvan's. Littleton, Lancaster,
and ali points on B. C. Μ. Κ. K., St.
Burlington, Ogdensburg and all points on O. & L.
C. Κ. K., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all

& LIQUORS
IUINE CENTRAL RAILROAD. WINESall kinds,
in

dtf

inclnded.

Freight or Passage apply to
Κ. B. NAMPIiOJr, Aient,

deSltf

BVULINGTOril VT.,
OflDENSBIIKO, Μ. V.,
AMD MOSTKEAL.
On and lifter Sunday Oct. Stli,
until
further
notice PnnMenfger
ISSJf,

THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of 1U. L. William», Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at ITnlon
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S .H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
dtf
ootll

Street,

Trip 918

ICouud

Meals and Room

For

—TO—

m

SUNDAY TRAINS.
PORTLAND FOR BOSTON and WAV
STATIONS at 1.00 p, m. ROSTON FOB
PORTLAND at 6.00 p. m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running bet*eoii Portland and Banger,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macbias, Eastport, Calais,

COAL·.

FOR

BIT ■

Γΐ""1''1" 1.00 p. m. train from Portland connects with Sound Line Steamer· for New
York and all Kail Lines for the West, and the 3.30
p.m., train with all Rail Line» for New York
and the South and West.
Seats
Parlor Cnri on all through trains.
secured in advanoe at Depot Ticket Offioe.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

i* hkkebv given, thatth
Notice
subscriber baa been duly appointed Exc
cutor of

From BO TIIH

S.

CHAS. H. O'BRION,

aug7

Direct Steamship Line.

Pullman Parlor Cars

Steamer· leave Franklin Wharf, on Wednesday»
Satui d»7B at 6 p. m.. Returning leave Pier 38.
East Riv<r, New York. on Wednesdays and Satur
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen'l Ag't.
oays at 4j jn
sep21
dtt

nn.l Kr»» Site.

Orders received by Telephone, No. 644»

flIILADELPIIIA

On Trains leaving Boston 9 a.m., 12.30 and 7.00 p.
m. aud Portland 8.45 a. m.f 1,00 and 6.00 p. m.

m., arriving at Boston at 10.45,
m., 1.15, 5.10, and 7.15 p. m.

POINT AND OLD ORCHARD REACn
at β.15, 8,45, a. m.. 3.00, 5.45 p. m. (See note.)
FOR SACO AND BIDDEFORD at β.15,
8.45 a. m., 1,00, 3.00, 3 30 and 5.45 p, m. FO R
KKPÎNEBUNH at 0.15, 8.45 a.m., 1.00,3.00
and 5.45 p. m. FOR WEI,L»I at 0.15, 8.45 a.
m. and 3 00 p.m.
(See note) FOR NORTH
BERWICK AND DOVER. atO.15, 8.45 a.
m., 1.00, 3.00 and "*.30 p. m. FOR NALIION
FALLS and C RE 4T FALL», at 6.15, 8.45
FOR NEWMARa. m., 1.00 and 3.00 p.m.
KET at 6.15, 8.46 a.m., 3.80» p.m. FOB EXETER, HAVERHILL. LAWRENCE
AN» LOWELL at 6.16, 8.45 a. m.. 1.00
and 3.30 p, m. FOR ROCHESTER. FARffllNGTON. N.B., AND ALTON BAY. at
FOR MAN8.45a.m., 1.00 and 3.30 p. m.
CHESTER AND CONCORI>, Ν. Π., (via
New Market Jet.) at 6.15 a. m., 3.30 p. n., (via
Lawrence) at 8.46 a. m.
MOBNIKO TRAINS FOR PORTLAND
LEAVE KENNKBCNK at 7.25, and DOVER at S.00 ARRIVINCr at PORTLAN D
at 8.30 and 10.05.
Notb—The 3.30 p. m. train from Portland will
not slop at Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard or
Wells, and the 1.00 p. m. train will stop at these
stations only to take passengers for Boston.
»
Change at Dover and take next train following.

Brown's Wliarf, Portland's»*-.

dly

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For lew York,

Dr. E. C. W.ïst's Nerve and Brain Treata guaranteed specific for Ilysîeria, Diftciness
Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, lleadache.
Nervous Prostration caused by tlie u«e of alcohol
•or tobacco, Wakefulness, Mental Depression, Softresulting in I n*aniiy am! leading
ening of the Brainand
to misery, decay
death, Premature Old Age,
Weakness
in either sex, luvoluntary
Impotency,
Losses and Spermatorrhoea caused by over-exertion
of the brain, self-abuse or over-indulgence. Each
box contains one mouth's treatment. $l.abox.cr
6 boxes for $5.00 sent by mail prepaid on receipt of
price. We guarantee 6 boxes to cure any case. With
each order received for 6 boxes accompanied with $5.
we will send the purchaser our written guarantee
to refund the mor""V if the treatment does not effect
β cure. J. C. West & Co., Proprietors, issue guarantees through II. II. HAY & CO., Druggists, only

322 Commercial

FARMER, 22 Exchange St.

'{Trains Leave Boston
At

12.30, 3..30, and 7.00 p.m., arriving at Portland
and
8.05
in.
11.00
6.00,
r·
1.00,
PORTLAND FOR SOARBOKO, 1>INE

Lowest Marke

to J. L.

deltt

PAYSON TUCKEB, General Manager.
LUCIUS TUTTLE, General Passenger Agent.

ment,

at

drafts, apply

On and after Mouday, Oct. 15, 1883,

AWARRANTED CURE.

Specialty,

dangers from icebergs. Cabin $60, $80 and 100:
Return tickets $120, $141 and 180:
Excursions ISO
and $144 ;
steerage at low rates. Th* sailings are
as follows :
Britannic
Sept 22 | Republic....». .Sept. 27
Celtic
Oct. 0 1 Germanic
Oct. 13
For sailing li: ts, cabin plans, passage rates and

at

NERVED BRAIN.

treincsoutherlyroutes.avoiding

all

Railroad,

ISAAC DOUGHTY.
dlaw3wF

a

Kates reduced for Fall and Winter. Theae steamers take the ex·
■■■■■■

■

These Trains will be continued
through the coining season.

nOMTAIV von

24tli, 1882, and recorded in the Cumberland Couuty Kegisixy οι ueeas, book «<, .rage 44/, convened to us the undersigned a certain parcel of real
estate on said Long island, in said County of
Cumberland, and bounded as follows: "A certain
lot or parcel of land with tlie buildings thereon,
situate on Long Island, in the City of Portland, in
County of Cumberland, which said lot contains seven acres more or less,it being all and the same premises conveyed to the said Mary A. Burgess by Aman
da C. Woodbury, by her (said Amanda's) deed of
warranty dated the 12thday of September, A. i>.
1879, and recorded in Cumberland Registry of
Deeds, Book 461, Page 318 to which record reference may be had for a more particular description
of the premises hereby conveyed, meaniDg and intending hereby to convey all and every parcel of land
situated on Long Island, in the City of Portland, belonging to me (said Mary A. Burgess) together with
the buildings temporary and permanent constructed
thereon." And whereas the condition of said mortgage has been taken, now therefore by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, we claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage and give this notice
for that purpose. Dated this the 2Gth day of OctoWARREN A. DOÙGHTY.
ber, A. D. 1883.

Domestic Coals
Priooy.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.

S3-—"-a.

.Canal Bank.

Ali«ÙU

St. I.ouîm, Omaha. SagiSt. Pnnl,Mnlt Lnk« City,
Denver, Nan Francisco

PASSENGEUTRA1KM WILL LEAVE
PORTLAND for BOSTON
Wê55^^^|gat 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 1.00 and 3.30

469 Cumberland St.
84 Lincoln Street.
144 Pine Street.
22 Deering Street.
152 Spring Street.
83 State Street.
124 Pearl Street.
280 Brackett Street.
5 Deering Street.
604 Congress Street.

ΐκηΜιηπ

rates

Milwaukee,

Chicago,

Boston & Maine

WHEREAS

Pnrtlanfl ΛΤΓ»

aFreddced

Northwest, West and Southwest.

Notice of Foreclosure.
Mary A. Burgess, of Long Island,
City of Portland, County of Cumberland,
State of Maine, by her deed of mortgage dated Oct.

1 rri>ntc

lineLi. 8. ami Royal Mail Steamer·
to Liverpool Via Queenatown.

At

Depot

and all points in the

dtf

oct2G

and

ly

WHITÎ~STAU

Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newbnryport,
Salem, Lynn, and Boston, arriving at 5.10 p. m..
connecting with Bound aud Kail Lines for all

nnw,

Fryeburg, Me.
Fryeburg, Me.
Pembroke, Me.

sep8

Detroit,

Cincinnati,

Canton Steam Mills Co.
Canton Steam Mills Co,
Alfred, Me.
...

Exchange Street,

Foot of India Street.

Deering

J. S. Spring,
B. B. Murry
F. C. Johnston,
A. B. Holden,
A. L. Merry,
S. W. Thaxter,
F. W. McKenney,
Mrs. David Keazer
Zenas Thompson, Jr..,
C. E. Snow,
C. E. Barrett,
Dr. Gardner Ludwig,
H. T. Blaokstone,

TanlO

m.

TICKET OFFICES:

148 Spring Street.
457 Οοπαγγλα» lit—»

Eaton,
S. Libby,
O.

:

Front Lewiston and Auburn, 8.35 a. m.,
3.15 and 5.50 p. m.
From Gorham, 0.45,8.35 a. m. and 5.15 p. m.
From Chicago, Montreal aud Quebec,
12.35 p. ra.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars on niglit train and
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and Mon-

22 Market Square,

If in want of

6.30a.

a. m.

*e.ao p. m.
The 1.05 p. ία. tialn from Portland connect·; at

4jr®- June, with Hoosac Tunnel Roaie I or
tteWeet, and at Union Depot, Worcrticr. for
New Vork via Norwich Llae, and all rail,
tl&Springfleld, *lgo with Ν. V. Oc IV. E. R,
Β .("Steamer Maryland Route") for Philadei·
Baltimore, VaibingMa, and the
onth and with Boalon & Albanr R. R. for
the West. Parlor Care on train leaving iPortland
at 1.05 p. m, and train leaving Worcester at 8.00

PORTLAND^

at

for Cape Elizabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Blddeford, Kennebunk, Welle, North and Sontn
Berwick. Conway Junction, connecting for all
itatlons on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Rockport,
Newbnryport. Salem, Gloucester,
Lynn, Cnelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p. m.
At "1.00 p. ui. for Scarboro, Saco, Biddeford,
Kennebunk, Wells, No. Berwick,
Conway

u—J .03

WASHING^BLEAOHBfG

W. D.

Saec,

fcr

Blddeford. Keunebur^k, Conway Junci., Kittery,
Portsmouth, Ntwburvport, ftalem, Lynn and

On

Way,
New York and Philadelphia, ( Excursion,

OFFICE

rope* to inland places in the United States. Sterling and Scandinavia;· exchange at lowest rates
Choice Camberlaud and Acadia coal for sale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing schemes
&c. and other information
apply to J. L.FABUIB
Agent, 22 Exchange St. P. O. box 979.

Through Pullman Sleeping: Cars

St., N.Y.
dlyr

so

operations.

la

( One

Thos. Edwards, (Berlin
Η. Β. Brown, (Artist,)
Β. B. Farnsworth

ATTORNEY AT LAW AM) SOLICITOR

sure

tion with the multitude of low
test, short weight
alum or phosphate
powders. Sold only in canst.
ROYAL Bakeno Powdeb
106 Wall

Addison
KU8fNE8S CARDS.

buy tickets (at any railroad
boat office in New England) via

Be

in tow.

Grerg, Dyer, une.
At Montevideo fSept 25, barque Blanche How,
White, from Boston for Valparaiso, digg.
Sid fm Vera Cruz Oct 17th, brig Clytie, Lord, for
Minatitlan.
Ar at Bluefields Oct 13, sch Eunie McKown,Bradley, New York, (and cld for south coast.)
Ar at Fortune Island Oct 21, sch Mary Ε Webber,
Hodgdon, Booth bay, (and sailed 22d for Alva.)
At Kingston, J, Oct 23, sch Jennie Beazley, Smith,
for Mobile.
Ar at Salt River, Ja, Cet 15tb, sch Eagle Rock,
Coombs, Norfolk.
At Havana Oct 27, barque Alice, Dyer, for North
of Hatteras; ech Maggie Dalling, Dalling, do.
Cld at Wiudsor, NS, Oct. 26th, echo Helen Montague, Green, Alexandria; 26th, Mary O^Neil, Hart,
New York, 29th, Albert W Smith, Berry, do.
Ar Μ

PORTLAND.

Arrived.

Drawing Koom Cars ou al! day trains
and Sleeping Cars on night trains.

Absolutely Pure,,

Philippines.
At Hong Kong Sept 26th, ships Paul Pones, Gerrish, for New York; Robert Dixon, Smithwick. for

..

NOVEMBER 2.
MINIATCKE ALMANAC
6.36 I High water, <p m ..12.85
San rise?·
4.49 I Moon sets..
6.40
Sunsets....

ExpressTrains, Double Track, Stons Bal las

KENNEBEC—Sid 31et, ship Scetia, Sprague, for
Orleans, with hay and knees.
1st, sch Fannie A Milliken, Boston.
BOOTHBAY—Ar 29th, ech Sebago, Clark, Hills
boro for New York.

TELEPHONE 11».

Circassian

Stations in Philadelphia
NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

New
Ar

OEATDli.

SAILING IOF HTEAMttlllJl'M.

STATION IN NEW YORK TOOT LIBERTY ST.

GLOUCESTER-Ar 31st, sch Ο M Gillmore, Gillmore, St George.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 20th, schs Czar, Jones, and
Jos Oakes, Gray, Bangor; Elouise, Gray, do; Rosie
& Adra, Bowman, Boothbay.
MiLLBRIDGE—Sid 29th, barque Nellie Smith,

Fresco

In this city, Nov. 1, Oney Conley, aged 19 years
β months 16 days.
[Funeral this morning at 8.30 o'clock, at the
Cathedral.
At Beach Ridge, Scarboro, Oct. 31, William Libby,
aged 73 years.
[Funeral on Saturday afternoon, at 1 o'clock,
at his late residence.
In Bath, Oct. 28, Mrs. Almira Vickery, aged
76 years.

Now York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

Philadelphia.

MARRIAGES·
In Yarmouth, Oct. 31, by Rot. J. Torrey, Fred
Odell Conant of Cumberland, Me, and Mise Era
Merrill of Yarmonth,\Me.
In Lowell, Mass., Oct. 31, by Rev. Geo. W. Bicknell Fred Δ. Chase and Mies Hattie F. Dunning,
both of Portland.

BETWEEN

3l8t, scb Allston, Powers, for

..

..110
..122

Bound Brook Route.

HYANNIS—Sid 31st, sobs Loduskia, for Boston;
Eliza Β Coffin, and Olive Branch, do; Avon, Parks,
and L D Wentworth, Kimball, do.
BOSTON—Ar 31st, schs Henry Sutton, Manson,
Georgetown, DC; Helen Η Benedict. Manson, do;
Laura Robinson, Whitmore, Amboy; Edward &
Frank, Bowman, Rockland,
Belcw. brig Atalaya; sobs Kenduskeag, Zampa,
Η Τ Townsend, Vicksburg, Raven, Commerce, Fannie Whitmore, and Emeline G Sawyer.
Ar let, ship Leading Wind, Hinckley, lloilo; sch
Margie, Gulliver, Amboy.
Cld 1st, sch A J York, Wallace. New York.
SALEM—Ar 81st, sch Hattie A White, Crabtree,

..167

..104

mmn

White, Hopkins, Mona Island; Nellie Floyd, Johnson, Bucksville; Etna, Oollins, St Simons; Alfaretta
S Snare, Smith. Jacksonville;
Dora Matthews,
i>»rne .Dene, oeavey, mcnjorvwu, rernauuma;
mond.
Ar let inst, barque Charlotte A Littleiield, Colcord, Tome; biig Helen M Rowley, Jordan. Progresso; Cadet, Sawyer, Cardenas; sobs Maggie Abbott, Coilins, Ν η vitas; Reulen S Hunt, Brainard,
Baraeoa; Mary M Dyer, Bradley, Blueiields.
Cld 31st, ship Marcia C Day, Rouen; brig Manson, Daggett, Sierra Leone; sehs Τ W Allen, Carter,
Boston; Helen Mar, Banker, Nuevitas.
PERTH AMBOY-Sld 29tb, soh Damon, Torrey,

..158
..122
..163
..110
58

BrittO/ 's

At

31st, barque C Β Hazeltine,
Gilkey, Hong Kong; brigs Emma L Hall, Duffy,
Fernandina; John H Crandon, Sinnett, Havana;
sohs Fred A Carle, Condon, from Charleston; Harry

San Francisce ; barque Sontag, Waldo, for New
York.
At Moodyville, BC, Oct 19, ship Alice M Minott,
Dickinson, for Iquique, ready.
At Buenos Ayres Sept 29, barques Lapland,Perry,
for United States; John Ε Chase, Parks, and II L

Tierces..

16@18c
14@15c

STAGE CONNECTIONS
train for Turner, Chase Mills, West
Mills, Peru, Dixttaia. Mexico
and Rumford Falls.
L. L. LINCOLN, Snot,
octl5
dtf
m.

Sumner,

NEW YOKK—Ar

Bangor.

repaid tickets from

at lowest rates.
St»erage prepaid ticketsPortland
from inland plaocs in Eu-

a. m.

with p.

Τ Dnsko,

Fowl

IB utter.

Connections via Grand Trunk Rail;!
leave Portland for Bucbtield and

9.45

Breakwater.

Drisko, Baranquilla.

Lloyd, Hamburg, American, Botterdam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all first class
fast passage steamers, to ar.d from all
pointa in
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin and steerage ouiward and

^^ïw^Sway

Γ.

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 30th, schs L A Plummer,
Hawes, and C H Haskell, Wilde, Kennebec.
Ar 31st, barque Dida Ε Clark, Clark, Demarara.
Ar 31st, steamer Reading, Smith, Portland; sch
Tarry Not, BarreSt, Boston.
Old 31st, sohs L A Lewis, Warren, Providence;
Addie Jordan, Herriman, for Portland via Delaware
sch Ε

sale

C,,"4-' ^r«°*Canton, 7.40 a. m., 1.30 p. m.
—ua—j^ton f0r portiand 4.15 and

town.

WILMINGTON, DEL—Cld 31st,

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.
passsage tickets by the White Star,
FORCunard.of Anchor,
State, American. Ked Star,
North German

Fall Arrangement in Effect Oct. 15, '83.

pumped

derson,

«TEAMEBM.

Eastern Railroad,

1E«^LXX*Xt.<3.âLX».

lost overboard.

DO;HE8TI€ ports.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 23d, barque Edwin Reed,
Cates, Nanaii' o.
Sid 23d, ship Austria, Delano, Queenstown.
Sid 24th, ship Two Brothers, Hayden, for Port
Townseod.
PORTEADS—Ar 30th, sch s Alice Montgomery,
Lavender, Boston; Ada A Kennedy, Kennedy, from
Philadelphia.
MOBILE -Ar 30th, sch Josie M Anderson, An-

ΚΛΙΓΚΟΛ»*.

Romford Falls & ËncRflelâ

Sch Scotia, from Cedar Keys for Philadelphia, before reported at Tybce in distress, was surveyed 27th
and reconiBicndod to proceed in tow.
Sch Hannah I>, of Westport, before reported
picked up and towed into Portsmou h, has made
temporary repai:» and sailed for home port.
Sch Bedabedec. aahoreat Lewes, has been
out and part of the cargo discharged.
Sch Mary June Lee, which was uismasted on the
Banks last August, has been repaired at Ellsworth
and is ready for business.

FOREIGN ΡΟΚΓΚ.
Ar at Melbourne prev to Oct 30, ship Memnon,
Sawyer, Chicoutimi.
At Hiogo Sept 29, ship Wm J Rotch, Bray, for

Chickens

RAII.ROABS.

Murphy

German med2 3i
Ex Mess..12 (
Yellow Eyes3 4<
12 75(o
Plate
Onions $>bbl. 2 50(_ 2 761 Ex Plate.13 76S14 00
4i w50 'Hams
Irish Potatoes
13 %@14c
SweetPotatoes3 00@3 751 Hams,covered 15 @16c
»«<«> » doz
@29c Lard—
00c
Turkeys, ^ ib
88/8
Tub, ψ lb

119.000 bush, oats 183,000 bu,
barley 65,000 bush.
corn

lands 10c.

«lock JVlurket.

following quotations
daily by telegraph :
The

for

2 Chicago Spring 93@93yec; No 3 at 8iya ;No 2
Red Winter 99c@l 01. Corn higher at 47%@47y*
cash and November; 46% c for December; 46% for
•January. Oats are quiet at 27% c cash ; 27% c for
November; 288/«c for December; 28 y3 S28%c for
January. Bye is quiet at 65c. Barley is quiet at
60%c. Pork higher; 10 25@10 80 cash; 10 22%@
@10 25 for November; 10 32%@10 36 Decembèr;
J1 12%@11 15 for January: ll 25@IJ 27% for
February. Lard is higher; 7 22x/2@7 25 for cash;
7 20@7 22% November; 7 22%@7 25 December;
7 30@7 22% for January: 7 40@7 42% February.
Bulk Meats in fair demand; shoulders at 4 76; short
rib 6 65; short clear 6 70.
At the closing call of the Board this afternoon
Wheat advanced %c for November, % December,
and declined %c for January. Corn advanced yec
for November and December and V40 for January.
Oats advanced Vic for January. Pork 5c higher for
November and December and 2% February.
Lard
advanced 2% for November, January and FebruaNo

Nov.

Pitch(C.Tar)

Beeswax

land Breakwater, carrying away bowsprit and openseams forward so that she had to be run ashore
to prevent sinking. She has part of a cargo of flour
and general merchandise which is ruined.
The vessel reported ashore on
Hedge Fence, is the
barque City of Charlottetown, from Demarara for
Boston, not the Miranda.
Sch Lui* G Kabel from New York for Bilboa, put
back and anchored oft' Wood's Hole 29th. Capt
being unable to proceed. Capt Sylvester of
Portland took charge and sailed 31st.
Sch Edward Johnson, of Belfast, ashore at Cow
Bay, was Mocked up and ready to beBlaunched 24th
when a heavy storm came on and washed away the
blocking. The work has been commenced again.
Sch Etna, Collins, at New York from St Simons,
reports, lat 83 30. Ion 73 40, took a heavy Ν Ε gale
lasting 30 hours and was blown 150 miles south;
split sails and had deck cashed.
Sch Harry White, Hopkins, at New York from
Mayaguez, reporte having been 14 days North of
Hatteras with heavy NE gales; lost and rsplit sails,
and damaged rigging. Oct 16, John Smith, seaman,

ing

Sisal
10 V2? IIIY2 Muscovado.
OruKH and Djee. IBarbadoes
Acid Oxalic... 15® 17,Cienfuegos
14
tan
63® 55 Boiling',..
Alcohol
hhds..
gal.2 35@2 50 S"Η in
"
bbls..
Alum
Nail».
Ammonie.
3 00@3 10
oaro
225(a 27 Cas*
8
IN'nvuI Slo'-e
Ashes, pot— 6 %(a
Bale copabia..
60<| 65 j lar, ψ bbl,. 3 50 » 3 75

Cheese.
Vermont.... 10Va (c
Ν Y Fact'y. .10Vfc(£

Domeetic markets.

95%@95%c

Keceipf.,

Kaitroad

(g

IVIolafiitfM.

....

Total

—

Hale's Honey of Horehound and Tar.
Pike's Toothache Drops cure in one minute.

>

jPorto Rico..

..

Total debt
$1,875,854,239 08
Total cash in treasury
364,347,051 93
Debt less cash in Treasury, Nov.
1,1883
1,501,506,737 15

has

Horsford's Acid phosphate in Nervous
Diseases.
Du. Heney, New York, s>ys: "In nervous
diseases, I know of no preparation to equal
it."

[@17Và iStar^groee
17 (c I

....

4 00.

Wisdom.

and

a

October:

ο

Rope

Licorice,

Public Debt Statement.

Washington, 2Nov. 1.—The following is
pitulation of the public debt statement

proportion

Manilla
16
Manilla Bolt

FOR SALE

BY

R. STANLEY & SON,
410

NEW

importers,

rvo. FORE β THIBET.

PORT-

I.AND. MAINE.
Also, General Managers fcr New England,

Change of Time.

tag leave Custom fiouse Wharf, Portland at 3 p.
arriving at Harpswell at 6 p. m.
For Freight or

m.

dtf

seplS

265TH EDITION.

PRICE

$1.

FOR THE CELEBRATED

Summit

Mineral

Spring Wuler,

ofho.ti ι· tKiiiKox, jiaine.
au(l

MA.QjffTIC ^gQRtfc
COLDFEm

b®^thourr£i·
»TW

1

Regulate tlie Circulation of
the ENTIEE BODY.

JS^Sssss&S^S^Sa
WILSON".

MA^'roadway, New York, Ν. Y.

ool9

d&w3m

FISTULA AM) PILES
Jured without the Use of the Knife.
WILLIAM ΚΕΛΙ) (M. D.. Harvifd, 1842), am'
ROBERT M. READ (M.T)., Haï vard, 187G), oilier·

KvaDN Hoiim', 175 Trcniout afreet Ronton
give special attention to the treatrrent of lftlST(J·
1/, PI IjEM ΛΝΟ A IjIj !>■ ftANKN Of
THE RECTUM, without deteution from busi.
nest». Abundant references given.
Pamphlet eon

on

application.

Office Hour*—11
feblO

a.m.Jto 4'p.m.( 6>ccpt Surd»**',
dly

BoitrtliiiK House For Snle
Cumberland Mille. Will accommodate 2.'
boardors and is within Ave mii utes walk ο
the mill·, stable attached. Price f:t200, one-hal
cash and the balance oil easy terms, lot goes with it
Âddresg or apply to J. H, Moody, ou the premises
octZti
dim·

AT

KNOW THYSELF.4

GREAT

MEDICAL,

WORK

ON MANHOOD'
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility, Premature Decline in Man, Errors of Youth,
and the untold miseries resulting from indisci»
tions or excesses. A book for every man, young,

It contains 125 prescripmid tie-aged, and old.
tions for all acute and chronic diseases, each one of
which is invaluable.
So found
the Author
whose experience for 23 years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of any physician.
3QO
pages, bound in beautiful French muslin, embossed
covers, full gilt, guararteed to be a finer work, in
every sense.—mechanical, literary and professional,
—than any other work sold in this country for $2.50,
or the money will be refunded in every instance.
Price only $1.00 by mail, post-paid,
"illustrative
sample β cents. Send now. Gold medal awarded
the author by the National Medical
to
Association,
the officers of which he reiers.
This book should be read by the
young for Instruction, and by the afflicted for relief. It will benettt
all. London Lancet.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or Dr. W
H. Parker, No. 4 Bulflncu Street, Boston. Mass..
who may be consulted on all diseases requiring skill
and experience.
Chronic and obstinate diseuses
that have baffled the skill of all othlïû ITer
physicians a specialty. Such tnat-MbilU ed

by

of

failure.
may30

^

witlnut

au

.THYSELF
d&wly

__

I" BBBEBV CIVEIK, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
upon himself.* the trust of Administrator of the
estate of
JOSEPH R. HATCH, late of Portland,

ΝΟΤΙΓΚ

County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
All persons having deas the law directs.
mands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exbibitthe same; and all persons Indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to
in the

bonds

HERBERT SI. SYLVESTER, Administrator.
0fltl9dlawF8w·

Portland, Oct 18, 3 883.

THE

THE Π,ΕΟΡΛΤΒΛ,

PBESS

THOMAS

The Iniernationnl Mtriimxhip C ompany'*

FRIDAY MORNING.

ENTERTAINMENTS.
City Hall—Stoddard Lectures.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
A Card—Home of Aged Women.
KEW ADVEUTISEMFNTB.
To Let—Two Sunny Booms.
A Few Good Agents.
Black Crape- Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
Fine Teas—W. L. Wilson & Co.
Men's Fine Underwear—Allen & Company.

Opening—M. E. Fairweatber.
Notice Ts Hereby Given.

Call at 199 Middle street and try tbe Health
see the only Pare Fine Hygienic
Mattress. The health-lilt will do yon good, and
you will buy no other mattress after you have

Lilt, and

manufactured.by J.

H. Gaubert.
dtf

Hub Punch. Invaluable for a little treat
wbeu a friend drops in.
Buy of Grocers,

Druggists

or

Wine Merchants.

OC29

M,TbF&w
municipal

Cour».

JUDGE

BEFORE

nished.

OOULD.

Intoxication.
Thubsday.—Thomas O'Connell.
Fined $3 and costs.;
Frank Biley. Intoxication.
Thirty days in city
house of correction.
Napoleon Silva. Malicious mischief. Thirty days
in eounty jail
Brief Jotting··
Fine day yesterday. Mercury 40° at Τ a. m.,
81° at noon, 45° at sunset; wind west, northwest.

The cloud effects were very
An electric arc light has
Public Library.
Mr. Theodore Jackson, the
Morris Brothers minstrels, is

fine yesterday.
been put in tbe

original basso of
at

the United

States Hotel.
Lieut. Butt, of the U. S. revenue eteamer
Woodbury, has taken α fifteen days leave of
absence.
A few good seats remain at Stockbridge's
for French's lecture at City Hall to-night on
"The White Mountains."
Next Monday evening Munjoy Lodge, K. of
P.

will

Antortftin

th«

Last July the Fbebs announced the purchase
steamship Cleopatra, at Baltimore, by
the International Steamship Company of this
city, and the arrival of the vessel in Portland.
The Cleopatra was formerly run betweeu Baltimore and Charleston, by the Merchants'
Line, of the former city.
Since she arrived
here she has been thoroughly rebuilt, and has
just oome out of the Dry Dock. Yesterday afternoon a reporter for the Press made the vessel a visit, at the company's wharf, where she
laid, gaily decorated with flags, prior to leaving for her new route between Boston, Annapolis and Digby, at 5 p. m., she having been
chartered from the International Steamship
Company by the Nova Scotia Steamship Company. Capt. Thompson, shore captain of the
company, took the reporter over the vessel and
showed him every courtesy.
The ship is 18JS feet long, 34 feet beam, 22
feet 6 inches depth of hold, and by her new
register is 552 tons burden and schooner rigged. The forward house, on the saloon deck,
is divided into the state-rooms for the captain,
first and second officers, pilot house, porter's
room, and a room for the donkey engine, all
large and commodious apartment?, well fur-

of the

NEW AOVEBTINEIQENXH TODAY.

the one
oct23

Yarmnnth

lmlffA

at.

Pythian Hall.
The Society of Art at their meeting Wednesday night, decided to erect the building, lately
described in the Pbess, and will issue bonds to
secure the necessary sum.
The underwriters have settled with the
owner* of the Magnet, lately destroyed by fire,
paying 92,925. The machinery is to be taken
oat and sold and the hnll broken up.
The barkentine Fayson Tucker left Phila-

comes

the Law Students' Club this evening on "Life
Insurance Contracts."
Members of the Bar
and friends of the club are cordis'.iy invited.

Owing to trouble with his eyes the Rev»·
Henry Blanchard will suspend his Tuesday
evening and Sunday evening lectures until
pit

on

Deputy

He will

howover occupy his

Sunday mornings.
Grand

Master W. H. Vose will it.
the "Ancient Order of
United Workmen" at
Woodford's Corner

stitute

a

lodge of

Monday evening

with

next

twenty charter

members.
At the meeting of the M. C. M. A. last evening Ex-President Daniel Hamblen presented
the Association a fine portrait of himself,
which will be hung in a prominent position in
the ball. After the meeting the members partook of a clam boil.
Owen Conley, a boy about sixteen years of
age, was kicked by a horse at Falmontb,

Wednesday, receiving a
eye from the

terrible blow over the
hoof. He was taken

horse'sjr^

On this
day the church commemorates all the souls in
purgatory. The feast is not a holiday ol obligation, but is specially observed. The entire
month ol November is deyoted to praying for
the dead by the Catholic church.
A few nights ago while Mr. W. H. Hilton,
the jeweler on Federal street, was at tea, a

large atone

was thrown through his window
with such force that a hole only as large as the

mit-aile was made. It struck bis safe, and two
pieces of the rock were chipped off. Mr. Hilton narrowly escaped injury.
Fishing schooner George W. Fierce, owned
by Lewie, Chase & Whitten, went ashore on
Ram Island Wednesday night. She had no
load on board.
Yesterday morning she was
got οβ and towed to the Capo. It is impossible
tell the actual amount of
bottom is inspected.

to

wae

damage,

until her

celebrated in the Cath-

olic churches and St. Luke's Cathedral yesterHigh mass was solemnized in the
Cathedral of the Immaculate Conception at 9
·. m. The Bey. Father Linneban officiated

day.

celebrant, assisted by the resident priests.
Bight Bey. Bishop Healy delivered an address.
At St. Luke's Cathedral the holy
as

euchariet was celebrated.
Ur, Cousins, of the new Silsby engine company, says the steamer did not respond to the

first call at the fire, Wednesday night, because
ebe does not have to.
He also says she worked all right and there was no trouble. Ws
were informed by one of the assistant engineers, and also by several bystanders, that
there was a period of some fifteen minutes
when she wouldn't or didn't work, but after
that she did work

satisfactorily.

Burglary.
Some time during Wednesday night, burglars found open a rear shutter leading into
the cellar of Byron Greenough & Co.'s store
on Middle street, and entered the establishment. Proceeding up stairs they pulled things

about In great style. They helped themselves
to several fur caps, eleven pairs of fur gauntlet
glovee, and other property in all of the value
of several hundred dollars.
They showed
themselves novices at the business, for they
broke two desks in the counting room, when
all they bad to do was to open unlocked

They opened large package of patent medicine left on a desk, and ransacked a
box of mineral wool.
The police are looking
for them.
drawers.

a

Beat Estate Transrere.
The following transfers of real estate in this
ooonty have been recorded at the Registry ef

Deeds:
Portland—Alice P. Anderson to Abbie M.
Bragdon, land. $1.

Joeiah Jones to William Marray, land and
bnilding on Merrill street. $600.
Francis Fessenden to Michael Nee, land and
buildings on Sheridan street. $200.
Cape Elizabeth—Ella F. Allen to George S.
Jordan, land and buildings. $175.
Scarboro—Epbriam Broad to JoseDh H. Perry, land. $25.
Gray—Matthew C. Morrill to Elmer L. Osgood, land.
John Foster to Samuel A. Barrows,land. $70
Raymond—Nathaniel S. ShurtleS et al to
Samuel A. Barrows, land. $25.
The Gonld Team.

Yesterday morning Deputy Sheriff Hall of
Windham, haying received a card from Marshal Andrews describing Mr. Howard Gould's
team, and ascertaining a team and man anthe required description was stopping
at Smith's Hotel in Raymond, went oyer to
the hotel and intervieweô the supposed horse-

swering

thief. In a few moments Hall was convinced
there was some mistake somewhere but, at
his request, the man accompanied the deputy
to Portland, where everything was satisfacto-

rily explained.
Matter of Regret.
On etering the reading room of the Public
Library, one is struck with the lonely air of
the room. As he walks around he silently
lighs for the ancient order of things; for patrons and periodicals have taken themselves
away. One is impelled to ask, How is the
public served by this new move?
Λ

&

offering some remarkable bargains in gentlemen's underwear. They have on hand all
styles, both foreign and domestic, at all prices
and their stock will bear a careful

length,

furnished.
The forward house and after
houses on the saloon deck are united by a
bridge, and their tops form the hurricane deck,
upon which are located thirteen large staterooms.
Ail the staterooms and cabins are
heated by steam, and at the after part of the
hurricane deck is a transom, and this will be
covered by a canvas awning in summer weather, thug forming a delightful resort.
Below the saloon deck are the ladies' and

gentlemen's cabins, the

former containing 29
and the latter 38 berths.
Excellent toilet and
wash rooms are also provided.
The bedding
and beds are of the best material.
Forward
the quarters for the men, aud a few rooms
that can be used for passengers if the boat is
crowded.
The Cleopatra is also provided with all the
latest improvements, and the best of chains,
are

anchors,

She will carry about 4,000 barrels of merchandise.
She will hare a crew of
thirty men, and be officered as follows:
etc.

Hanfatn

Α

W

Γ*/\1 Κ»-»

First Officer—W. Marsbmore.
Second Officer—F. Spear.
Pilot—Capt. Potter.

Clerk—H. Clements.

Steward—J. Campbell.
Stewardess—Miss Bobicheau.
The engine was built by Reeny, Sou & Co.,
of Chester, Pa., in 1867, and ia 44x33.
music AND BRAISi.
WILLY KKILLY.

To-night, Dan Magainniss, late of the Boston Theatre, will appear at Portland Theatre
as "Willy Reilly," in his play of that name.
The Fall River leading paper thus speaks of
Dan's debut as a Btar in that city:
■'The play in which he made bis first bow as
star, 'Willy Eeilly' was originally written
for Barney Williams, and is one of the oldtime, loTable Irish plays, which, if it does deal
in ipi probabilities and is not exactly true to
nature, at least awakens a responsive feeling
in the beart, as the fortunes of a light-hearted
goesoon, played only as Dan Maguinniss can
play such a part, are followed to a happy ending. The piece ran unusually smooth for a
first night, and both piece and star were received with great favor, every song being encored, and the curtain raised on every act.
Grimmer's orchestra will play the following
programme during the engagement ol Dan
a

Maguinniss:
Overture—Blumenlese
Waltzes—Love's Confession (new)
Selection—Fra Diavalo (first time)

Beisslg

Waldteufel
Avber

Galop—Heigh-ho

Weingarten

BAIEU'fl MINSTRELS.
An audience which netrly filled City Hall,
greeted I. W. Baird's Minstrels last night.
This is one of the troupes which always perform the whole bill, and does it so well as to
make one desirous of seeing them a second

time. Iu the first part were many songs by
different members of the company—Mr. J I.
^K-'ifnm

w»hihr—pin nuumriy

with the audience—and a good orchestral
acThe end men, Joe Hart and
companiment.
Lew Benedict, were first-class, the interlocutor
was

good, and the jokes

were the jokes of minA very amusing operatic
burlesque act
concluded the bill. In the remainder of the
programme everything seemed to find favor
with the audience.
Of course Lew Benedict
was original and funny, and the contortions of
Prince· Pharaoh were very good.
The bell
ringers most acceptably performed their part,
as did Messrs. Cline and
Levick, in the cornet
duets. Messrs. Conway, Mack,
Kennedy and
Clark did splendid work with the
clogs, and
TOQl-O
ηηΛβΛΛΪ-t-J 1

strels.

,!
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entertainment was a good one, and
worthy the
gênerons patronage it received.
NOTES.
The sale of seats (or "McSorley's Inflation"
will begin at Portland Theatre this
morning.
Remember the matinee at the Lyceum to-

morrow.

Mme.

Jenny

Lind still suffers much from a
neuralgic affection of the throat and cheet—
the same which years ago used to cause her an
agonizing headache after every appearance on
the stage.
Mr. Irving's plays for next week at the Star
Theatre, New York, are "Louis XI" and the
"Merchant of Venice."
The Twenty-third street
Theatre, New York
is closed, and will remain closed
until next
Monday night,—at least, so the management
announces—when Miss Marie Prescoit will
produce a new play there.
Mr. Roland Reed
began an engagement at
the Third Avenue Theatre,
Monday night, in
his play, "Cheek." Miss Effie Ellsler will
appear at the theatre next week, in a drama, entitled "Courage."
Carrie Turner has grown
weary of the stag»,
and leaves the Madison
Square company to
enjov domestic blise. She was married secretly to a young Swede, nearly a year ago.
Madame Fatti, who is to
sing under Mr.
Mapleson's auspices at the Academy of Mueic,
is expected to arrive in New
next MonYork,
day. Mr. Mapleson said Wednesday that he
bad engaged one of Mr. John H.
Starin's
steamers and 16 tugs to go down the
bay to
meet the prima donna.
The steamer will
come up to the city with
eight tugs on each
Bide, tooting their whistles, and Mr. Mapleson
says the effect will be grand.
Arditi has written a hymn for the
occasion, and the entire
chorus and orchestra will
go down to meet
+·ι
Ο wcii Moore & Co.
have secured the rooms of the Portland
Society
of Art for their Christmas good?, and vesterday morning they were opened to their lady
customers. The art rooms were
appropriately
chosen (or the display, tor the arrangement
and character of the exhibit evinces a most
refined

and

artistic taste. The rooms hare
been hang with drapery in mode
colore, and
separated by a very handsome portiere. A
portion of the inner room has been arranged

represent

dwells with

large bay window, and the
delight on the rich draperie?,
a

eye
the

beautiful pedestal supporting a rare ornament
of Viennese bronze, flanked
by two tall ibises,
and the luxurious bamboo arm chairs of
quaint
styles, superbly upholstered, carelessly scattered about. The line of screens from the

Japauese Fan Company is very full and worth
studying. Some of these screens, embroidered
m

gold thread

on a dark surface, and framed
cherry, stained to Imitate mahogany, are
lovely, and several of the handsomest have
been sold. The needle-work is very elaborate
and, much of it, dainty. The line of sconces
is complete, and the same may be said of the
worsted patterns all ready for filling in colored
silks.
There are quaint brass and copper
umbrella stands,
and
the richest Vienna
bronzes. Surely any article exhibited would
make a beautiful present.

in

Trade.
At the monthly meeting of the managers of
the Board of Trade yesterday, in discussing
the various features of the trade of our city
with those of other localities, it was remarked
Board of

by several

that there was a less percentage of
losses in business with Vermont than with
with moBt any ether State. This is certainly

highly complimentary to the business integrity
of the traders of the Green Mountain State,
and does not disparage other localities because
the Vermont trade has always tfeen regarded,
for many years, as desirable on account of the
stability of its business people.
llooillum*.
Yesterday forenoon tbree hoodlums attempted to I ake possession of the peanut stand corStreet

Market airti Fore streets, and the proprietor promptly knocked two of them down. The
whole three then turned npon the man and
beat him, overturned his stand and behaved

examina-

shamefully.
fered and put

The
a

bystanders

stop to the

row.

at

last inter-

WRIGHT.

Ynrmonlh.
Tbe marriage of Mr. Fred O. Conant, of the
firm of Conant, Patrick & Co. of Portland,
and eon of the senior partner, to Mise Ετ ι,
daughter of the late Cipt. Reuben Merrill of

Former Well Known Resident
of Portland.

"Huîhed is the harp—the minstrel gone."
Died at Windham on Wednesday, 31st ult.,
Mr. Thomas Wright, at the aae of 71 years.
Mr. Wright was bora in Belfast, Ireland, iu
1812. When a boy be nerved the prescribed
time as a carriage trimmer and harness maker.
He married in hie own city, and went first to
London, where he worked several year?, and
then came to St. John, Ν. B., and from there
to Portland in about 1833. Hts first work at
his trade here was with thelate John Edmonds

:

!

Mr. Rouse of Augusta presided at the
and delighted the audience for a halforgan,
hour
previous to the ceremony with excellent
music. Tbe bridge was elegantly attired in
white, wearing the customary bridal veil.
At the close of the ceremony a
reception was
held at the former residence of the bride's
parents, after which tbe happy couple left on
tbe Pullman for Boston
bearing with them tbe
kindly wishes of all their friends for their future happiness and
A.
prosperity.

I'elby University.
The appointments for the senior exhibition
at the end of the term have been made
and th·
following are tbe speakere: W. E. Clement, Ε
F. Robinson, Ε. Ε. Dudley, J.
Eeith, J. E.
Cummings, T. E. Thayer, C. E. Estes and S.
Matthews. The junior parts will be given
by
G. R. Berry, Greek; B. F. Fish, Latin: B. S.

became communicants. Some years after he
was.made musical director of the parish,
which service and the care of the organ he
performed gratuitously for years, but he was
always remembered at Christmas. Some of

Annie, Frenoh;

_

will learn of his death with sorrow.
Mr. Wright was passionately food of music,
and his correct judgment was appreciated by
all the amateurs of tho town.
He played a
violin in the old "Portland Orchestral Society," but bis excessive diffidence -the bane of
his life—would not let him assume his proper
place in a public entertainment.
His delight was to look up a broken and discarded musical instrument of merit—string or
wind—repair its damage, and breathe into it
the music of its former life.
They were all
familiar to him, and served toemoloy him during the evenings when his day's labor at his
regular business was done.
On account of the failing health of his
wife,
and his natural love of tbe
country, in about
1860 he purchased a small farm in Windham
and erected all the
necessary buildings for a
pleasant home.
To this farm he soon moved,
continuing for a year or two the Preble street
shop. This he soon gave np but continued the
business at his farm.
Mr. Wright's house was a musical museum,
containing about all the instruments of an orchestra of his time. Viols and violins of all the
old makers, pipe, reed and cylinder
organs,
guitars and banjos, which he had admitted iu
various stages of decrepitude and
Though stiff in hand, his breath though weak,
He taught them yet the way
to^'peak."
There were many attractions surrounding
bis house as well as within it.
The wife who
came with him from London—now dead—was
OUU

DUlUUUClJi

and between them both the; made a home
that wealthier people might covet.
In this
he pat the savings of a lifetime, and filled the
house with pictures of bis favorite composers
and authors.
His home bad more charms for him than
any other place, except on Sunday, when if
he could not join in the liturgy of an Episcopal church aa in his boyhood, "with timid
mein and reverend face," he attended on the
ministrations of the aged pastor of the Congregational church of the town. The tuning and
care of the organ served to keep his hand in

practice.
•'In varying cadence, soft or strong,
He swept the sounding keys
along.
And tuued to suit a peasant's
ear,
The reeds a king would like to hear."

On the day before Mr. Wright's death he
was inadvertently made acquainted with
the
demise of bis early and valued friend James
Bailey, which caused him a sad pang and lessened bis courage; but a fatal termination cf
big illness wus not apprehended until the
morning of his decease.
"The ruling passion strong m death" was
exemplified in his last hours. Λ short time before he breathed bis last he said to his physician,"Did you ever hear the song of The Bells?
—Ob! it is beautiful," and spoke of the author
with admiration. Scott's lines so perfectly described the scene, that I quote them in preference to any words of our own.
"The scenes long past, of joy and pain,
Came wildring o'er hi· aged brainHe tried to tune his voice in vain,
And much he wished, but feared to

were many and his enemies none.
He was one
of the first members of the Maine Lodge ol
Odd Fellows. He leav·*
wraow,

Windham,

w^eemna

Nov. 1.

The Rev, β. H. Danti Settled at
Quincy,
IU.
The Rev. Samuel Howard Dana,
formerly of

Portland, was installed pastor of the First
Union Congregational church of Quincy, 111.,
on the 25th of October,
President E. A. Tanlier of Illinois College was president of the
council. The sermon was by Rev. Dr. H. M.
Scudder.

The other clergymen participating
in the exercises were the Rev. W. W. Rose,
the Rev. Δ. A. Ellsworth, the Rev. E. Frank

Howe, the Rev.

F. S. Hayden, and the Rev.
S. M. Wilcox. Mr. Dana upon his examination, after stating his general accord with evangelical belief, said that in regard to theological
statements "no definitions of God, of Christ,
of the Holy Spirit, of the Trinity, of the

Atonement, of eternity or of eternal life, are
satisfactory because these transcend all precision and definiteness of statement." He
then made the following statement:
First: God.—I believe in His being,
wisdom,
power, holiness, justice, goodness, ana truth, and
"that God so loved the world that He gave His only
begotten Son that whosoever believed in Him should
not perish, bnt have everlasting life."
Second : Christ.—I believe that Christ was God
manifest in the flesh, that He and His Father were
one, not only in essence, but in will and purpose ;
that the aim of Christ's life was the reconciliation
of men unto God; that God was in Christ reconciling men unto Himself; that the Son of man came
to seek and to save the lost, those who were lost
from God—to restore men to their lost estate as
sons of God. He was the Lamb of God that taketli
away the sins of the worldj not merely the punishment of sin, but the love of sin.
Third:
The Atonement.—All theories of the
atonement are defective and unsatisfactory, although there are elements of truth in all. Some
satisfy the heart; some the mind; none both. Seme
emphasize one attribute of God 'to an exclusion of
the others. The character of God and the character
of man, the nature of holiness and the nature of
sin, the infinite justice and the Almighty love of
God must ever be kept in view. No theory can
harmonize with the Gospel or be truly a "Christian
theory that leaves out the Christ asserted fact that
"God so loved the world that He gave His Son."
Love was the motive; sin the occasion; salvation
.the purpose; eternal life to all who will, the result.
"Christ did not become the Lamb.of God by being
lifted
the
but He
upon
cross,
was
lifted
upon the cross because He was the Lamb of
God. That cross was erected not by the hand of
divine justice, but by the hand of divine love. It
was not that God
might love men, but because He
did love men; not that it might be
possible for God
to forgive aLn, but because He could and want 3d to

forgive

sin.

Fourth—The Holy Spirit.—I believe in the
Holy
Spirit, the indwelling comforter who brings the
things of God and of Christ to our remembrance;
who convinces of sin; leads to repentance and
faith; by whom those who believe are made new
creatures in Christ Jesus and are enlightened and

sanctified.
Fifth—The life into which the soul is brought
through the new birth is the eternal life, over
wh ch time and death have no power. A life begun
on earth never to
cease.
"This is life eternal that they should know Thee the only true God
and Jesus Christ whom Thou has | sent."
(John
17.3) "He that hath the Son hath life:" and "he
that hath not the Son of God bath not life" (I John
5:11,12). it is through Christ and because of
jurist

tuai wo ctLt»m eteiuiti

me,

ana

nence

ills

words ot entreaty and of warning.
I believe that
any method of interpreting those words that mitigates the danger of rejecting Christ as the Savior
or lessens the guilt, the power, and the fearful
is not a true method or in acconsequences
cordance with the spirit of the Scriptures.
Sixth—The Scriptures.—I believe in the language
of the Westminster catechism, that "the word of
brod which is contained in the Scriptures of the Old
and New Testaments is the only rule to direct us how
we may glorify and
enjoy bim." I be/ievethat
"holy men of old spoke as they were moved by the
Holy Ghost;" that the Scriptures, are profitable for
doctrine, for reproof, for instruction in righteousness;" that they contain lhe history of God's revelation to man; ot God's converse with man. I believe
the Bible to be among books what Christ is among
In it as in Him, the divine and the human
men.
are blended.
The human brings it near to
us,
causes us to understand it and to enter into
spinpathy with it. The divine lifts us heavenward, elevates, ennobles, inspires and makes it the power of
God for ealvation. I believe that this revelation of
God is progressive, and that its culmination is
reached in Jesus Christ.
I believe that the knowledge and
interpretation of
this revelation is progressive, and is progressing;
that God has yet more light to break out of his
holy
word; that we can be learners, and ought to be
learners, while the world lasts; that as theological
systems and statements have been modified and
chaeged, so they will be, that coming generations
will look back on our fallacies as we do on
that open-mindednes3 is a Christian frame ofothers;
mind.
I believe in the holy Catholic church and in
the

ofjsin,

Congregational church.
QThe action of the church and society _in calling Mr. Dana was after this statement unanimously ratified by the council, and he was installed in the presence of a large audience.
The church is the one of which Key. F. A.

Thayer,

who died after a brief service was
pastor. The Quincy Whig says: "Many
touching
allusions were made to the late pastor Key. Mr.
Thayer, who has by this service been vividly
brought to the minds and hearts of the

people,
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STEPHEN SCAMMAN,)

M. J.
A. E.
octal

see

At this

price

uonn

Dy

iriummer, Administrator.

JOHN GRANT, late of Westbrook, deceased
Valentine be appointed Administrator presented by Stephen Grant, a brother
of «aid deceased.
LEONARD F. JOHNSON, late of Cape Elizabeth,
deceased. Final Account presented for allowance
by Edward C. Reynolds, Administrator with Will
annexed.
SARAH W. HORTON, late of Deering. deceased.
Account presented for allowance by Alfred Jones,
Executor.

Two Suits.

will

we

line of

Divided into 8,000 Shares, of the
par value of $25 each.
4,000
Shares
($100,000) preferred,
with Seven per cent interest.
4,000 Shares ($100,000) common stock.

Market

W. L. W. &
Call

special attention to those

ALSO

Square.
dtf

arrivals of

They

were

warrant
value.

·■—

imported expressly for us and we
them of superior quality and

Co.,

Comer Exchange and federal Streets.
no2

eodtf

BLACK

CRAPE.

We shall offer

to-day

a

special line

COURTAULD'S BLACK CRAPE,
I!V

4-4,

5-4 AM> 6-4 WIDTHS.

Notice

Portland, Oct. 16,1883.
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FEW good Agents

can make from $5
own town, with a new

a day, in your
by addressing A. B., Press Office.

no2

$10
business
to
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Photograph Albums.
I have just received direct from
the Importers, a large and elegant
assortment of these goods in all
styles and bindings and offer them
at very low

Engravings, Photos,
Material,

and

£ast of

If you want

Jewelry

Frami^

ME1EY 1HE

made goods.
EOW PKICED COOD8 for ser.
vice, Calf, Kip and Grain.

eodtf

from the

SQ.,

G.

(DAILY)

AMD

dtf

pot

brackets

low prices.

Kendall & Whitnev.
<uw

octal

IVTIrlHlo.
Opp. Fnlmonlh Hotel.

dtf

House at Woodford's, on line of
horse cars, to let, st'ible attached.
Apply to J. If. HELD, Woodford*.
oct2C

dtf

two offices in Stanton Block, Exchang
ONEstreet.
Apply to C. P. Mattocks. 31*4 Exstreet.
oot24U2w

change

Tflf LET,
House No. 175 Stat© Street,
FIRNIHHED
OR
UNFURN1SH ED,
—

OB

—

The room* will be rented neparately
This house is in complete order throughout and is
one of the best in the city, and can not be surpassed
as regards location.
Inquire of L, D. M. Sweat, 225
1 Λ» «win» C*
Mi/f/fU
^ΛΙΛΛ+t
Λΐ·

TO LET,
Store Nos. 117&119 Middle St.
►ELOW the Poet Office where all the large

BE> Wholesale Jobbing Housee are located. In dry
goods, Fancy and other Glasses of goods. Fitted tip
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevator. Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON J 04
Brackott St. where the keys may.be found.
oct2

dtf

FOB MALE.

House For Sale·

oct23

dtf

For Sale·
in houses, lots and lands.
Property
BARGAINS
in all parts of the city and in Deering. Pur-

chasers will find it for their interest to call and examine our large list ol desirable properties. Money
loaned on mortgages. N. S. GARDINER, real estate broker, 93 Excbauge Street.
octl9dlm

SEE

HERE!

in want of a nice residence
great bargains at Gorham Village.
One 2 story houpe, t4L," and stable, acre of land,
50 fruit trees, nice water.
One 2
house, new, never has been oo·
cupied, very nice lot 60x115, fruit trees, currants
&c.. nice water. Send for plans and descriptions to
G. I). WEEKS, Auc. and Real Estate Agent.

CAN

show any

one

story

Gorham, Me.

Κy Home

lota for

Building

DIAMOND ISLAND.
lots bought and sold by
W. J* WALDiiON, 180 Middle St.

aug21

Sa

Ij31dtf

dtf

FOR

SALE
GrAINT,
desirable two
in

At

-Α. ΒΑΠ

story house

ern part
AVERY
frescoed

the west-

of the city; first class location;
throughout in oil; in perfect repair: a gem
of a home, large new furnace, hot and cold water
upon both floors; ten rooms with bath room. For
full particulars apply at the house, 125 Emery et. or
to N. S. GARDINER, 03 Exchange St. sep26dtf

EDUCATIONAL.

Instruction in English and Class
ical Studle
glren

to

priTOtelpapila by th

J. W.

soUcrlber

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.

[an24

dtf

THE

EVENTTVfi
or

—

Portland

THE

ΚΓΗΟΟΤ.

—

Fraternity

Will open at ball-past «oven o'clock,

TUESDAY

EVENING,

the lGth day of October.

Cluses will be formed Is Reading, Penmanship,
Arithmetic, Grammar, Geography ana Book-Keepmg, and competent teachers have been engaged.
Blank applications for admission ma; be obtained
of the Janitor at the roomf,

4 and SjFree Street Block.

octlS

<llm

A Coarse of

Twenty Lectures
ON

Anatomy, Piiysiology & Hygiene
properly illustrated, will be delivered by

FREDERIC H.

GERRINH, M.D.

Mre. Throop'e School,
on WEDNESDAYS, nt 4 o'clock
ρ
m., beginning Oct. 31st.
at

Coarse Tickets $5.00.

To

be obtained at 51 Higk
octlTdtf

TELEPHONE 542.

FINE ARTS.
My Fall stock of Parlor Easels
is nearly completed.
1 hare all the new and desirable

New and Elegant Styles,
styles.
and in quantity and varieIn Artists'

Materials 1 have

large and complete line.
Pottery and everything

ty nnequaled.

new

decorating.

L.

BAILEY.

teller Skate.

ι

The cargo of Superior Grocery

for

Hammered Vases, Placqnes, MetReceivers, etc., etc.
Fine Gold and Rronze Framing

done in

493 Consrre§s St.

ooi y

eodtf

an

artistic

manner.

J. T. STU BBS,
400 Congress St.
ool9

PUBLIC OPENING
-OF-

cfco.,

MONDAY, OCTOBER 1st.
Ottoman, Tricotte,
Cardinette, Drap de Alma, Brocade, Bianitz, Plain and Brocade
Velvets, Velveteens and Plushes,

dtf

cargo or in lots.

BEACK VELVETS.

CHMERLlil

Hosiery, Gloves, Underwear, Buttons &c.

J. M. DYER & CO S
ectl

Apply to

HOISTED

ARE OFFERING

GRE4T

Sealskin and Matelasse Cloakings,
Blankets and Sheeting Flannel,

BARG^IKS
—

IS

—

26 in. Black Velvets

511 Congress Street.

FOR A SHORT TIME.

eodtl

Molasses, Ex Sophia, from Barbadoes, is ottered for sale by the

These VelTets

are

Elegant and

very

cheap

We have juet received a large
variety of

)fffce, Scrap and Paper Baskets.

J. β. Brown & Sods, i KENDALL&WHITNEY MERLIN k HOISTED.
oct 2'J

a

al Card

Bison Cloth,

For Sale.

—

my30

eod4w

FUI 1CKWER

trade tilled at lowest prices.

GROCERY MOLASSES

Tablets,
Fine Chocolate;Drops

at

W

eep3

Lime Juice

20 cents "flower
EggforBeaters
three days.

w

Agent for tlie "Henley'

Caramels,

withont board.

M. G. PALMER

Hunlin'T and Fishing Goods.
Roller and Ice Skates.
Agent lor OuPonl'e Powder, Sporting and
Blasting; Atlas Powder, Caps and Fuse. Orders
DQ Γ

—

sunny rooms, with
86 STATE, COR. GRAY St.
LARGE
oct27

BAB

I

—

aiAIïUFACTURES

dtf

dtdec26

Solo Agent for the new Par
ker Trap «Zna.Frank Wesson's Pocket Raile», ana thb
celebrated "Molabir«l>' Hnnting Nuiu. Suite
made to measure and samples of cloth furnished.
Also, the new composition Target BaIIh; better
and cheaper than Olass. English and American Double and Single Guns, together with a general assortment of
Β

C. 0. HUDSON
13 MARKET

JEWELER,

I: I I |\| S

STREET,

PORTLAND, DIE.

1688.

street.

Next above Brown's New Block.

STUBBS BROS.,

GIVE IIIM A CALL, !

KENDAULfiTwmTNJY

line of

new

STREET,

oct5

Temple Street.

TO LET.

All work strictly first-class.

547 CONGRESS

CONGRESS

Dover

a

Watches cleaned and warranted
for one year only $1.00
Mainspring, the best only $1.00,
warranted for one year.

OLD STAND OF

AT

Watches, Clocks,

prices.

Boston.

A Great Variety of Other Firstclas
Confectionery.

eodtf

before.

Silverware go to

And he will sell you at bottom

A large and new assortment ot Potterj
for decoration. Artiste' Materials,
Cabinet Frames and all the
novelties in my
line.

TEMPLE

or

IcKElEY THE JEWELER

Fine Gold andfrronze Frames

prices.

ST.

ever

MEDIUM PRICED
HAND-SEWED BOOTS,

DO NOT HESITATE !

AT

mmi clark,
octl2

Boots and Shoes

230 middle Street.

GREAT BARGAINS

35

TO LEI1.
Pleasant room with board for single
gentleman. Address or apply P. 0. Box,

Q

more complété assortment of

We have added

dtf

oetlô

—

VIT

octl5

d2w

SPECIAL SALE

λ»

Top Button, Ki|>-Top Button,
Clotli-Top Congress, Kip Top
Congress, and Bals.

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

To Let.

TWO
no2

Mnnlfnn

Congress, Button and Eace at
prices usually asked for machine

noy2dlawF3w*

largo sunny front rooms.
418 CUMBERLAND ST.
«Itf

a

Than

These are the finest goods of the kind ever
shown in this market, aud are from a recent
importation, at very low prices.

The Largest Assortment of

is hereby wivm, that the
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the estate of
JAMES CRIE, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased and given
as
bonds
the law directs.
All persons haying demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said estate are called upon to make
payment to
JEANNIE L. CRIE, Administratrix.

Xr

BESIDF.S our large stock of
MENV NEWAKIt HAND-SE WEB
BOOTS in tlie latest styles, Cloth·

S3 Temple St,

dtf

W nn/1 Kn tit

We oifer

These goods are all new and have never been
shown in this city.

No. 8 Elm Street.

+Λ

TfflS SEASON

ΟΙ

no ν 2

fiend

for prospectus giving full information. Those wishing to subscribe who reside oat of the city can do so
by addressing Woodbury & Moulton.

of

GOODS.

FAIR WEATHER,

*

■·.■-—■

of the preferred stock, par value $25,
Is now offered for subscription at par. Each four
shares subscribed for entitles the subscriber to two
(2) shares of the common stock. Subscription book
will be opened Monday, Oct. 22d, and remain open
till Saturday, Dec. 8,1883, at the office of Woodbury & Moulton, Banker», cor. Middle & Exchange
streets, Portland.
Subscriptions will be called for Monday, Nov. 26.

oct22dlm4p

ALGERNON STUBBS* Art Stori

E.

—<—

4000 shared

and all kind of Linen by the yard

M.

in

has long been known that the raising of Cattle
Texas, NewMexico, Arizona and other States and
Territories of the great west is, and for many years
has been immensely profitable and the fame of the
Cattle King's is world wide. Starting with small
means, these men within a comparatively short
time, attained positions in the World of business
and finance rivalling the famous Bonanza Kings of
the Pacific Coast. Their success shows the results
of intelligent and persevering efforts, and the short
time which has been necessary for the achievement
of that success proves conclusively that investment
made in the cattle business rarely fails of returning
a ratio of profit fairly astonishing to those not familiar with the resources of the great west.
And
the almost absolute certainty with which the profit
can be relied upon, will at once commend this class
of investment to anyone who will take the trouble
to study the history of Stock in the western portions
of the United States, and more particularly Texas,
New Mexico and Arizona. Capital invested in cattle
will return a larger per centage of interest than is
returned by any other legitimate.investmont, and at
the same time be free from the risks and uncertainties usually attending a highly remunerative or
speculative business.
No safer investment could be offered*
The management of the Company's affairs is in
the hands of parties whose long experiences renders
them familiar with all details and are eminently fitted to conduct the enterprise with success.
Prom the earnings each year after payment of
expenses, the holders of the preferred stock are to
receive a dividend of seven per cent, three per cent
to be placed in the contingent fund and the balance
to be divided among the holders of the common
trtodc;

no2

D'Oyley's Tray Cloths, Tablecovers, Table Mat, Luuchcloth, Napkins, Fishcloths. Splashers, lemonade,
Sideboard and Dressing Case
CoTers, Towel, Pillow and
Sheet Shams, Tidies

The property of the Company consists of 2,500
head of cattle, houses, six ranches, controlling
twenty miles of river front, which controls 200,000 acres of land, houses, corrals and other build-

it

Packages.

W. L·. Wilson &

install-

ments. Good salary or comraiuion paid. Also
Agents to eeli Wildes, Patent Button. Apply
Β. B. MAKTIS, Manager,

or

I'AYSON TUCKER) Gen'l Manager Eastern and Maine Central It. It'*.
CHAS. S. MORRILL, of the Arm of Huruliam & Morrill.
W. J. KING, of the firm of «eo. W. True
& Co.
W. S. EATON, Gen'l Ft. Agt. Maine Central B. R.
CLARK H. BARKER, of the Arm of Geo.
W. True & Co.

in

OPENING.

CODSISUDg

Wanted.
to sell Eagle Wringers on
f^lAJSVASSERS
V/

HOUSE TO L£T.

Treasurers

ings necessary to conduct the businecs, located
Ton to Basin, centre part of Arizona Territory·

BASKET FIRED JAPANS, PURE AND UNADULTERATED.
can

Amerisystem

a

cutting and fitting. Patented tluly 1883.
Gives perfect tit.
French Dart and Adjustable
Sleeve learned easily.
Dress cutting and tit ting
a ipecialty.
MDLLE. Ε. E. WOOD, No. 2 Tolman
Place, Portland, Maine.
oct4dtf

of the firm of Geo. W. True & Co.

CO.,

new

In 10 and 20 Pound

ELIZABETH I, WEEKS, late of Portland, deceased. Will and petition for the probate
thereof
presented by William Weeks and Maria L.
Wells,
the Executors therein named.
HENRY C. PEABODY, Judge.
A trUt copy of the original order.
Attest:
SETH L. LARRABEE, Register.
w3w44

LINEN

to call and examine the Franco
LADIESForm,
perfect instrument ami
for Dress

or

CLARK II. BARKER

Diroctors:

nexed.

KTov. 3

dtf

To Let.

Fine Garden Formosa Teas,

CHARLES MORSE, late of
deceased.
Will and petition for the probatePortland,
thereof presented
by Marshall N. Rich,- the Executor therein named.
SARAH JEWETT, late of
Portland, deceased.
First Account presented for allowance
by Mary
Jane Jewett, Administratrix with the Will
an-

open a full Une of

octan

To Let.

Gen'l Ft. Agt. Maine Central R. R.

ALLEN & COMPANY,

Guardian.

I shall

K*OR (Ρ-ΜΛύΐ housework. References required.
J Apply at No. 8 FARUINGTON PLACE.

Prosldont:

WOODMAN S. EATON,

Congress Street,

dlw·

ηοτΐ

GENTLEMEN'S FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

pftQww, lato urxTccnng, deceased.
Petition for allowance out of Personal Estate presented by Hannah Brown, widow of said deceased.
LEMUEL BRYANT, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate
thereof, presented
by Aaron B. Holden, the Executor therein named.

Saturday,

the Laws

$200,000.

CAPITAL

—ΐΡΐτοίΓΛΏ v.

JAMES H. EATON, late of Poitland, deceased.
Petition for allowance out of Personal Est ate
sented by Clara A. N. Eaton, widow of said predeceased.
HELEN M. ATCHISON, late of Portland, deceased. Will and petition for the probata thereof
and that letters of administration with the Will annexed be issued to William L.
Richardson, presented
by Nathan Cleaves.
LEVI WEYMOUTH, late of Portland, deceased.
Petition for license to sell and convey Real Estate
presented by Monroe A. Blanchard. Trustee.
ADIS B. MORRILL, late of Portland, deceased.
Petition for allowance out of Personal Estate
presented by Cora B. Morrill widow of said deceased.
SETH B. HILBORN, late of Portland, deceased.
Final Account presented for allowance
by Byron D.
Verrill, Executor.
SARAH E. TUCKER, late of Portland, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof and that
letters of Administration with the Will annexed be
issued to Thomas E.
Tucker, a son of said deceased,
presented by said Thomas E. Tucker.
ARA V, GREENE, minor child and heir of
Greene of Portland. Petition for license to sellWyer
and
convey Real Estate presented by said Wyer Greene,

address W. W. M„ BOX 19'JH.

can

of Maine.

a

Petition that Leauder

Wanted.
girl for general housework,
A COMPETENT
1% miles out of town. Applyiat No. 3 Central wharf
oct31

Organized Under

FOR

positively show any
gentleman
goods correct in style, elegant in workmanship and finish, and offered at a priee from SO to 40 per cent less than
same goods were ever shown in Portland.
a

nov2

APPLETON D. HILL, late of Naples, deceased.
Petition for license to sell and convey Iieal Estate
presented by Eunice M. Hill, Administratrix. Also
petition for allowance out of Personal Estate
presented by said Eunice M. Hill, widow of said deceased.
HENRY MERRITT, late of Brunswick, deceased.
First Account presented for allowance by JohnL.
Swift, Executor.
MARY WOODSIDE, late of
Brunswick, deceased.
Final Account presented foe allowance by Hiram
Campbell, Executor.
CAROLINE A. SOULE, late of Freeport, deceased. Petition that Samuel B. Kelsey be appointed Administrater presented by Willis M. Soule, a
son of said deceased.
LUCY STEVENS, late of Standish, deceased.
Second and Final Account presented for allowanceby Almon Littlelield, Administrator.
REBECCA H. KNIGHT, late of Windham, deceased. First and final Account presented for allowance by Albert M. Knight, Administrator.
FANNIE PETTENGILL, late of Windham, deceased. Pdtition that Charles Jones be appointed
Administrator, presented by John P. Morrison, a
nephew of said deceased.
CHARLES F. WESCOTT, minor child and heir of
Elliott Wescott, late of Gorham, deceased. First
and final Account presented for allowance by Jam**
M. Robinson. Guardian.
ELIZA ANN McLELLAN, late of Gorham, deceased. Petition that John A. Waterman be appointed Administrator de bonis non, presented by
Lucy A, Crie, a cousin of said deceased.
MARY F. PLUMMER, late of Scarborough, deceased. First and final Account presented for al-

dtf

oct31

augSOdtf

47©

cause.

bookkeeper. SHAW. MAMMON H & CAKNEY, 308 Commercial St.

A Wrair.pJas*

Wanted.

To all persons interested in either of the
estates hereinafter named.

AT

WANT*.

Bookkeeper Wanted.

Arizona Cattle Co.

$ χ ο, ο ο

TEW DOLLARS.

NEW ADVERTISDIIflEIVTe.

Court of Probate held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland on the Third
Tuesday of October, in the year of our Lord, eighteen hundred and eighty-three; the following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press,
and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland
aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate
court, to be held at said Portland on the Third Tuesday of November next, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon, and object if they

π;.

Genera Merchaa
every Laturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a.
oct3dtf
Coneiirnnients solicited

Ctrl Wanted.

VALUE

Quality FANCY UNDERWEAR, at the
extraordinary low price of

Stockbridge's.

NOTICES.

dise

o. w. ±υ.κκ

Furniture

sale ot

Begnlar

GUARANTEED

—

Eltl ·■(« It.

MalMrogui IN

nijUT,

». o.

or

Men's Extra

Souci.
Such will be the topic of the next Stoddard
lecture, Monday evening. It ie highly spoken
of by our exchanges. Tickets can be pro-

PROBATE

}
)

AN»

Berlin and Sane

cured at

PEaBBLES,

SKILLIN.

Selectmen
of
Cape Elizabeth,
d4t

PORTLAND

JFOUK PIECES
—

oi Cape
in town

vote

said meeting.
Article 2d.—To see If the town will instruct the
selectmen to lay a new floor in the town hall.

re-

offer

we now

law to

Article 1st.—To choose a moderator to preside at

MEN'S FINE UNDERWEAR.
As

meeting of the Inhabitant»

affaire will be held at the town house in said town,
on SATURDAY, Nov. 3, 1883, at four o'clock in
the afternoon, to act upon the following
articles, to
wit:—

The

erville College, 15ccupying it for six
years,being
the first professor in that
department.

him may also be bestowed upon Mr. Dana in
The candidate acquitted himself
his work.
creditably and has already won his way into

people."

Foss, English.

college.

515

our

M.

Announcement was made Wednesday morning of the death of thb Rev. Adam Briggs on
the 26th Inst, in Chicago. At tbe time of his
death he was living with his son in that
city in
the retirement of a ripe old
age. In 1822 be
took the chair of Learned Languages in Wat-

and the earnest prayer offered that the work
begun by him may be carried on by his sucsessor, and that the love and support given

the homee and hearts of

A.

speakers will be under special instruction in
elocution by Prof. Butterfield, who has recently tike η charge of the department of elocution

xowance

try

long forgotten melody;
Amid the chords his fingers strayed,
But when he caught the measure wild
The old man raised his face and
smiled;
And lighted up his faded eye
With all a poet's ecstacy."
Mr. Wright seldom spoke an unkind or disparaging word of any one. His religion wag
noiseless, and his spirits cheerful. His friends
The

Have

SPECIAL

V. Ο. BAILEV Ac CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant

MEETING.

SPECIAL·

Messrs.

were

MJCTIOK HALES.

TOWN OF CAPE ELIZABETH.

of the

pastor

Henry Payson of
Portland, Cyrus R. Sargent, E.J Dudley Freeman and Prof. C. C.
Springer of Yarmouth.

audible, although he was noticed for his strict
following in the service, and he and hts wife

uunoio

ηΕΕΤΙΧβ*.

man.

Tbe ushers

remunerated. Finally he opened a
own
ou
Preble street, where be
pursued his business several year?, living in a
house near the Southern corner of the present
Lincoln Park. Here he lost some of bis household goods in the great fire of 1866.
On their arrival in Portland, Mr. Wright
and his wife became constant worshipers in
the old church of St. Paul's, on what is now
Pearl and Church streets, but it was months
before his worth and love of music became
known.
His timid responses were hardly

υ>

D.,

D.

Misses Maggie Loring and Georgie Williams
of Yarmouth were bridesmaids; Mr. Edward
U. Curtis of Bostou officiating as best

liberally

>ufWâ

Joseph Toirey,

church, and the English custom of the groom
meeting tbe bride at tbe chancel steps being
observed. Misa Arie Kel'ey of Water villa and

shop of his

these substantial tokens now garnish his house.
The few remaining attendants of that fine old
church will remember his painstakings, and

occurred at the First Congregational Church in this village on
Wednesday

Rev.

Congress street,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Yarmouth,

evening last, in the presence of a large gatberiiig of relatives and friends. The ceremony
was conducted ia a
very bappy manner by

where he continued several
years. Beinp α finished workman as a carriage
trimmer, his services were always sought and
on

V,

Chief Engineer—C. Foss.
First Assistant— E. Clark.

ner

Co.

are

tion.

feet in

s'xty-fivo feet in length, into which opeus
eighteen large staterooms, several of them
family rooms. The saloons and dining hall
are all prettily frescoed in gilt, cream and
light blue, richly carpeted and handsomely

to

Allen

dining saloon, forty

-awwrry-ttmn-narry

To-day is the Feast ol All SouIb.

All Saints day

the

into which tea staterooms open.
Aft of the
dining saloon is the clerk's office and stateroom, and still farther aft the upper saloon,

days
There will be a Bible reading at the Friendly Inn this (Friday) afternoon at 3 o'clock.
Christian workers and friends of temperance
are invited.
The Y. M. G. A. class in vocal music taught
by U. L. Fitch opened with a large attendance
last evening.
The next session of the class
will be on Monday evening Nov. Oth.
The first meeting of the Congressional Club
for this season will be held Monday evening,
Nov. 12th, at the Y. M. C. A. Hall. Addressee
will be made by Rev. Β. B. Meredith, D. D.,
of Boston and others.
Hon. J. H. Drummond will lecture before

Aft of the forward house comes the

pantry and kitchen, both much larger than is
asual on Bteamers of this class, and aft of these

delphia Ocf. 16th and arrived at Gibarra on
the 21st, a remarkably quick passage of five

further notice.

η

New Steamer.

SOV. 2.

CITY AND VICINITY.

seen

Death of

dtl

o«31

ulw
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